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Summary
In this thesis we present, analyse and implement a domain embedding bound­
ary integral equation method for the solution of the inhomogeneous Helmholtz- 
type equation
—Au + a2u = g, in H C R2, (1)
subject to Dirichlet or Neumann boundary conditions, where the parameter a  is 
real and possibly large, and Q is a bounded domain with a smooth boundary. 
Our method avoids altogether the explicit construction of a grid resolving fi, and 
is robust as a —> oo.
Applications arise in the implementation of space-time boundary integral 
methods for reaction-diffusion equations. Discretisation in time by a linearly 
implicit finite difference scheme leads to a sequence of problems of the form (1 ), 
where a  is proportional to 1/y/St, St is the time step, and the right hand side g 
is a function of the solutions at previous time levels.
As well as discussing the solution of (1) in detail we also use the methods 
which we have developed for (1 ) in the solution of various parabolic problems 
involving the heat equation and reaction-diffusion equations on general smooth 
bounded domains f i c R 2.
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This thesis is concerned with solving, numerically, boundary-value problems for 
the inhomogeneous Helmholtz-type equation
—Au + ot2u = gt in fi, (1 .0 .1 )
where Q C I 2 is a bounded domain with smooth boundary T, the parameter a  
is real and possibly large, and g satisfies certain smoothness assumptions which 
we will specify below.
As a first step to choosing an appropriate method for the solution of (1.0.1), 
we need to consider its origins. Problems of the form (1.0.1) can arise in the 
solution of certain parabolic partial differential equations (PDEs). For example, 
consider the initial boundary-value problem for the reaction-diffusion equation
= A u + /(u ), in f] x (0,T], (1.0.2)c dt
where c,T  > 0 and /  is some, possibly nonlinear, reaction term. Discretis-
ing (1 .0 .2 ) in time using a linearly implicit finite difference method (an approach
known in some sections of the literature as Rothe’s method) reduces it to a se­
quence of inhomogeneous Helmholtz problems, each of the form (1.0.1).
For example, if we choose time points 0 =  t0 < < . . .  then linearly implicit
backward Euler timestepping gives us
Un+'xT  "  =  AUn+1 +  / ( “*)> in n ^  °> (1.0.3)
C u Z ji
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where 6tn = tn + 1 — tn, and un =  u (•, £n). Rearranging, we get
- A u n+1 + - ^ u n+i = - ^ u n + f ( u n), in ft, n > 0, (1.0.4)
with corresponding boundary data. For each n > 0, (1.0.4) is of the form (1.0.1), 
where a  =  1 /y/cdtn is real, and where the right hand side g is given by a function 
of the solution at the previous time level. To solve (1 .0 .2 ) we then just need to 
solve (1.0.4) at each time level.
Now problems of the form (1.0.2) can occur, for example, in the pattern for­
mation problems of mathematical biology (see eg. [10] or [64]), in which case, 
although the domain ft may be complicated, it will typically have a very smooth 
boundary. Solving (1.0.1) on arbitrary, complicated domains using finite differ­
ence or finite element methods may become expensive, and in addition, such 
methods may not fully exploit the smoothness of I\ The main aim of this thesis 
then is to derive and implement a method for solving (1 .0 .1 ) (and hence (1 .0 .2 )) 
which avoids altogether the explicit discretisation of ft, and makes full use of the 
smoothness of T. To this end we consider the use of boundary integral equation 
methods.
These methods are sometimes considered inappropriate for inhomogeneous 
problems, and/or problems where the solution is sought throughout a domain, 
because the cost of computing a particular solution to remove the inhomogeneity 
and/or the cost of many field point evaluations can be prohibitive. An approach 
which overcomes both of these difficulties within a single framework is the domain 
embedding method. In the first part of this thesis (Chapters 2-4), we discuss, 
analyse and implement this method for the solution of (1.0.1). Our method 
avoids altogether the explicit discretisation of ft, and is robust as a  —» oo (or 
equivalently as Stn —> 0  in (1.0.4)).
We give a more detailed introduction to this in §1 .1 , as well as presenting 
some background theory on boundary integral equation methods, and describing 
in more detail those parts of our method for solving (1 .0 .1 ) which are original.
In the second part of this thesis (Chapters 5 and 6 ) we then consider the 
application of boundary integral equation methods to the solution of parabolic 
problems such as (1 .0 .2 ). We give a more detailed introduction to this in §1 .2 .
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1.1 The Inhomogeneous Helmholtz Problem
The natural method for solving homogeneous elliptic PDEs such as Helmholtz’s 
equation, without discretising the domain, is the boundary integral equation 
method. This is based on Green’s Theorem, see for example [16, Theorem 2 .1]. 
In this theorem, and throughout the rest of this thesis (except where explicitly 
stated), we shall assume that Q C R2 is a bounded domain whose boundary T is 
parametrised by a 27r-periodic function 7  : R 14P which satisfies
7  € C°°(R), (1.1.5)
with
7 (s) =  7 (t) if and only if s — t G 2m, i e  Z, (1.1.6)
and
|7 '(t)| > 0 , for a llt 6  R. (1-1-7)
Of course many of the statements which we shall make will hold for much more 
general regions (e.g. with corners) but since we are concerned here with a differ­
ent type of novelty (as described above) we avoid technical detail arising from 
nonsmooth T.
Theorem 1.1.1 Let u € C2(Q), and let d/dn denote differentiation with respect 
to the unit outward normal vector to T. Then we have Green’s formula (also 
known in the literature as the Helmholtz representation)
U[X) =  L { ^ m a { x ' y )  ~  u { y ) d * d i ( y ) ] }  M y )
+ /  { -A u {y )  + a 2u(y)} $ a(x,y)dy, x  6  Q, (1 .1 .8 ) 
J n
where $ a (see (2.1.5)) denotes the fundamental solution of the two-dimensional 
Helmholtz equation
—Au-\-a2u = 0, inQ. (1.1.9)
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Proof: For a full proof see [16, p. 17]. □
R em ark: Similar representations apply to more general elliptic problems, pro­
vided a fundamental solution is known.
From (1 .1 .8 ) it is clear that if u were a solution of the homogeneous Helmholtz 
equation (1.1.9) then we would have the formula
« ( * )  =  ^ { ^ ( y ) ® a ( * , y ) x e Q ,  ( i . i . i o )
which represents the solution u in terms of the boundary data u |r and du/dn\r .
The classical approach to solving the homogeneous problem (1.1.9) using 
boundary integral equation methods is to take the equation (1 .1 .1 0 ) and let the 
point x  approach the boundary. Using the classical jump relations of potential 
theory (see [15] or [49]) we then get the integral equation
1U{X) = fT { £ (v)$°(a’V) ~ U ( y ) } My)’ a€r’ (11-n)
which involves values of u and its normal derivative only on the boundary. Hence 
if either the Dirichlet or the Neumann boundary data is known, (1.1.11) is an 
integral equation for the unknown complementary boundary data, which can be 
solved (see Chapter 3), and for points x  E Q the value of u can then be found by 
using the representation (1 .1 .1 0 ).
In this case the method would only involve boundary integrals. Hence there 
would be no need to discretise the domain, and in Chapters 3 and 4 we describe 
in more detail how we can solve the homogeneous problem (1.1.9) quickly. In 
Chapter 3 we show how to formulate and solve (1 .1 .1 1 ), and in Chapter 4 we 
discuss the cost of the method and we show how we can evaluate u quickly at 
many points throughout the domain.
However, here we are also concerned with the problem of solving (1.0.1) when 
g ^  0 , and it is clear that in this case using the integral equation (1 .1 .8 ) would 
require the evaluation of domain integrals over the whole of f2. Direct numeri­
cal integration of the domain integrals by quadrature formulae is in some sense 
a “classical” approach, and an error analysis can be performed to justify this 
method mathematically. The problem with this approach is that we still have
9
in some sense to devise a mesh on Cl, which somehow defeats the purpose of the 
boundary integral equation method. Moreover, evaluating a domain integral can 
be expensive, especially if Cl is complicated.
Another way to solve the boundary value problem for (1.0.1) is to find a 
particular solution up which satisfies (1 .0 .1 ), but does not necessarily satisfy any 
given boundary conditions. If such a function can be found, then by linearity, the 
function v = u — up satisfies the homogeneous Helmholtz equation (1.1.9), with 
boundary conditions derived from those of u and up. The integral formulation 
for v is then free of domain integrals, and v can then be found using the methods 
of Chapters 3 and 4.
This is the approach we shall use, and it can be considered as a three step 
algorithm. For example, for the problem (1.0.1), supplemented by Dirichlet data 
u =  (f> on T, the three steps are as follows.
i). Find a particular solution up which satisfies —Aup +  a2up =  g in Cl.
ii). Solve the homogeneous problem — Av  +  a2v =  0 in f2, with boundary data 
v =  <f) — up on T, by solving the boundary integral equation (1 .1 .1 1 ), to find 
the complementary boundary data dv/dn  on T.
iii). Evaluate v quickly throughout Cl, using the values of dv/dn  and u |r, and 
(1 .1.10).
The solution of the Dirichlet problem for (1.0.1) is then given by u =  v + up. The 
Neumann problem can be solved in a similar way.
An approach which allows the implementation of steps (i)-(iii) in a single 
framework is the domain embedding method, originally developed by Mayo and 
co-workers [58]—[62]. The basic tool in this method is to embed the domain £2 in 
a fictitious domain (rectangular in two dimensions) on which finite differences fit 
nicely.
Even working within this single framework, the three components of the 
method are still quite distinct. Hence we devote a separate chapter to each. 
A full introduction and literature review for each component can be found sep­
arately within each chapter, but below we briefly summarise some of the main 
ideas involved.
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1.1.1 Finding a particular solution
In Chapter 2 we consider the problem of finding a particular solution of (1.0.1). 
We do this by solving an extended problem on the fictitious domain, and this can 
be done quickly using finite differences and fast Fourier transforms. Our method 
is based on that in [60]. The main new results which we have obtained here are:-
• The application of the method to the Helmholtz equation, rather than Pois- 
son’s equation.
• Theoretical justification for the use of the method by means of a result 
regarding the continuity of a certain particular solution of (1.0.1). For 
clarity this result is presented in Appendix C, but it is used in Chapter 2 .
•  Some new ideas for the practical implementation of the method (see espe­
cially §2.5).
1.1.2 Solving the homogeneous Helmholtz equation
In Chapter 3 we consider the problem of solving the first and second kind bound­
ary integral equations arising from (1.1.9). Standard methods for solving these 
integral equations (see for example Kress [49, Chapter 1 2 ]) may break down as 
a becomes large. In the application to (1.0.4), a  may be very large if the time 
step is small. Hence we have developed a new collocation method for solving the 
integral equations which has a robust convergence rate as a —¥ oo. All of the 
work in this chapter is original, and the main new results which we have obtained 
here are:-
• Numerical results demonstrating how standard methods may break down 
as a  becomes large.
• Description of a new collocation method for solving both the first and sec­
ond kind boundary integral equations arising from (1.1.9).
• A complete error analysis for the fully discrete collocation method applied 
to the second kind boundary integral equations, in which we prove that the 
convergence rate of the method is independent of a.
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• Numerical results demonstrating the robustness of our new method with 
respect to a  for both the first and second kind boundary integral equations.
We also describe and analyse the method as applied to the second kind bound­
ary integral equations in [53].
1.1.3 Evaluating the solution throughout Q
In Chapter 4 we consider the cost of computing the solution of (1.1.9) at many 
points in Q. This could be done by using the formula (1.1.10) directly, but this 
may be expensive. Instead, we use a method based on that in Mayo [59]. The 
basic idea is to evaluate the solution directly at only a small number of carefully 
chosen points near T, and then to use a fast solver to extend the solution to 
the rest of the domain. However, the numerical evaluation of the integrals on 
the right hand side of (1.1.10) may be difficult if x  is near T. Hence we have 
developed a new method for evaluating the solution of (1.1.9) when x  is near T 
which completely avoids the use of (1.1.10). The main new results which we have 
obtained in this chapter are:-
• The application of the method of [59] to Helmholtz’s equation, rather than 
Laplace’s equation.
• Some new ideas for the numerical evaluation of the integrals on the right 
hand side of (1 .1 .1 0 ).
• Description and implementation of a new method for evaluating the solution 
of (1.1.9) near T which avoids the use of the formula (1.1.10) altogether.
1.2 Solving Parabolic PDEs
Having developed a method for solving the inhomogeneous Helmholtz-type equa­
tion (1.0.1), we then want to apply it to the solution of parabolic PDEs of the 
form (1 .0 .2 ).
We begin in Chapter 5 by considering integral equation methods for the heat 
equation ((1.0.2) with /  =  0). Solving the heat equation by Rothe’s method 
has been dealt with in the literature (see for example Chapko and Kress [1 2 ],
12
Lubich and Schneider [56]), but existing integral equation methods for solving 
the spatial equations may break down when the time step becomes small. We 
demonstrate in Chapter 5 how combining the collocation method of Chapter 3 
with the approach in [12] can lead to improved accuracy as the time step becomes 
small, and we also present a new error analysis for this combined method. We 
also discuss this idea in [52].
In Chapter 6  we then discuss the application of the domain embedding method 
of Chapters 2-4 to the solution of nonlinear reaction-diffusion equations of the 
form (1 .0 .2 ), and we present numerical results demonstrating the good perfor­
mance of the method when applied to Fisher’s equation ((1 .0 .2 ) with f(u) = 
u( 1 — u)).
Substantial portions of Chapters 5 and 6  are also original, although one pur­
pose of Chapter 5 is also to describe diverse existing results on integral equation 
methods for parabolic problems in a unified way.
1.3 N otation
Throughout this thesis, the notation we use for the various function sets and 
spaces in which we work is fairly standard, but for clarity it is summarised in 
Appendix A.
Note that certain parameters (n, N , m  etc.) may take on different meanings 
in different chapters. Where this is the case the specific use of each parameter 
within the chapter will be discussed in the introduction to that chapter.
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Chapter 2 
Finding a particular solution
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we will be concerned with the problem of finding a particular 
solution of (1 .0 .1 ), which we repeat here for clarity,
—A u + a2u = g, in f ic M 2. (2.1.1)
As described in Chapter 1 , the situation we are interested in is when Rothe’s 
method is applied to the solution of parabolic PDEs, in which case the unknown 
function u in (2.1.1) represents the solution of a parabolic PDE at some given 
time level, and the right hand side g is a function of the solutions at previous 
time levels. Hence the right hand side g is not in general known as an explicit 
function, but rather it is given as data. This must be considered when seeking a 
particular solution of (2 .1 .1 ).
We begin by defining what is meant by the fundamental solution (see for 
example [20] or [41]) of a linear elliptic PDE of the form Lu =  0, such as the 
Helmholtz equation
Au + k?u = 0, in 17. (2 .1 .2 )
D efinition 2.1.1 The fundamental solution of a linear elliptic PDE, Lu — 0 in 
f2; is a function $ (x ,y )  defined for all x , y  € Q, x  /  y, which for every fixed
14
y  € satisfies as a function of x
Lx$ (x ,y )  =  <S(® -  y),
where Lx denotes the operator L where differentiation is with respect to x ,  and 6 
is the Dirac delta function. Equivalently
f  Lx {$ (x ,y )}  f (y )d y  =  /(* ) , x  € (2.1.3)
Jn
for every continuous function f  : Q, R.
It can be shown (see for example [14, pp.339-341]) that a fundamental solution 
of the two-dimensional Helmholtz equation (2 .1 .2 ) is given by
:=  ^ H o \k \x  -  2/|), x ^ y ,  (2.1.4)
where Hq1'* is the first kind Hankel function of order zero. In the case we are 
particularly interested in, where k =  ia, a € R, $ (x , y) is equal to
$a(®, y) := - ^ K 0(a\x — 2/1), x j ^ y ,  (2.1.5)
where K q is the modified Bessel function of order zero. For a detailed introduction 
to Hankel functions and modified Bessel functions we refer to [1], but for clarity 
we have summarised some of their most important properties in Appendix B.
Using (2.1.3) it is clear that one way of constructing a particular solution 
of (2 .1 .1 ) is to compute the domain integral
U(x):= f  $ a(x,y)g(y)dy. (2.1.6)
Jn
However, there are two difficulties with using this approach. The kernel $ Q 
of the integral (2 .1 .6 ) is logarithmically singular at x  =  y, and this means that 
standard quadrature schemes would be inaccurate.
Even under the assumption that one has an efficient way of dealing with the 
logarithmic singularity, direct application of some quadrature formula to evalu­
ate (2.1.6) can be very expensive, as explained in Mayo [60]. For example, to
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compute (2 .1 .6 ) at every point of an n x n grid using a quadrature scheme such 
as that of Atkinson [5] would have an operation cost of 0 ( n A).
Fortunately, several ingenious methods of getting around these problems have 
recently been proposed in the literature. In §2.2 we present a literature review 
in which we briefly describe some of the methods which have been suggested for 
finding a particular solution of (2 .1 .1). We also explain why we have chosen to 
use the domain embedding method.
The basic idea of this method is to extend the problem onto a rectangle, cover 
the rectangle with a uniform mesh, and then solve the extended problem on this 
mesh. Because of the uniformity of the mesh, fast methods can be used for the 
latter task. The main difficulty comes in extending the problem from the irregular 
domain to the rectangle in such a way that the solution of the extended problem is 
a sufficiently accurate approximation to a particular solution of (2.1.1). In order 
to do this one needs to compute special correction terms at certain “irregular” 
mesh points (see Definition 2.3.2) close to the boundary of f2.
In §2.3 we describe precisely how to construct the extended problem on the 
rectangle. In §2.4 we then describe how the extended problem can be solved 
quickly using finite differences and fast Fourier transforms. In §2.5 we describe 
the hidden cost of the method, namely that of computing the irregular mesh 
points, and we present some new computational algorithms for doing this. Finally, 
in §2 .6  we apply the method to some simple examples and present some numerical 
results.
2.2 Literature review
When seeking a particular solution of (2.1.1), the first thing to note is that if 
the inhomogeneous term g were simple, for example a polynomial or a series of 
trigonometric functions, then a particular solution could be found very easily by 
using the method of undetermined coefficients (see for example [5]). In general 
this will not be possible, but if g could be approximated reasonably accurately 
by some function for which (2 .1 .1 ) can be solved easily, then this might provide 
a good method for finding a particular solution. This is the idea used in much of 
the recent literature. The methods for finding a particular solution then fall into 
two basic classes.
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i). Approximating the inhomogeneous term g in such a way that a particular 
solution of (2 .1 .1 ) can be found more easily.
ii). Direct numerical approximation of the domain integral (2.1.6). Much work
has been done on speeding up the domain integration so that the cost is 
not excessive.
There is some overlap between these two approaches, notably in the work of 
Golberg [26], but for clarity we treat them individually. We also summarise the 
reasons why the domain embedding approach that we actually use, which is based 
on the method of Mayo [60], is superior to the other methods for our particular 
needs.
2.2.1 Approximating the inhomogeneous term
The most widely used method in the literature for evaluating particular solutions 
seems to be the Dual Reciprocity Method, developed by Brebbia et al. [6 6 ]. 
This consists of approximating the inhomogeneous term g in (2.1.1) by a linear 




The basis functions {<fij} are chosen in such a way that the equations
can be solved explicitly, or at least more easily than the original problem. The 
approximate particular solution defined by






The question now is how to choose the basis functions 4>j. These have to be 
chosen in such a way that they satisfy the following two properties.
i). The equations (2.2.8) must be easy to solve.
ii). The approximation of g in (2.2.7) must be sufficiently accurate.
A simple choice for the basis functions would be either polynomials or trigono­
metric polynomials. These would certainly satisfy property (i). However, for an 
arbitrary domain Q they are unsuitable, because of the general unavailability of 
methods for computing good approximations using such functions. For exam­
ple, finding good interpolation points on a general two-dimensional region is not 
always obvious.
Most of the recent literature concentrates on the use of various radial basis 
functions (see for example [24], [25], [27]). There exists an extensive approxima­
tion theory for these functions (see for example [6 8 ], [69]), but there seems to be 
little agreement on which are the best ones to use.
The approach of approximating g in order to simplify (2.1.1) has a vast litera­
ture, and the method has been applied successfully to many problems, with good 
numerical results being reported. Much of the pre-1990 work is treated in detail 
in the book by Partridge, Brebbia and Wrobel [6 6 ], and a lot of the post-1990 
work is summarised by Golberg [25], where there is also a definitive bibliography 
on the subject.
A major problem however is that there is very little mathematical justification 
for the method in terms of an error analysis, and the questions of convergence and 
stability have not been fully addressed. Much work has been done on obtaining 
error bounds for the numerical approximation of g, but as we are seeking a non­
unique particular solution, rather than the solution of a boundary value problem, 
the usual error analysis for second order linear elliptic boundary value problems 
cannot be applied directly, and so this alone does not guarantee the accuracy of 
the numerical approximation to the particular solution.
2.2.2 Numerical integration
The basic idea of this approach is to evaluate the domain integral (2.1.6) directly 
using some numerical integration method. The main advantage is that because
18
the method is based on standard numerical integration techniques, an error anal­
ysis can be performed. Various approaches can be used to avoid direct domain 
discretisation, and to deal with the singularity in the kernel.
The most widely known idea seems to be Atkinson’s method [5]. This requires 
that one can extend the inhomogeneous function g  smoothly to a suitably simple 
domain Cl D Cl, where Q is the closure of Q, and then defines
up( x )  :=  /  $ a ( x , y ) g ( y ) d y ,  x e C l .  (2 .2 .9)
JCi
Then up is also a particular solution, although it is not equal to the particular 
solution U given by (2.1.6). Hence this approach could not be used if one wanted 
to use the formulation (1 .1 .8 ) directly, although a simple modification of (1 .1 .8 ) 
could be used. By choosing Cl wisely (see below), up can be evaluated a lot more 
easily than U.
In [5], Atkinson chooses Cl to be an ellipse, and then makes a simple sub­
stitution to allow the integral to be evaluated using one-dimensional quadrature 
formulae (Gaussian quadrature and the trapezoidal rule). Golberg and Chen have 
extended this method (see [26]), by using a radial basis function approximation 
for g  in (2.2.9) so that some of the integrals arising after the substitution has been 
made can be evaluated analytically. This method gives faster convergence than 
in Atkinson’s original paper [5], but despite some theory in [27] it still seems to 
lack formal mathematical justification. In [26], the question of how to optimally 
choose the lengths of the semiaxes of the ellipse Cl is also addressed.
Although Atkinson’s method seems an improvement over direct numerical 
integration by domain discretisation, it has a major drawback which renders it 
unusable for our purposes. The method will work well when the right hand side 
g  of (2 .1 .1 ) is a known function that can be smoothly extended onto the ellipse. 
However, if g is not known explicitly then it is not clear how to extend it smoothly. 
In [2] it is shown that in theory it is always possible to extend a suitably well- 
behaved function smoothly from one domain with a smooth boundary to another, 
but it is not clear from [2] or [5] how to actual ly  compute  a smooth extension onto 
a larger domain when the function g  is known only as data (i.e. point values of 
g  can be computed, but a fo r m u la  for g  is not known). This will be the case in 
general for our problem.
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Another difficulty with methods based on domain integration is that the do­
main integral must be evaluated at each point where the solution is required, 
and hence if the particular solution is required throughout the domain then the 
method may become very expensive. As mentioned in §2 .1 , the operation cost 
for computing (2.2.9) at every point of an n x n grid using Atkinson’s method 
would be 0 (n A).
Other methods have also been suggested for speeding up the numerical in­
tegration. The multiple reciprocity method (see for example [6 6 , p.45]) can be 
used to convert the domain integral (2 .1 .6 ) into an infinite sum of line integrals. 
However, it requires g to be a known function whose derivatives can be evaluated 
analytically, and so as explained above it is unusable for our purposes.
Another idea is the use of Monte-Carlo or Quasi-Monte-Carlo integration on 
an extended rectangular domain (see for example [13]). However, again the ques­
tion of how to extend the inhomogeneous term smoothly is not fully addressed, 
and the rate of convergence seems to be a lot slower than that for the domain 
embedding method which we will actually use.
2.2.3 Mayo’s domain embedding approach
The method we will actually employ is a domain embedding method, based on 
that developed by Mayo in [60]. This can be thought of as a fast method for 
evaluating the domain integral (2 .1 .6 ) at many points, but it does not employ 
any numerical integration. The key to the method is not to evaluate the integrals 
directly but rather to solve the underlying differential equation on an extended 
domain.
As described in §2.1, the basic idea is to embed the domain Q in a fictitious 
domain (rectangular in two dimensions) on which finite differences fit nicely, 
and then to discretise the fictitious domain using a uniform mesh. Solving an 
extended problem on the rectangular domain gives a particular solution to the 
inhomogeneous problem. As we shall show in §2 .3-2.4, this particular solution 
can be found to C(h2) accuracy, with a cost of D(n2 logn), using finite differences 
and fast Fourier transforms, where h represents the mesh diameter and n2 is the 
number of mesh points. The method is superior, for our needs, to the methods 
outlined in §2 .2 .1- 2 .2 .2  for the following reasons.
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• There is no need to compute a continuous extension of g onto the extended 
domain.
• In the context of the whole problem we are trying to solve, namely (2.1.1) 
with given Neumann or Dirichlet boundary data, the domain embedding 
approach gives us a single framework to work in. This is because it also 
gives us a way of computing the solution of the boundary value problem 
for (2 .1 .1 ) at many points in fi, without having to construct a mesh on Q 
(see also [62] and Chapter 4).
• The method is in some sense optimal (0(h2) accuracy, O(n2\ogri) cost).
• There is a better developed theory for the method than for the methods 
of §2 .2 .1 .
•  Unlike the numerical integration methods of §2 .2 .2 , the particular solution 
can be computed quickly throughout the domain f2.
To date, the approach in [60] has only been developed for the Laplace operator. 
One of the aims of this thesis is to extend and test it in the context of the 
Helmholtz-type equation (2.1.1).
Before describing Mayo’s method in greater detail, we mention at this point 
that algorithms are presented in Vainikko [82] for solving second kind integral 
equations with integral operators such as (2.1.6). Vainikko’s method has sim­
ilarities to Mayo’s method in that a uniform mesh is used and the domain is 
embedded in a larger uniform rectangular mesh so that, making use also of the 
convolution nature of the integral operator, the 2D FFT can be used. This 
method attains G(h2 log2 h) accuracy with a cost of 0 (n 2 logn).
However, we emphasise that Vainikko’s method is for solving integral equa­
tions rather than for computing domain integrals, and so as it stands it is not 
really comparable with Mayo’s method. It may be interesting in the future to 
attempt to adapt Vainikko’s method to solve our problem, and then compare its 
performance with Mayo’s method.
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2.3 Constructing the extended problem
In this section we show how our domain embedding method leads to a problem on 
an extended rectangular domain R D  Cl, the solution of which is a second order 
accurate approximation to a particular solution of (2 .1 .1 ) and can be evaluated at 
many points in Cl without the need to compute any domain integrals directly. The 
question of how to actually solve the extended problem efficiently is addressed 
in §2.4.
As a first step we embed the domain Cl in a larger domain R  on which finite 
differences fit nicely. For simplicity, we take R  to be the square of side length L  
centred at the origin,
i? :=  j ( x , j , ) : - + < x < | ,  - ^ < y < | j .  (2.3.10)
For certain very elongated domains it might be preferable to use a rectangle with 
different height and width, but we do not discuss this generalisation here. The 
next step is to cover R  in a uniform mesh. Again for simplicity we take the same 
number of mesh points n in each direction, and the mesh points are then given 
by
n + 1 ’ 2  n +  1 
and the mesh width is given by
h = (2.3.12)
n +  1
We denote the set of interior mesh points by
Rh := {{Xi,yj): i , j  =  1 ,... ,n} , (2.3.13)
and the set of boundary mesh points by
dRh := {{xi,yj): i =  0 or n +  1 , j  =  0 ,.. .  ,72+ 1 }
U {{xuVj): i =  0 ,.. .  ,72 +  1, j  =  0 or 72 +  1} .
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Remark: Because of the way in which we will solve the extended problem on 
the square, using Fast Fourier Transforms (see §2.4), in practice we will always 
choose n such that
n =  2 * - l ,  fc =  1 , 2 , . . .  .
We now make a few definitions.
Definition 2.3.1 For a given mesh point (xf, yf), its four nearest neighbours are 
defined to be the points (xi+i,yj), {x^i.pj), (xi,yj+1) and (x i,y j-1).
Definition 2.3.2 A mesh point (r*, yf) € Cl is called an irregular mesh point if 
one or more of its four nearest neighbours lies in R \  Cl. A mesh point (x{, yf) 6  
R\Cl is called an irregular mesh point if one or more of its four nearest neighbours 
lies in Cl. All mesh points (Xi, yf) E T are called irregular mesh points. Any mesh 
point which is not irregular is called a regular mesh point.
As an example of this, in Figure 2 -1  below, L  =  5, n =  31 and Cl is the domain 
with boundary T described by the parametric representation
j ( t )  =  (cosf(l +  cos2 4£),sinf(l +  cos2 4f)), t€ [0 , 27t]. (2.3.14)
Regular mesh points are given by dots, irregular mesh points in Cl are denoted 
by x and irregular mesh points in R \  Cl are denoted by o. There are no mesh 
points on T. Note that the question of how to compute which mesh points are 
irregular is not an easy one to answer, especially for complicated domains. This 
problem will be addressed in §2.5.
Now there are an infinite number of particular solutions of (2.1.1), and each 
can be written as
Up = U + V, (2.3.15)
where U is the domain integral given by (2.1.6) and V  satisfies
-A V  +  a2V  =  0 , in Cl.
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2.5
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0-C.5
-1.5 0 0
-1.5 -0.5
Figure 2-1: Irregular points inside (x) and outside (o) the domain with boundary 
curve (2.3.14).
In particular, if V  is taken to be the solution of
- A V  + a2V  =  0 in i?
V = - U  on dR,
(2.3.16)
(2.3.17)
where dR  is the boundary of R, then up given by (2.3.15) will be the particular 
solution of (2.1.1) corresponding to the boundary data up =  0 on dR,  and with 
g extended by zero on R2 \  Q.
To evaluate an approximation to up (given by (2.3.15)-(2.3.17)), the basic 
idea is then to compute an approximation f i j  to
f i j  •— d~ OL i, j  —  1, . . . , 77,, (2.3.18)
where (up)ij := up(xi,yj), and is the five-point approximation to the Lapla- 
cian, given by
A h U i j  I— ^2 ( ^ i , j + l  d“ 1 d~ 'U'i+lJ d" Ui—i j  4 U j j ) . (2.3.19)
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The main point is that although in principle the computation of up involves 
computing a domain integral, we can compute suitably accurate approximations 
fi,j to f a  without doing any integration, as we shall demonstrate below.
Once we have computed fi,j ’ we can then apply a fast Helmholtz solver on 
Rh to solve the linear system
- A h(up)ij +  ot2(up)ij = f i j ,  in Rk, (2.3.20)
supplemented by the boundary condition
(up)ij =  0, on dRh. (2.3.21)
Combining (2.3.20), (2.3.18), (2.3.21), and the definition of up (2.3.15)-(2.3.17), 
we then have that
Ah 4- a  )((up)jj — (up)ij) =  f i j  — f i j  in Rk 
((up)i,j ~  (uP)ij) =  0 on dRh.
Using well known results on the stability of finite difference schemes (see for 
example [34, Theorem 4.4.11]) we get the error bound
max \{up)ij — {up)ij\ < C max |fij — fij\,  (2.3.22)
i j j — 1 , . . .  , t i  i j — 1 , . . .  ,n
where C is a constant independent of n.
Remark: If we specifically wanted to approximate the particular solution U(x) 
given by (2 .1 .6 ) using this method, then we would need to supply the boundary 
values of U on dR. This could be done by explicitly computing the domain 
integral U(x) for all x  = {xi,yf) € dRk. Although these integrals would be 
easier to evaluate than for x  € Cl, as the kernel would no longer be singular 
(since dR  is outside Cl), they would still require the discretisation of Cl, and this 
could be expensive. However, in practice this is not necessary, as we are only 
seeking any particular solution of (2 .1 .1 ).
The question now is how to approximate f i j ,  and we devote the rest of this 
section to demonstrating how we can do this to second order accuracy. First we 
need the following elementary result (see for example [34, p.60]).
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Lem m a 2.3.3 Let v 6  C4 (fi). Then for all regular points yj) 6  £1,
A hvi}j =  AVij +  h2(Rx +  Ry),
w/iere Vij = v(xi, yj),
\ R x l \ R y \  <
and II * Ikn 25 the usual C4(Q) norm (see Appendix A).
Proof: Using a simple Taylor Series expansion, we have
h2v(xi±i, yj) =  v(xif yj) ±  hvx(xi, y )^ +  — vxx(xh yj) 
h3 h4
^1 1 1 (^ 5  Vj )  "1" 2^^x£xx(3'i i  2/j),
where 9 € (0,1). We can derive a similar expression for v(xi,yj±i), and then 
adding them together and recalling the definition of Ah (2.3.19), the result follows. 
□
Now note that with f i j  defined by (2.3.18), we can write
f i j  =  ( ~ A (u p ) i j  +  cl (u p ) i j ) +  ( A ( u p ) j j  — A h ( u p ) i j ) .
Considering the second term on the right hand side, we wish to see how well 
Ah(up)ij  approximates A(up)ij, and in order to do this we first need to consider 
the regularity properties of up. First we consider the domain integral U. In 
Appendix C we prove (in Theorem C.0.2) that if T G C°° and g € Cl,nf(Q), 
7  € (0,1) (this is the usual Holder space - see Appendix A for a full definition), 
then U € CZ+1,7 (Q) and U € CZ+1,7 (R2 \  Q). This result is not obvious, as we 
explain in Appendix C, and indeed we have proved it there since we have been 
unable to find it anywhere in the literature, although we have found results closely 
approximating it (see for example [33], [43]).
Now consider the function V. This satisfies the homogeneous Helmholtz equa­
tion in the domain R , with boundary data given by U\qr, and so V  will be at 
least as smooth as U away from the corners of R, and it will not have any dis­
continuities across T.
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Under the assumption that g G C3,7 (ft), for some 7  G (0,1), we then have 
that
up G C^(Cl) and up G C ^ ( R  \  Cl). (2.3.23)
So, at any regular point of the mesh, where we only need to take values of up 
from the same side of the boundary to form Ah{up)ij, we can apply Lemma 2 .3 .3  
directly. Using Definition 2.1.1 it is clear that
/ n 2 / x I 9 (x )> x  eCl .—Aup(x) +  a up(x) — < (2.3.24)
[ 0 ,  x  G i t  \  Cl,
where g is the function on the right hand side of (2 .1 .1 ). Applying Lemma 2.3.3 
we then get
f i j  ~  (~ ^  “I" a )iup)ij d- “  ^h){^p)ij
{gij H- 0 (h2), at regular points in Q 0  +  0{h2), at regular points in R  \  Cl,
where gid =  g(xi,yj).
At irregular points however we cannot use this simple formula. It is clear 
from (2.3.24) that the second order derivatives of up may be discontinuous across 
T. Hence, at irregular points, where the five-point Laplacian Ah involves values 
of up from both inside and outside Cl, Ah{^P)i,j will not be a good approximation 
to A (up)ij. Thus we need a new method for determining an 0 ( h 2) accurate 
approximation to Ah{^P)ij at irregular points. This method breaks down into 
two parts.
In §2,3.1, we show how we can use Taylor series expansions to compute an 
0 (h2) accurate approximation to Ah{up)^j, which involves the values of the dis­
continuities in up and its derivatives in the coordinate directions across T. This 
method was originally developed by Mayo in [58] and [61]. In §2.3.2 we show how 
we can use a method in [60] to actually compute these discontinuities. As well 
as describing these methods, we also fill in some details of the analysis which did 
not appear in the original papers.
Once we have an D(h2) accurate approximation to f i j  at the irregular mesh
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points, we can combine it with the formula at the regular mesh points (2.3.25) 
to get a linear system of the form (2.3.20). The question of how to efficiently 
invert the discrete Helmholtz operator to solve (2.3.20), (2.3.21) will be addressed 
in §2.4.
2.3.1 Approximating fij  at irregular points
Throughout this section we assume that g in (2.1.6) satisfies g £ C3,1(Cl), for 
some 7  £ (0,1), which ensures that (2.3.23) holds and thus that up(x) has four 
continuous derivatives at every point x  £ R  \  T, and, although these derivatives 
can jump across T, they are well behaved as x  approaches T from either the inside 
or the outside.
We then seek an approximation to Ah(uP)i,j at the irregular mesh points. 
Consider the example in Figure 2-2 below, where P  := (Xi, yj) is an irregular 
mesh point in Cl, Pw := (Xi-i,yj) and Ps := (a:*,y^-i) lie in Cl, Pe := (xi+i,yj) 
and Pn := (xi, yj+i) lie in R \  Cl, P* is the point where T crosses the line from P  
to Pe, P* is the point where T crosses the line from P  to Pn, he is the distance 
from P  to P*, h'e is the distance from P* to Pe, hn is the distance from P  to P*, 
and h!n is the distance from P* to Pn. Then
+ h'e — hn +  h'n =  h.
If T crossed the lines from P  to Pw or from P  to Ps, then the points where the 
lines crossed would be P£ and P* respectively, and hw, h!w, hs and h!s would be 
defined analogously to he, h!e, hn and h’n.
We assume throughout that T does not cross any of the lines from P  to P„, 
P  to Ps, P  to Pe or P  to Pw more than once. If this were not the case, and 
T crossed the line from (for example) P  to Pe exactly twice, then Pe would no 
longer be outside Q, and so (provided Ps, Pn and Pw also were in Cl) P  would 
then be a regular point. In theory it is possible that T could cross one of the 
lines three or even more times, but this is a slightly pathological scenario and 
it is reasonable to assume that this cannot occur for h sufficiently small. These 
cases can be identified provided 7  is locally invertible, and a similar analysis to 
that described below can be performed.
The idea in the case presented in Figure 2 -2  is to work out the values of
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Figure 2-2: Approximating Ah(uP)ij at the irregular point P  =  {x^yf).
{up(Pe) — up(P)} and {up(Pn) — up(P)} in terms of the jumps in the values of 
Up and its derivatives across T. Having done this, it turns out to be simple to 
construct an approximation to Ah(up)ij in terms of these jumps. First, we show 
how we can do this for {up(Pe) ltp(P)}.
Lemma 2.3.4 For any function v satisfying v G C4(Q) and v G C4(R \  Cl), and 
with the mesh points P  =  (Xi,yj) G £1 and Pe =  (Xi+i,yj) £ Q, we have the 
formula
v ( P . ) - v ( P )  = hvx(P) + ¥-vxx(P) + j V xxx(P)
+ 0 {h%
where for any function f  G C(R \  T) the function [f] : T h->- R  is defined by
[/(* )] :=  f ~ i x ) - } + ix )> x  e  r ,
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and the functions f  : T t-> R and f  + :T  !-► R are defined by
f ~{x) := n ^ x /(y ) ’ x e V ’
/+(X) := RJ ^ X f ( y ) ’ X e r ’
provided these limits exist.
Proof: With P, Pe, P*, he and h'e as in Figure 2-2 , we can use the usual Taylor 
series expansion of about P  to show that there exists 6\ € (0,1) such that
v ~ ( Pe) =  V(P)  +  h eVx (P)  +  y U xx(P) +  y U XIX(P) +  ^ V XXXX{ P  +  0 ih e), 
and hence
v ( P )  = V~{P*) -  h eVx (P)  -  y VXX(P)  -  Y Vxxz(P)  ~  7^ V XXXX( P  + 6 i h e).
(2.3.26)
Similarly, expanding v \r\q about Pe shows that there exists 02 £ (0,1) such that
v ( P e) =  v +( p ; )  + h'eVx(Pe) -  ^ - V x x i P e )  + Vxxx(Pe) ~  ^ V xxxx{Pe -  82h'e).
(2.3.27)
Hence
v ( P e) - v ( P )  = ( v+( p ; )  -  V - ( P ; ) )  +  h'eVx(Pe) +  h eVx(P)
h' 2 h? h ' 3 h 3
-  - f v Xx(Pe) + y VXX(P) + - f v Xxx(Pc) + - f v xxx(P)
-  ^ v xxxx(Pe ~ 82h'e) + ^ vxxxx( P  +  81h e). (2.3.28)
We now wish to express the right hand side of (2.3.28) in terms of [v(P*)]> 
[vx{P*)], [vX2:(Pe*)] and [vxxx{P*)\. It is clear that the 0 (  1 ) term on the right 
hand side of (2.3.28) is — [v(P*)]. So, consider the 0(h)  term. First note that
hevx(P) =  ( h - h ' e)vx{P)
= hvx(P) -  tiev~{P;) +  K(v~(P;) -  vx(P)).
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Using a Taylor series expansion of vx|j2\n about Pe and rearranging the terms we 
also get, for some 9Z G (0,1),
vx(Pe) =  v+(P£) +  h!evxx(Pe) -  vxxx{Pe) +  vxxxx(Pe -  6ztie).
Hence the 0(h)  term in (2.3.28) will be
h’evx{Pe) + hevx(P) =  hvx( P ) - h ' e[vz (P;)]+tie( v - ( P Z ) - v x(P))
£
6
+ K 2vxx{Pe) -  ^ j -vxxx(Pe) + - j r V xxxx(Pe -  03ft').
(2.3.29)
Expanding vx|n about P  we see that
Vx ( P e )  -  Vx{P ) =  h eVxx( P ) +  yU xxx(P) +  y U xxxx(P  +  04/le),
for some 04 € (0 , 1 ), and then substituting this into the right hand side of (2.3.29) 
we get
tievx(Pe) +  hevx(P) =  hvx(P) -  tie[vx{P*)\ +  hetievxx(P) +  tie2vxx(Pe)
+ ^ V XXX(P) -  ^ vxxx(Pe) + 0 (h4). (2.3.30)
Looking at the 0 (h 2) and 0 (h 3) terms in a similar way, we can derive the required 
result, after much tedious algebra. □ ‘
R em ark: Note that if v is smooth across T, then this formula reduces to the 
usual Taylor series expansion,
v(Pe) -  v(P) = hvx(P) + J V XX(P) + J V XXX(P) + 0 (h%
since in this case all of the jumps will be zero.
So, Lemma 2.3.4 gives us a formula for {up(Pe) — up(P)}, and we can derive 
similar formulae for {up(Pw) — up(P)}, {up(Pn) — up(P)}, and {up(Ps) — up(P)}, 
as are given in the following lemma.
Lem m a 2.3.5 For any function v satisfying v G C4 (f2) and v G C4(R \  Q); we 
have the following formulae.
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i). I f  P  € fl and Pw & Q then
v(Pw) - v ( P )  =
—hvx(P) + y vxx(P) ~  ^rVxzx(P)
+  0 (hf).
it). I f  P  € Q and Pn then
v ( P n) -  v{P) =
h  ^ h?
hVy{P) +  ~7Tvyy(P) ~7Tvyyy(P)
f  h ' 2 h ' 3 1
-  { [ » « ) ]  +  a;K (^ * ) ]  +  - f - M i ? ) ]  +  ^ - [ « W ( ^ ) ] |
+  0 ( h %
Hi). I f  P  € fi and P, & Q then 
v{Ps) - v ( P )  =
h? h^
—h V y ( P )  +  -Z’V y y (P )  7Tv yyy {P )
f  h ' 2 h ' z  1
-  { h p ;)} -  K[Vy(P;)l +  ^[Vyy(P;)} -  ^ -[Vyyy(p;)]^
+ 0 (h 4).
Proof: The proofs are similar to the proof of Lemma 2.3.4. □
Now we are in a position to derive a formula for the five-point Laplacian 
Ah(up)ij at irregular points in Q. In order to make the formula general for any 
irregular point P  in f2, we define [^ (Pfc1)] to be zero if Pj* does not exist, ie. if Pk 
also lies in Q (where k = n,s, e, w).
Lem m a 2.3.6 For any function v satisfying v € C4 (f2) and v 6  C4(R \Q ) ,  and
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for all irregular points P  =  (zj, yf) G fi, define
c(p) := +  h p ; ) ]  +  b (p e*)i + 1«(/?)])
+  ± (h '  \vjp*'11 -  ft' r „ . . r p * u  +  ft' r „ . f p * ) ]  -  h'w[vx{p*)}) 
+ ^(h'nlVyy(PZ)] + ^ M P ,* ) ]  +  h!*[v 
+  g ^ ( ^ 3b m (p n*)] -  W p ; ) ]
+h'e3[vxxz(p;)} -  ^ 3[«„x(p;)]). (2.3.31)
Then at all irregular points in Cl,
i,j Ci,j “1“ @{h ) (2.3.32)
where Vij := v(xi, yf) and Cij := c(xi,yj) =  c(P).
Proof: From the formula (2.3.19) for the five-point Laplacian, we have
i ( M P n) -  u(P)} +  {v(Ps) -  v(P)} + {v(Pe) -  v(P)} +  {*,(/>„,) -  v(P)}),
and using the formulae of Lemmas 2.3.4 and 2.3.5 the result follows easily. □ 
Finally, we derive an analogous formula for irregular points in R \  Cl.
Lem m a 2.3.7 For any function v satisfying v G C4 (fi) and v G C4(R \  fi), and 
for all irregular points P  =  (xi,yf) G R\Cl, define c{P) as in Lemma 2.3.6. Then 
at all irregular points in R\Cl,
Proof: With P  G R\Cl, we can derive similar formulae to those in Lemmas 2.3.4 
and 2.3.5 for {v(Pk) — v(P)}, k = n,s, e, w , but where we had (v~(Pf) — v+(Pf)) 
before, we will now have (v+(Pf) — v~(Pf)). Hence all of the jump discontinuities 
will have the opposite sign to before, and following the proof through analogously
d" Q,j d“ @{h ). (2.3.33)
to the case when P  G fi, the result follows. □
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Using the results from Lemmas 2.3.6 and 2.3.7, with up taking the place of v, 
and recalling (2.3.24) and (2.3.18), we get
f i j  =  (—^  “t" ){up)iJ d" (A ~ Ah)(up)i,j
{9i,j +  +  ^ (^ 2)> at irregular points in fi—Cij +  0(h2), at irregular points in R  \  fi. (2.3.34)
We thus have an 0 (h 2) accurate approximation to the discrete Helmholtz opera­
tor at all irregular mesh points in R , in terms of the unknown jump discontinuities 
in up and its derivatives in the coordinate directions across I \  In the next section 
we show how to evaluate these jump discontinuities.
2.3.2 Evaluating the discontinuites across T.
Taking up =  U+V  as in (2.3.15), with U given by (2 .1 .6 ) and V  given by (2.3.16), 
(2.3.17), it is apparent that because V  has no discontinuities across T, as explained
in §2.3, we need only compute the discontinuities in the domain integral U and
its derivatives across T. First, we need the following result.
Lem m a 2.3.8 I f T  € C2, and if g € Z/oo(fl), then the volume integral U and its 
first order derivatives in every direction are all continuous across T.
Proof: Let g 6  let D  be any domain containing fi, so that the boundary
of fi lies inside the boundary of D, and define g on D  by extending g by zero 
outside fi. Then g G L ^ D ) .  Define Vd thus:
VDg{x) := /  $ a(x,y)g(y)dy = /  $ a (®, y)g(y)dy  =  U(x).
J d Jn
The first part of the proof of Theorem C.0.10 indicates that Vd9 € C1,7 (D), 
7  G (0,1), and so U G C1,'r(D)1 as required. □
Now for any point i G T w e  write
x  = 7 (t) =  (71 (t), 7 2 W), for some t G [0, 2tt],
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where 7  : [0,27r] i - > -  T is a 27r-periodic parametrisation of T satisfying (1.1.5) 




Now clearly from Lemma 2.3.8 we also have
[Ux(x)\ = [Uy(x)] =  0 , for all x  e  f , (2.3.37)
but note that we can also derive (2.3.37) by combining (2.3.35) and (2.3.36) to
and then (2.3.37) follows since the determinant of the coefficient matrix is 
+  7 2 '(t)2, which does not vanish by (1.1.7).
Now from (2.3.24) it is clear that U can have discontinuities in its second- 
order derivatives. To find these, we first differentiate (2.3.35) in the tangential 
direction, and then using (2.3.37) we get (remembering that x  =  7 (t))
=  7 2 "(f) [C/*(x)l +  72 '(< ){7i'W  [t4x(x)l +  72'(f) [tf*v(*)]}
-  7 i"(<) [tfy(*)] -  7 i '(* ){ 7 i'W  [I4y(*)] +  7 2 '(f) [Uyy(x)]}
=  7l'(*)72'(<) [Uxx{x)\ +  (7 2 ' (f) 2 -  7 l '( 0 2) [Uxy(x)] -  W (t)W (t)  \ U m { x ) ] .
(2.3.39)
Similarly, differentiating (2.3.36) in the tangential direction, and using (2.3.37) 
we get




Now from Definition 2.1.1 we know that U satisfies
- U xx{x) -  Uyy{x) +  a2U(x) = g{x) x  £ Cl 
0 x e R \ C l ,
(2.3.41)
and so
[Ux x ( x ) \  +  \ U y y { x ) \  — p(®))  3J G r .
Combining (2.3.39), (2.3.40) and (2.3.42) we get
(  7i ' ( * ) 2 2'y1'(t)'yi{ t)





[UXy ( x ) ]
V [ ^ y y ( * ) ]  )
(2.3.42)
(  0 
0
-g (x )  
(2.3.43)
The matrix on the left hand side of (2.3.43) can be shown to have determi­
nant equal to —(71 f(t)2 +  7 2 ,(t)2)2, which is non-zero by (1.1.7). Hence the sys­
tem (2.3.43) has a unique solution, and can be solved for the jumps in the second 
order derivatives of U.
To find the jumps in the third-order derivatives of U in the coordinate direc­
tions we follow a similar procedure. Differentiating (2.3.39) and (2.3.40) in the 
tangential direction, and differentiating (2.3.41) in the coordinate directions and 
considering the jumps across T, we get a linear system of the form
where
A =
A u  =  b,
(  7i'(t)3 37l'(*)272'(t) 37l'(<)72'(<)2 7 2 'W 3 ^
7 l /W 272/M  02,2 02,3 - V W 72W
1 0  1 0  
0 1 0  1
(2.3.44)
with a2,2 =  2j i  (t)j2 {t) -  71 '(*) and a2>3 = 72W  -  2 7 i'(t)27 2'(t),
U  =  ^ [UXXX( x ) \  [UXXy { x ) \  [UXy y ( x )  ] [ Uy y y { x ) ]  ^  ,
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and
(  -2 7 i'W 7 i"W  [ tW * ) l  -  2(7i'(t)T2*(t) +  Ti'W TS'W ) Wxyix)) \
-  272'( t)7 2 "W  [ Um { x ) ]
. _  (7i'(*)72"(<) +  7i<rW7i/(t))([^w(*)] -
-  2 ( 7 2 ' W 7 2 " ( t )  -  7 i ' « 7 i " W )  [ ? „ ( * ) ]
—d g / d x
v - d g / d y  I
It can be shown that |j4| =  (7 x'( * ) 2 + 7 2 ,M 2)3, which again is non-zero by (1.1.7). 
Hence this system also has a unique solution.
By repeatedly differentiating (2.3.39) and (2.3.40) in the tangential direction, 
and (2.3.41) in the coordinate directions, we could derive larger and larger systems 
for the higher order jump discontinuities. It is tempting to conjecture that the 
matrix on the left hand side of the system for the unknown discontinuities of 
order k will have determinant equal to (—l) fc+1(7 i / (^ )2 +  7 2r{t)2)k, as this is the 
case for k =  1,2,3 in (2.3.38), (2.3.43) and (2.3.44). However, we have been 
unable to prove this for a general value of k.
We can now use (2.3.43) and (2.3.44) to determine the unknown jump dis­
continuities in the second and third-order derivatives. We can then use these in 
the formulae of Lemmas 2.3.6 and 2.3.7 to evaluate the correction term near the 
boundary.
In practice, in order to form the right hand side of (2.3.44) one needs to 
know the derivatives of the inhomogeneous term g. If g  is known only as data, 
then these derivatives can be approximated using some numerical differentiation 
scheme, but an order of accuracy will be lost. However, this is not a problem 
for us as we only need to compute the third order jump discontinuities to 0 (h) 
accuracy in order for the formulae of Lemmas 2.3.6 and 2.3.7 to hold. Indeed, 
it is claimed in [62] that one does not need to compute the third order jump 
discontinuities at all, and that merely to approximate the five-point Laplacian to 
0(h)  accuracy at the irregular points is sufficient. However, we have been unable 
to find a proof of this assertion.
One last thing to note is that the matrices in (2.3.43) and (2.3.44), which 
need inverting in order to find the jump discontinuites, are dependent only on 
the shape of the domain. Hence if one needs to repeat this procedure for several
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volume integrals with different densities, as will be the case in the context of 
our complete method for solving parabolic PDEs, the matrices and their inverses 
only need to be computed once.
2.4 Solving the extended problem
We are now in a position to solve the linear system (2.3.20)-(2.3.21), which we 
repeat here for clarity
—Ah(up)itj d" ol — fi j ,  in Rh, (2.4.45)
(up)ij =  0, on dRh. (2.4.46)
Combining the approximations to fid ~~ ( -A h +  Oi2)(up)ij at regular (2.3.25) 
and irregular (2.3.34) points, where (up)ij =  up{xi,yj), and up is the particular 
solution given by (2.3.15) (where U is given by (2 .1 .6 ) and V  is the solution 
of (2.3.16)-(2.3.17)), we see that if we choose
gij at regular points in fi
0 at regular points in R \  fi
gid +  (kj at irregular points in fi
—Cij at irregular points in R  \  fi,
(2.4.47)
then this satisfies
h  = f i j  +  0 { h 2).
Using the error bound (2.3.22), we then have the following result.
T heorem  2.4.1 For all g G C3,7 (fi), 7  G (0,1), and provided T is parametrised 
by a 27r-periodic function 7  : R 1->• T which satisfies (1.1.5)-(1.1.7), there exists 
a constant C independent of h such that
max | ( u p) i}j  -  ( u p ) i j  | < Ch2, (2.4.48)
id=l,...,n
where up is given by (2.3.15) and up is the solution of (2.4-45)~(2-4-46)•
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The question now is how to solve (2.4.45)-(2.4.46) efficiently. In this section 
we show how Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) methods can be used to do this. 
The number of operations needed for the computation of the n2 entries (up)ij is 
0 (n2 log n).
As we have Dirichlet boundary data (2.4.46), here we solve (2.4.45) using 
a Fast Sine Transform method. If we had Neumann boundary data, we would 
instead use a Fast Cosine Transform method, see [80] or [67] for details.
First, we multiply both sides of (2.4.45) by h2, and then recalling the formula 
for the five-point Laplacian (2.3.19), we get the n2 x n2 system
Au = h2f , (2.4.49)
where
f T  - I 0 0 \
- I  T - I • 0
0 - I T • 0
• • • - I
\ 0  0 0 - /  T  J
( 4 +  a2h2 - 1 0 0  \
- 1 4 +  a 2h2 - 1 0
T  = 0 - 1 4 +  a2h2 0
• • • - 1
I 0 0 0 -1  4 4- d 2h2 )
I  is the n x n  identity matrix,
U =  ( (^ j? ) 1,1, • • • j (^ p ) l,r i3  (V'p)2,1 j • • • j (f^p)2 ,n j  ^ ^ ( f^ p )n ,lj  • • • 3 (f& p)n,n) 3
and
f  ~  ( 1^,1 j • • • 3 f  l57i3 /2,l3 • • • 3 f 2  ^  ^fn,I3 • • • 3 fn,n J
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Now, it can be shown that T  has eigenvectors
Vj =  (sin nmjh,  sin 27rjh, sin • • • , sin nirjh)7 , j  =  1 , . . .  , 72,
with corresponding eigenvalues
A,- =  4 +  a2h2 — 2 cos ^ 7 ^ , j  =  1, . . .  , n,
where L is the side length of the square R. The eigenvectors Vj are the columns 
of an n x n “sine matrix” S, which diagonalises T, ie. S~lT S  =  / \, a diagonal 
matrix with the eigenvalues A j on the diagonal.
So, we now know that we can diagonalise T  using 5, and we want to do 
something similar to the n2 x n2 matrix A. First, we define
Uk =  (k l ) / l  ' kn)  =  ((fip)fc, 1j • • • ? (fip)fc,n) 5 k  =  1 , . . . , 72,
and
f k =  / ( l  +  (A; -  1)72 : fen) =  • • • »/*,n) » A: =  1, . . .  , 72.
Then we can write (2.4.49) as
T u i  —u 2 =  h2/ x 
-iifc-i 4-TtiA: -  tijk+i =  h2/*. A: =  2, . . .  ,72 -  1 
fin—1 “I- T u n =  h f  n.
Multiplying each side by 5 _1, and recalling that S -1T S  =  /\, we get
= h2S~lf x
- S ~ lu k- i  + f \ S ~ lu k - S ~ lu k+i =  h2S~lf k k = 2, . . .  , 72-  1 
—S~lu n- i  +  f \ S ~ lu n =  h2S~lf n.
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Now writing S  lu k = p k and S 1f k  = Qk^we ^ave n2 x n2 system
systems





\  0 0
1< 0 •
° ^<1 - I • 0
1o A • 0
• • • - I
0 0 0 -■I A
he j th component of each
0 •
0 ) ( Phj
-1  • 0 P2,j
Aj 0 P3,j
• -1 •
t—H1o A j )  ^Pn,j









=  h 2
(  <11,3 \
92 J 
93, j
\  9n,jf /
j  =  1 , . . .  ,n. (2.4.51)
Now for each j  =  1, . . .  ,n, these systems are decoupled from each other. Hence 
instead of having to solve an n2 x n2 system, we now just have to solve n tridi­
agonal n x n systems. These can each be solved easily using a fast tridiagonal 
solver, such as the Thomas method (Gaussian elimination, exploiting the fact 
that the matrix is tridiagonal). The solutions of these n tridiagonal systems fill 
out the vectors p k, from which we recover the original unknowns u k — S p k. So, 
in summary the four steps of the method are:-
i). Compute the n-vector qk =  5 _1/ A for each block of f .
ii). Solve the n tridiagonal systems (2.4.51).
iii). Reassemble these solutions into the blocks p k.
iv). Compute u k =  Spk.
The multiplications by 5 and S~l can be performed very quickly using the Fast 
Sine Transform, which is closely related to the FFT. This was originally developed 
in 1965 by Cooley and Tukey [17], and FFT algorithms are now widely available. 
In our experiments we used the built-in “FFT” and “IFFT” functions in Matlab.
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If we define the (2n + 2) x 1 vector v  by
v  =  (0, v i j . . .  ,vn, 0, . .. ,0)r ,
we then have that
3m(FFT(«)) =  (0, - S v ,  0, Sv)T
and
4 * 9m(IFFT(t))) =  (0, S ^ v ,  0, - S ^ v f ,
where v  =  (wi,. . .  ,vn)T. These algorithms are very fast provided the vector v  
is of length 2k, k =  1, 2, —  For this we must take n =  2k — 1, and provided we 
do this, the overall operation cost for solving the system (2.4.45) is 0 ( n 2\ogn). 
This will be demonstrated by the numerical experiments of §2.6.
2.5 Finding the irregular points
One problem in the implementation of our method which we have not discussed so 
far is that of determining which mesh points are regular and which are irregular. 
In [60] no reference is made to this difficulty. In [58], it is claimed that a method 
exists for determining the irregular points, and this method has an operation cost 
of only 0(n).  However, there is no description of the method at all, and all of the 
numerical experiments in [58] are carried out on either circles or ellipses, shapes 
for which it is relatively easy to find the irregular points.
In this section we describe three different algorithms for computing the irreg­
ular points, the choice of algorithm depending on the properties of the domain 
Q. We shall show that under certain (quite strict) conditions on f2, namely that 
Q e A  the set of domains defined below, we have developed an algorithm with an 
operation cost of O(n\ogn). We have also developed two alternative algorithms, 
one for f2 convex but Q 0 A, and one which will find the irregular points for 
any bounded domain f i d 2. Each of these has a cost of G(n2) floating point 
operations (flops), but the algorithm for convex domains is considerably cheaper 
in terms of the actual number of flops required.
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These algorithms are stated in §2.5.2-2.5.4. Now we define the set A.
D efinition 2.5.1 We define the set A  to be the set of bounded domains f i c R 2 
such that:-
i). Cl is convex.
ii). We can place orthogonal axes on Cl in such a way that ifT, the boundary of 
Cl crosses the axes at the points (xi,0); (£2,0), (0,yi) and (0,y{), then Cl 
is entirely contained within the box with boundaries y = yi, y — y2, x = Xi 
and x = X2, a,s shown in Figure 2-3 below.
y
Figure 2-3: A domain Cl G A.
R em ark: Any axially symmetric convex domain will clearly satisfy (ii), by a 
suitable choice of axes. Symmetry is not necessary however, as for example any 
right angled triangle will satisfy (ii), if one axis is taken along the hypoteneuse 
and the other is taken to pass through the third vertex. An example of a convex 
domain which does not satisfy (ii) is a non-rectangular parallelogram.
All three algorithms assume that one can determine whether or not a given 
point lies within a given domain. In certain cases this will be easy to decide,
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in other cases it may be harder. It is rather easy if the domain is star-shaped, 
defined as follows.
D efinition 2.5.2 We define a bounded domain f i  C  M2 to be star shaped if  there 
exists a point x  € fi such that one can draw a straight line segment from x  to 
every point y  E T in such a way that each line segment lies wholly within the 
domain fi.
R em ark: If Cl is a star shaped domain then choosing the origin of coordinates 
appropriately, the boundary T can be written as
T =  r(0)(cos(0),sin(0)), 0 6 [0,27t], (2.5.52)
for some positive valued continuous function r, at least in theory. In practice 
such a formula may be hard to determine.
It is clear that if we can write the boundary T in the form (2.5.52) then the 
point x  =  (xi, x 2) will lie in fi if
I I ^  A -1*2\x < r I tan —
V *1
If this is not the case, or if the boundary is not even given by a known formula, 
but rather by a series of points which have to be joined in some way, then the 
problem is more difficult.
In §2.5.1 we describe a general method developed by Gipson [23] for deciding 
if a point lies inside or outside a given domain. We then describe the three 
algorithms which can be used for determining the irregular points in §2.5.2-2.5.4. 
Finally in §2.5.5 we present some numerical results to demonstrate the cost of 
each method.
2.5.1 Determining if a given point lies within a given do­
main
The method of [23] is based on the residue theorem from complex analysis. Sup­
pose the function f{z), z = x - iy, is meromorphic inside and analytic on a 
positively oriented contour T, except possibly for a finite number of poles at the
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points zk, k =  1, . . .  , m, inside T. The residue theorem (see for example [70, 
Theorem 7.4]) then states that
P m
/  f (z)dz  =  2m res{/(^); zk},
Jr k=i
where res{f{z);zk} denotes the residue of /  at zk. Laurent’s Theorem implies 
that we can write
71=00
/ ( * ) =  an ( z - Z k)n,
71=—OO
in an open disc centred on z*, and then
res{/(z);z*} =  o_i.
Thus if f ( z )  =  l /(z  -  zk), then res{f (z);zk} =  1.
Now, suppose we wish to know whether or not a point zp e  R2 lies inside or 
outside a bounded domain Cl C R2. It shall be assumed here that the boundary 
T of ft is defined by a discrete set of boundary points, joined by straight line 
segments. If the points are joined in some way other than straight lines, by 
spline interpolation for example, then a similar method to that described here 
can also be applied.
The method works in the following way. First, we place a pole of the form 
l / ( z  — zp) at the test point zp in the complex plane. We then define the contour 
integral round the boundary T as the sum of the integrals over the line segments 
T j .  Placing the local origin of coordinates at zp, we can write z — zp — retd, and 
then we find
/  A -  »■ ( M - B )JTj  Z — Zp J Tj T J r .
By the residue theorem, it is clear that only the imaginary part of the contour 
integral can be non-zero, hence we are only concerned with the imaginary part
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of (2.5.53), namely
Sm [  - Z =  (02 -  6>i),
JTj Z — Zp
where 0i and 62 are the angles between the real axis and the endpoints of the 
boundary segment, as shown in Figure 2-4 below. Hence there is no need to
y
Figure 2-4: Integration over Y j .
perform an explicit boundary integration, all that we need to do is to compute 
the angle 62 — 9\ for each boundary segment. After integrating over each segment 
the sum of these angles will either be 27r, in which case we conclude that the point 
is inside the domain, or zero, in which case we conclude that the point is outside 
the domain. If the point is on the boundary, then the sum will be somewhere 
between 0 and 27T, 7r if the point is a smooth boundary point. For details see [23].
Note that if Y is given by some explicit functional definition, then this method 
only determines whether or not zp lies inside the polygon approximating T, and 
not T itself.
The method can also deal with a multiply connected region. To do this the 
boundary nodes for the external boundary (or boundaries) must be labelled in 
an anticlockwise direction, and for an internal boundary they must be labelled
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Figure 2-5: Various test points for a multiply connected domain Cl.
A , it is clear that the sum of angles going round the outer boundary will be 27r, 
but this will be cancelled by the sum going round the inner boundary, which will 
be — 27r. Hence the total sum will be zero, and we conclude that the point lies 
outside f2.
At the internal point B , the sum of angles round the outer boundary will be 
27r, but the sum round the inner boundary will be zero, as the positive contri­
butions to the sum moving round the inner boundary will be cancelled by the 
negative contributions. Hence the total sum is 2ir, and we conclude that the 
point lies within Cl.
Finally at the external point C, the sum of angles round both the inner and 
outer boundaries will be zero, as for each boundary the positive and negative 
contributions to the sum will cancel each other out. So, the total sum is zero, 
and we conclude that the point lies outside the domain.
Armed with this method, we can now describe some algorithms for determin­
ing the irregular points of ft.
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2.5.2 An algorithm for determining the irregular points 
for a domain Q e i
If ft e A, then by suitably orientating it before covering it in the mesh Rh (2.3.13) 
we can ensure that for any row or column of the mesh, no point of that row or 
column will lie inside the domain unless the centre point (lying on either the x or y 
axis) does also. Also, as ft £ A  implies that ft is convex, we know that if we move 
along any row or column from point to point, we will never leave and then re­
enter ft. We can exploit these two fa,cts to design an algorithm which will find the 
irregular points at a cost of O(n\ogn) floating point operations. This is because 
we only need to ask the question “is a point inside ft?” at O(nlogn) points, as 
we shall explain below. If the boundary of T is given in the form (2.5.52) then 
this question can be answered cheaply, if not then the question can be answered 
at a greater cost using the method of §2.5.1. Either way, the order of the cost in 
terms of n will be the same.
First, recall that n is the number of mesh points in each direction, and because 
of the constraints of the FFT method of §2.4, we will always have
n = 2k — 1, k =  1 ,2 , . . . .  (2.5.54)
An irregular point is one whose neighbour in one (or more) of the coordinate 
directions lies the other side of T from the point itself. Hence each irregular 
point in ft will be next to at least one irregular point in R  \  ft, where R  is the 
square (2.3.10). So, a point (X{,yj) € ft will be irregular if either (Xi-i ,yj) 0 f2,
{Zi+liUj) 0 {pCiiVj—l) ft OF faiiUj+l) ^  ft-
To find all of the irregular points (Xi,yj) € ft whose neighbour (x j- i ,^ )  & ft 
(and hence (Xi-i,yj) is an irregular point in R  \  ft), we use Algorithm 1, which 
we explain below. Here k is related to n as in (2.5.54), and the points (x*, yj) are 
given by (2.3.11).
This algorithm works in the following way. For each row (ie. for j  =  1, . . .  , n), 
we first consider the central point of the row, (x2k-i,yj). As ft € A, if any point 
of the row lies within ft, then the centre point certainly will. So, if it doesn’t, 
move onto the next row, otherwise continue. Now consider the point halfway 
between the centre and the left, (x2k-2,y j). Is this point in ft? If so, consider 
the point halfway between it and the left most point of the mesh, (x2fc-3, y^),
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Algorithm  1
for j  =  1, . . .  ,n  
if (x2k-i,yj) € Cl 
i = 2k~2
for m  =  1, . . .  , k — 2 
if (xi,yj) E Cl 
i = i -  2k~2~m 
else
i = i + 2k~2~m 
end
end
if ( x i , y j ) e Q
(xi, yj) is an internal irregular point 
(xi-i,yj) is an external irregular point
else
(xi, yj) is an external irregular point 




otherwise move halfway back towards the centre, to the point (x3*2fe-3, yj). As we 
are assuming that the domain is convex, repeating this procedure will eventually 
lead us to a point whose neighbour will lie the other side of the mesh from the 
point itself. If the point we are at is inside Cl then it is an internal irregular point, 
otherwise it is an external irregular point.
In a similar way we can find (x ^ y j ) € whose neighbour (xi+i,yj) 0 Q, 
and we can perform a similar procedure on all of the columns to find the other 
irregular mesh points.
Now consider the cost of this algorithm. There are n rows and n columns, 
and so as we have to move along each row and each column twice, the cost will 
be 4n times the number of operations on each row or column. One can see 
from the algorithm that this cost will be 0 ( k ), and from (2.5.54), it is clear 
that k = log2(n +  1). Hence the total cost is O(nlogn). Numerical results 
demonstrating this will be presented in §2.5.5.
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2.5.3 An algorithm for determining the irregular points 
for a convex domain £1 ^ A
This algorithm is closely related to Algorithm 1. As ft is convex, we can pass 
along each row or column, and it is clear that if we pass from ft to i? \f t, then we 
will not re-enter ft if we keep moving along the row/column in the same direction. 
The main difference is that we can no longer guarantee that if any point of a row 
or column lies in ft then the central point will. Hence we cannot start each 
loop at the centre of the row/column and use an O(k) algorithm for finding the 
boundary. Instead we move along each row and column in turn, starting from 
the edge of R , until we reach a point which lies inside f2, and then we know that 
this point is an irregular point. For example, to find all of the irregular points 
(xi,yj) 6 ft whose neighbour (zj_i,?/j) ^  ft we use Algorithm 2 below.
Algorithm  2
for j  =  1, . . .  , n 
2 = 1
if (Zn yj) i  ft 
2 =  2 +  1 
if 2 =  n 
no points of the row lie in ft 
so move on to the next row 
end 
end
(xi, yj) is an internal irregular point 
(xi-i,yj) is an external irregular point
end
Similar algorithms can be used to move the other way along each row, and up 
and down each column, to find the other irregular points. Using this algorithm 
one has to ask the question “does this point lie inside or outside ft?” at all mesh 
points in the grid, except for the regular points inside ft. Hence the operation 
cost will be less than if this question was asked at every point of the grid, but it 
will still be 0 (n 2).
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2.5.4 A method for determining the irregular points for 
a non-convex domain Q
In this section we present a general method which can be used to find the irregular 
points for any bounded domain Q C R2. In theory, as there are 0(n)  of these 
points, and for a given boundary they are all connected to each other, it should 
be possible to find an 0(n)  algorithm for finding them, by moving from irregular 
point to irregular point somehow. However, in practice, we have not been able to 
implement a robust algorithm of this form, as it is hard to move from irregular 
point to irregular point without missing some on the way.
Instead, we simply move through the mesh, and for every point we determine 
whether or not it lies within Q. This gives us an n by n matrix, whose entries 
are one if the point lies inside Q and zero otherwise. To find the irregular points, 
one can then just look at each matrix entry, and see if any of its four nearest 
neighbours are different. If so the point is irregular.
This can be done in a loop, but alternatively, unlike Algorithms 1- 2 , this 
method can be implemented using simple matrix operations only. When using 
Matlab (as we do in our experiments) this drastically reduces the computing 
time, as demonstrated by the numerical results in §2.5.5.
The cost of this method is 0 (n 2), as we have to perform an operation on every 
mesh point. However, this cost is the same order as the cost of the other com­
ponents of finding a particular solution (namely the fast solve described in §2.4), 
and so the advantage to be gained in seeking to reduce it would be minimal. 
Using the method, we can evaluate the irregular points for complicated, multiply 
connected regions, such as the “boomerang with a hole in” shape in Figure 2-6 
below.
The boundary of the boomerang is given by Ti =  (cost +  0.65cos2t — 
0.65,1.5sint), and the boundary of the hole is given by T2 =  0.3(cost,sinf). 
This domain is clearly not star shaped, hence we have to use the method of 
§2 .5 .1  to determine whether each point lies within the domain or not, and thus 






Figure 2-6: Irregular points inside (x) and outside (o) a holed boomerang. 
2.5.5 Numerical results
In this section we shall briefly present some numerical results demonstrating the 
cost of using Algorithms 1 and 2, and also the method of §2.5.4. All of our 
experiments were carried out using the MATLAB package on a Sun Ultra 2. So 
that the results could be easily compared, we used each method on an identical 
shape, the ellipse with boundary T = (3cost,sin t), t € [0,27r]. We embedded 
this domain in a square of side length 10.
The operation cost of each method is calulated to be 0 ( n p), with p given in 
the tables. In Table 2.1 we show the number of floating point operations (flops) 
for each method. In Table 2.2 we show the computing time in seconds (cputime) 
for each method. In both these tables we merely use the known formula for the 
boundary of the ellipse to determine whether or not each point lies within the 
domain. In order to compare the cost of this with the cost of using the'method 
in §2.5.1, in Table 2.3 we give results for the same shape using the methods of 
§2.5.4 and §2.5.1 together.
The order of the operation cost for each method can be clearly seen, and 
matches that predicted before. The flop count is clearly least for Algorithm 1. 
Although Algorithm 2 and the method of §2.5.4 have the same order cost, Algo-
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Algorithm 1 Algorithm 2 Method of §2.5.4
n flops P flops P flops P
7 764 1 .2 1779 1.9 2262 2 .2
15 1786 1.3 6669 1.9 10358 2 .1
31 4430 1 .2 25427 2 .0 44214 2 .0
63 1 0 2 2 2 1.3 100147 2 .0 182582 2 .0
127 22390 1.1 398693 2 .0 741942 2 .0
255 49418 1 .1 1587553 2 .0 2991158 2 .0
511 108782 6327731 12011574
Table 2 .1 : Flop count for evaluating the irregular points.
Algorithm 1 Algorithm 2 Method of §2.5.4
n cputime P cputime P cputime P
7 0 .0 1 1 .0 0 .0 2 1.3 0 .0 0
15 0 .0 2 1.3 0.05 2 .1 0 .0 0
31 0.05 0 .8 0 .2 2 2 .0 0 .0 1 1 .6
63 0.09 1.4 0.87 2 .0 0.03 2.3
127 0.23 1 .1 3.45 2 .0 0.15 2 .2
255 0.49 1 .2 13.84 1.9 0.70 2 .1
511 1.15 52.96 3.01
Table 2.2: Computer time for evaluating the irregular points.
rithm 2 has roughly half the flop count.
As we are using Matlab, loops are particularly expensive in terms of cpu time, 
whilst matrix multiplications are much cheaper. Hence although the method of 
§2.5.4 has the greatest flop count, it does in fact run much faster than Algorithm 2 
for all values of n, and it is even quicker than Algorithm 1 up to about n =  127.
From Table 2.3 it is clear that using the method of §2.5.1 to decide whether 
or not a point lies within the domain is much more expensive than using a known 
formula for a star shaped domain. The cost increases depending on the fineness 
of the polygon used to approximate T. In Table 2.3 the boundary nodes were 
spaced at intervals of 7r /2 0 . Although no further results are shown here, it was 
found that reducing the spacing of the boundary nodes drastically increased the 
cost of the method, although for a fixed node spacing the G(n2) cost with respect 
to n can still be clearly seen.
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n flops v P cputime P
7 49126 2 .2 0 .6 8 2 .2
15 224950 2 .1 3.14 2 .1
31 960214 2 .0 13.34 2 .1
63 3965206 55.92
Table 2.3: Using the methods of §2.5.4 and §2.5.1.
2.6 Numerical experiments
In this section we present some numerical results demonstrating the accuracy and 
cost of the domain embedding method of §2.3-2.5. We used the method to find 
a particular solution of the inhomogeneous Helmholtz equation
- A u(x) +  a 2u(x) =  (1 +  a2)J0(\x\), x  e  (2.6.55)
where £1 is the ellipse with boundary 7 (t) =  (3 cos t, sin t), t € [0,27r], and J 0 is 
the Bessel function of first kind of order zero.
To find a particular solution, we embedded Q in a square of side length 10, 
covered the square in the mesh (2.3.11), and then solved the extended prob­
lem (2.3.20) with boundary conditions given by (2.3.21). The exact value of this 
particular solution is unknown, so we computed a “near exact” solution by ap­
plying the method with a large value of n (n =  1023), and then for the purpose 
of computing errors we took this to be the true solution.
In order to demonstrate that the function which our method converges to 
really is a particular solution of (2.6.55), in Chapter 4 we combine the methods 
of Chapters 2-4 to solve the inhomogeneous boundary value problem (2.6.55) 
with boundary data
u(x) =  J0(\x\), on T, (2.6.56)
as for this problem the exact solution is known, and is given by u(x) =  Jo(\x\) 
(see §4.4 for details).
We solved (2.6.55) for a  =  1 and for a  =  100 in order to demonstrate the good 
performance of the method regardless of the value of a. For each example we 
computed the approximate solution for n =  2k — 1 , k = 5 ,. . .  ,9. We computed
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the errors at the points (0,0), (1.25,0) and (2.5,0), and at each point we computed 
the estimated order of convergence (EOC) to be
EOC =  log2 ( error" = ^ - i  
V errorn=2t _ 1 (2.6.57)
Using the error bound (2.4.48) we would expect EOC «  —2 . The results are given 
in Tables 2.4 and 2.5, and the expected order of convergence is clearly acheived.

































Table 2.4: Errors for solving (2.6.55) with a =  1 by domain embedding.

































Table 2.5: Errors for solving (2.6.55) with a = 100 by domain embedding.
In Table 2.6 we show the operation cost of the method. Assuming the opera­
tion cost is 0 (np), p can be calculated using the formula
P =  log2 fl°PSn=2fc+1- l (2.6.58)
fl°Psn=2*-l
The cost can be broken down into three parts.
i). The cost of computing the irregular points. This has been dealt with in §2.5.
ii). The cost of computing the correction term Cij (2.3.31) at the irregular 
points. There are 0(n)  irregular points, and for each one the correction
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n flops for computing Cjj P flops for solving (2.4.45)-(2.4.46) P
31 18620 1 .0 115925 2 .1
63 38168 1 .0 502499 2 .1
127 75812 1 .0 2164817 2 .1
255 152512 1 .0 9292175 2 .1
511 307488 39746893
Table 2.6: Operation cost for solving (2.6.55) by domain embedding.
term is computed by solving the 3 x 3  system (2.3.43) and the 4 x 4  sys­
tem (2.3.44). Thus for each irregular point the cost is independent of n and 
so we would expect the total cost of computing Cjj to be 0 (n).
iii). The cost of solving the linear system (2.4.45)-(2.4.46). As explained in §2.4 
we would expect this to be 0 (n2 \ogn).
The expected operation costs can clearly be seen in Table 2 .6 .
As mentioned in §2.3.2, it is claimed in [62] that because the number of 
irregular points is small compared to the total number of grid points, it is sufficient 
to only approximate the five-point Laplacian to 0 (h ) accuracy at the irregular 
points in order to approximate u to 0 (h 2) accuracy. To test this hypothesis we 
repeated the experiment of Table 2.4, but this time we only computed q j  (2.3.31) 
up to the 0 (1) term, ie. we did not include the jumps in the third order derivatives 
of u. The results can be seen in Table 2.7.

































Table 2.7: Errors for solving (2.6.55) with a = 1 , using only first order corrections 
at the irregular points.
The convergence is now very erratic, although the errors are generally compa­
rable in magnitude with those acheived in Table 2.4. When applying the domain
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embedding method to the solution of parabolic problems (see Chapter 6 ), we 
computed Cij exactly as in (2.3.31), ie. with the higher order correction.
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Chapter 3
Solving the hom ogeneous 
H elm holtz problem
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter we discuss the boundary integral equation method for the homo­
geneous positive definite problem
—AU  +  a2U =  0 (3.1.1)
on a bounded domain C R2, oron =  R2 \Cl, subject to Dirichlet or Neumann 
conditions on T, the boundary of Cl. This is the Helmholtz equation
AU  +  u?U — 0
with purely imaginary wavenumber u = ia. For large a  the problem (3.1.1) is 
singularly perturbed, and boundary layers will arise in U if the imposed boundary 
condition is not compatible with the solution U = 0 of the reduced problem 
((3.1.1) with a  =  oo).
Boundary integral reformulations of (3.1.1) are well-known. We define the 
single and double layer potentials by
Cav{x) = j  $ a (®, y)v(y)dy  (3.1.2)
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and
K“V[X) = V{y)dy (3'L3)
respectively, where $ Q(ic, y) is the fundamental solution of (3.1.1), which is given 
by (2.1.5), and d/dn(y)  is the derivative with respect to the unit outward normal 
at y  € T.
Then, for T sufficiently smooth, Green’s Third Identity asserts that for any 
solution of (3.1.1) we have
—U(x), x  € ft
- \U {x ) ,  x  € r  (3.1.4)
k 0, x € R 2 \ ( Q u r ) .
In this chapter we shall be primarily concerned with the second kind boundary 
integral equations arising from (3.1.1). These are of the form
Au + JCau = f ,  on T, (3.1.5)
with /  a given function on T and A ^  0 given. This equation arises when (3.1.1) 
is to be solved in ft, subject to Neumann data dU/dn =  g on T, in which case, 
using (3.1.4), we have to solve (3.1.5) with A =  1/2, u =  U |r and /  =  Cag. 
An analogous equation arises from the exterior Neumann problem for (3.1.1) but 
with A =  —1 / 2 . On the other hand, interior and exterior Dirichlet problems 
for (3.1.1) can also be solved using integral equations of the form (3.1.5). To do 
this we use the “indirect” representation U =  JCau on ft, and then employ the 
standard jump relations for the double layer potential to obtain (3.1.5) where 
now /  represents the Dirichlet data, and A =  —1 / 2  (for the interior problem) or 
A =  1/2 (for the exterior problem). This background is all well-known, see for 
example [49]. We shall briefly consider the first kind boundary integral equations 
arising from (3.1.1) at the end of this chapter, in §3.8.
Here, we are concerned with the formulation of methods for (3.1.5) which 
work well for a  large, as described in Chapter 1 . In order to focus attention 
on the difficulties which arise when a  is large, we study problem (3.1.5) in the 
simplest geometric context where the contour T is smooth. We emphasise that
K a U { x )  -  C a ^ ( x )  =
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our ideas could also be used when T is non-smooth, but additional considerations 
for dealing with corner singularities would also be necessary, see for example [31] 
or [50]. We avoid these here.
When T is smooth it is natural to solve (3.1.5) by a global approximation 
technique. Such methods are able to exploit the smoothness of the solution, 
yielding superalgebraic or even exponential convergence rates.
Throughout this chapter then, we assume that T is parametrised by a 27r- 
periodic function 7  : R i-» T which satisfies (1.1.5)-(1.1.7). Equation (3.1.5) can 
then be written
Xu(t) +  K au(t) = f(t) , t e  [0, 27t], (3.1.6)
where (with a slight abuse of notation) u  and /  now denote u  0 7  and /  0 7  
respectively, and
/•27T




K  (t, t )  =
d $ a(x ,y )
dn(y) x=i(.t),y=i (r)
=  |7 ( t )  -  7 ( r ) |  |7 ( t )  -  7 ( r ) | )
( 7 ( t )  -  7(J)).n(7(r))
IV W I,
(3.1.8)
and where h [ is the Hankel function of the first kind of order one, and n  is the 
unit outward normal vector to T.
We now introduce a class of collocation methods in the 2n-dimensional space
Tn := span{<f>k : k = 0 ,.. .  , 2n -  1 }, (3.1.9)
where
M t ) : = l C°S^ ’ !  =  0 ’V1 ’”  2  . (3-1-10)I sm[k — n)t, k =  n +  1 , . . .  , 2n — 1 ,
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ie. Tn =  span{l, cost,. . .  , cosn t ,sin£ ,... , sin(n — l)t}. The collocation points 
will be the equally spaced points in [0,27r]
4n) = — > 3 = 0 2n — 1. (3.1.11)n
For these points, the corresponding Lagrange interpolating functions in Tn are
which satisfy (see for example [49, p. 161])
(^n)) =  Sjk, j, k =  0,. . .  , 2n -  1 .
Let C denote the space of 27r-periodic continuous functions on R  Then the 
operator Vn -C *->Tn defined by
2n—1
'PnV =  Y ,  ” (4n))4n) (3.1.12)
k=0
is the interpolatory projection, ie. Vnv e Tn interpolates v at the points 
The standard collocation method for (3.1.6) then seeks a solution
2n—1
Un =  € Tn’
fc=0
where the coefficients {a^ } ^ 1 are defined by requiring that
(Aun + K aun)(tjn)) =  / ( ^ n)), j  =  0 ,.. .  , 2 n -  1 . (3.1.13)
Equivalently the a ^  are found by solving the linear system
2n—1
IA 4 (tJn)) +  K a f a f f i ) }  4 n) =  / ( ^ n)), j  =  0 ,. . .  , 2n -  1. (3.1.14)
k=0
This method is only semidiscrete and is not practical until we specify how the






K a(f)k{ t f )) = / fca (^n),r ) ^ fc(r)dr, j, k =  0 ,. . .  , 2n -  1 (3.1.15)
Vo
should be computed. These are weakly singular integrals, in fact (from (3.1.8), 
(B.0.1) and [1 , (9.6.11)]):
ka(t) t)  =  0 (\t — r |2 log 11 — r|), as t —¥ r  for fixed a,
and, for fixed a, there is a well-established “product integration” technique for 
handling this singularity (see Kress [49]). This involves splitting ka into the sum
ka(t,r) =  ki}0t(t, t )  log4 sin2 +  k2,a(t,r) (3.1.16)
with kiia and k2,a smooth and 27r-periodic. Then the operator K a can be replaced 
by the quadrature approximation
r 2n t — r
(■K a,mv){t) =  j  7?m{A:i,a(t,*)^(-)}('r )log4sin2——  dr
+  /  'Pm{k2ya(tr)v{’)}(T)dr,
Jo
for some m e  N which has to be chosen. In view of (3.1.12) the computation of 
the right hand side of this expression requires the integrals of each of the basis 
functions (j>k(r) and their products with log4 sin2 over the domain [0 , 2ir\, all 
of which are known analytically [49].
Using this in (3.1.13), we get a discrete collocation method with solution 
un,m € Tn satisfying
Aun<m( t f )  + K ^ U n ^ )  =  j  =  0 ,. . .  , 2n — 1. (3.1.17)
For the special choice m  =  n, the solution uUjn of (3.1.17) is closely related to the 
Nystrom method of [49], which approximates (3.1.6) by
(t) +  K^nU^nit) =  f( t)  for all t e  [0,2?r]. (3.1.18)
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Since K ainunfTl =  K^nVnU^n, it is easily seen that Vnunin satisfies (3.1.17), and 
by uniqueness of the solution of (3.1.17) (shown below), we have Vnun}n =  un<a 
and hence wn,n ( ^ )  =  Un,n{tj^)i for each j .
However, neither (3.1.17) nor (3.1.18) is a good method for large a, since 
methods based on the splitting (3.1.16) degenerate badly as a —> oo. In fact, 
un:Tl satisfies an error estimate of the form
Ik -  < C {a)^\\u \\Hr (3.1.19)
for all p > 1/2, where u is the solution of (3.1.6), and || • Hjyp is the usual Sobolev
norm, defined in Appendix A. For fixed a  the convergence is superalgebraic 
with respect to n. However, C(a) grows exponentially in a as a  —► oo. This is 
because ka(t,r) becomes highly peaked near t — r , and the functions A?ii0(£, r) 
and &2,a (£j'r ) in (3.1.16) have opposite signs but each blow up in modulus like 
a |7 (t) -  7 ( r ) |I i(a |7 (t) -  7 WI) away from t =  r , where Ii(z) is the modified 
Bessel function of order one, which grows exponentially in z .
The following numerical example demonstrates how the method can break 
down when a  is large. We solve (3.1.6), with A =  —1/2 and f( t)  =  1, with T taken 
to be the unit circle, using the method (3.1.18). We evaluate U(x) := JCau(x) 
(as specified by (3.1.3)) at the point (0.5,0) for a  =  10 and a = 20. The 
exact value in each case is /o (a /2 )//0(o:), which has numerical values 9.7e — 3 
for a  =  10 and 6.5e — 5 for a  =  20. Table 3.1 shows the error for several values 
of n. The superalgebraic convergence rate can be clearly seen for a = 10, but 
for a = 20 there is no convergence, and the error is of the same magnitude as
the true solution. This may be because n is not large enough to demonstrate
the asymptotic convergence rate, or else it may be that arithmetic overflow is 
destroying the convergence of the method. These results were obtained using the 
MATLAB package on a Sun Ultra 2.
In this chapter we describe a new discrete collocation method which avoids 
the splitting (3.1.16) and is robust when a  is large. This is achieved by using a 
rescaling technique to transform the integrals into a more benign form. These are 
then approximated using a variant of the product trapezoidal rule on a suitably 
graded mesh. The new quadrature rules have fixed rate of convergence 1/m2 with 
respect to the number of quadrature points m  (ie. slower than the superalgebraic
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n error(a =  1 0 ) error(a =  2 0 )
8 9.7e-3 6.5e-5
16 1.7e-7 6.5e-5






Table 3.1: Numerical results for method (3.1.18).
rates which we had, at least in theory, above), but crucially the resulting con­
vergence estimate has an asymptotic constant independent of a. We use these 
rules to define a new quadrature approximation of K av. We again denote this by 
Ka,mv and the new discrete collocation solution is again given by (3.1.17). We 
prove in §3.5 that, for this new method, un,m satisfies
H'li ~  Un,m\\L2 — & (3.1.20)
for all p > 1 / 2 . Here C  is independent of a, n, m  and u , ie. the method is robust to 
large a , and algebraically convergent with respect to m but still superalgebraically 
convergent with respect to n. Higher order quadrature rules may also be applied 
to the rescaled integrals, with the result that the 1/m 2 term in (3.1.20) will be 
replaced by 1/m 9 with q > 2. To avoid a lengthy exposition we do not give this 
generalisation here.
Note that up until now we have assumed that the right hand side /  of (3.1.6) 
is known exactly. We shall also need to consider the case where /  is a single 
layer potential of the form (3.1.2), which then must also be computed using some 
quadrature method, and we do this in §3.7.
The problem of solving (3.1.6) (and its first kind analogue involving the op­
erator £ q), with a  large, has not received much attention in the literature. As 
discussed in Chapter 1 , integral equations of this form can arise when boundary 
integral equation methods are applied to the solution of parabolic PDEs such 
as the heat equation, and this is the case in both Lubich and Schneider [56]
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and Chapko and Kress [1 2]. However, in both of these papers the problem of 
constructing a quadrature method for (3.1.6) which is robust as a  -» oo is not 
tackled, although this is identified as a difficulty in [1 2].
Integral equations of the form (3.1.6) also appear in Ramesh and Lean [74]. 
There it is proposed to compute the boundary integrals for large a  using series 
expansions. However, an analysis of this method is not given, and the number of 
terms to be summed in the expansions will grow rapidly as a  -» oo.
The layout of this chapter is as follows. First, in §3.2-3.6 we consider the 
solution of the second kind equation (3.1.6), where the right hand side /  is known 
exactly. In §3.2 we state and prove some key properties of the double layer 
operator K a which will be required in the error analysis. In §3.3 we present an 
error analysis for the (semi-discrete) collocation method which demonstrates that 
the rate of convergence of this method is independent of a. In §3.4 we explain 
how we evaluate the integrals resulting from the collocation method, using a non­
standard quadrature scheme, and then in §3.5 we present a fully discrete error 
analysis for the method, obtaining the estimate (3.1.20). In §3.6 we provide some 
numerical examples to demonstrate the theoretical properties of the method.
In §3.7 we discuss the quadrature approximation of the single layer poten­
tial (3.1.2), and how this affects the solution of the second kind equation (3.1.6) 
when the right hand side involves a single layer potential. Finally in §3.8 we dis­
cuss how the method can also be applied to the solution of the first kind integral 
equations arising from (3.1.1).
The question of how to compute the solution of (3.1.1) quickly at many points 
throughout Cl is addressed in Chapter 4, where the overall cost of the method for 
solving the boundary value problem for (3.1.1) is also discussed.
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3.2 Properties of the double layer potential
In this section we shall derive some key properties of the double layer poten­
tial (3.1.3), which will be required for the error analysis of our method. Define
'Sf(x) = xH[l\ ix )
r (t,T) =  I t(< ) -7 ( t]
w(t t )  =  -  r
(3.2.21)
| 7 ( t )  - 7 ( r ) | 2 IV M l.
and then recalling the parametrised form of the double layer potential (3.1.7), 
(3.1.8), and using the periodicity of r and w , we can write, for any 27r-periodic 
function v : [0 , 27t] i-)> R,
rt+ir
(Kav)(t) =  / ^(ar(t,r))w(t, r)v(r)dr. (3.2.22)
J t —7T
Note that
i°g |a; — 2/ | \ I
' i 27r ) \ x =2 dn{y) n r ( t ) , y = * j ( r )
Hence w is a constant multiple of the kernel of the double layer potential arising 
from Laplace’s equation. Under the assumption that 7  satisfies (1.1.5)—(1.1.7), 
it can be shown using a Taylor series argument that
w € C°°([0,27r] x [0, 27t]). (3.2.23)
We shall now state and prove some key properties of the functions ^  and r 
which we shall require later on. Throughout the rest of this chapter, various con­
stants whose values may vary from line to line, but which are always independent 
of a, n and m  will appear. These are labelled C, Ci, C2 , etc..
P roposition  3.2.1 There exists a constant C such that
| r ( t , r )  < C
for all t , r  £ [0 , 27t] .
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Proof: Using elementary calculus we have
(3.2.24)
for all t, r  £ [0,27r], and (1.1.5) ensures the required result. □
The next two propositions can be deduced from standard references on Bessel 
functions, eg, [1].
Proposition 3.2.2 (i) |\&(a;)| is decreasing on [0,oo).
(a) For all p £ [0,1), there exists a constant C =  C(p) such that |^(x)| < Ce~px, 
x £ [0 , oo).
Proposition 3.2.3 (i) There exists a constant C such that |^'(a;)| is decreasing 
on [C, oo).
(a) For all p £ (0,1 ), there exists a constant C =  C(p) such that ^  Ce~px,
x  £ [0 , oo).
Proposition 3.2.4 For all t £ [0,27r]; t  £ [t — ir,t +  7r], there exist constants 
C\ , C2 > 0  such that
Proof: The right hand inequality follows immediately from (3.2.21) and (1.1.5). 
To prove the left hand inequality, set Y(£, r) =  r(t ,r ) / \ t  — t\, t ^  r. Then 
by (1.1.5), lim t-^T (t,r) =  |Y(t)| > 0 , and so T (t,r) is positive valued every-
Before we can establish some bounds on the operator K a we need the following 
classical result, see [71, p.8 6 ] and the references therein.
T heorem  3.2.5 Let 9 £ Li(R). Then for allp with 1 < p < 0 0 , the operator
C\\t — r\ < r(t,r) < C2\t — r |. (3.2.25)
where on the compact domain [0,27r] x [—7r, 37t], and hence the result. □
/oo 6(t — s)4>{s)d,
■ 0 0
(3.2.26)
is bounded on LP(R) and
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\
Proof: For a full proof of this theorem we refer to [71]. □
We shall now use these results to establish some bounds on the operator K a 
defined by (3.1.7).
Lem m a 3.2.6 There exists a constant C such that, for all a  > 1 ,
IIKalU, < a
Proof: Recall that || • \\l2 denotes the norm over [0,2ir\. Using (3.2.22), (3.2.23),
(3.2.25), and Propositions 3.2.2(ii) and 3.2.4 we have
rt+n rt+ir
| ( ^ ( t ) ) l  < C \*(ar{t,T))\\v(T)\dT<C  e"'’“r(t'T)K T )|dr
J t—TT J  t—TT
rt+ir
< C  e - '’oCll‘- r||i;(7-)|dT.
J t—TT
Since t € [0,2nr] we then have
/ 3 ir e - ' “ Cf1|‘-T ||t> (T )| dr
■IT
/OO e- ^ a i^ l |» .(T)|rfr =  C (0o([t;e|))(t),
■OO
where the function ve is defined by
\  v ( r ) ,  T e  [—7T, 3tt] 
v  (r )  :=  <
|  0 T €  [—OO, 0 0 ] /[—7T, 37t],
and 0 Q is of the form (3.2.26) with 0a(x) = e~paC^ x\  z G R  Thus,
U
2tr 'j § f n2ir > \
|(i$r0u)(t)|2* |  - c \ J o  l(e o(KI))(*)l2* )
< c |( e Q(K |))(t) |2d« ) 2 =  c | |( 0 a(|ue|))||l2(B)
/ oo e - ^ ^ d x W v t W ^ ,
-oo
where the last inequality follows from Theorem 3.2.5, and then using the period­
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icity of v ,
roo 1
\\Kav\\i« < V 2C I eT<*>c'xdxllBlli, < y fiC — WvWt"
and hence the result. □
Lem m a 3.2.7 There exists a constant C such that for all a >  1,
\\Ka\\L2-*W < C.
Proof: First note that, for v G H 1, |M|^i =  |M | | , 2 4- ||v#||i2. Now, by (3.2.22) 
and standard results on differentiation of functions defined as integrals, it is easy 
to see that K av G C1(R) C H 1, and that for t G R,
^ { K av){t) = a ^r ( t ,T )^V '(a r ( t ,T ) )w ( t ,T )v {T )d T
r2ir q
+  / ^f(ar(t,T))— w(t,T)v(r)dr 
=: I hQv(t) + I2,av(t).
Then, by periodicity and (3.2.23) we get
pt+TT
\h,av(t)\ < C  \^(ar(t,T))\\v{r)\dr,
J  t—TT
and using Proposition 3.2.1 as well, we also get
pt+ir
< C a  \V'{ar{t,T))\\v{T)\dT.
J  t—TT
Then recalling Propositions 3.2.2(ii) and 3.2.3(ii), and using exactly the same 
argument as for Lemma 3.2.6 we get:-




Hence, for all a  > 1
d vr
dtK “V < C||»| \L2l2
and hence the result. □
We remark that by operator interpolation theory (see for example [8 , Chap­
ter 1 2 ] or [72, p.32]), Lemmas 3.2.6 and 3.2.7, can be generalised to obtain
\\Ka\\L3->H> < \\Ka\\l»2—yL*2 IIKolll - A  \ w  llA < C  ±L2^ Hl —
l -A
for all A £ [0,1]. However this more general result is not needed for the error 
analysis of the next section.
3.3 Error analysis for the collocation m ethod
In this section we present an error analysis for the collocation method (3.1.13) 
without numerical integration, and we demonstrate the robustness of its conver­
gence rate with respect to a. This result is then needed in §3.5 to obtain the 
analogous robustness of the fully discrete method. The main result of this section 
is as follows:-
T heorem  3.3.1 Assuming the integrals K a<j)k in (3.1.14) are known exactly, 
then there exists a constant no independent of a such that, for n > no, the 
collocation equations (3.1.13) have a unique solution un £ Tn, and we have the 
error estimate
||u -  UnUi < c \ \ \ u \ \ Hp, for all p > \ ,  nr l
where u is the solution of (3.1.6) and C is independent of a  and n.
Proof: Observe that by the definition (3.1.12) of Vn, un £ Tn satisfies
(A I  + VnK a)Un( t ) = V nf(t).
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So, if (AI  +  VnK a) 1 exists, then standard arguments show
u — un = u — (A I  +  VnK a)~lVnf  =  A(A I  +  VnK a)~l {u — Vnu).
From [51, p.202] we have the following estimate for the approximation power of 
Vn:
b - V n v \ \H 9 < C -^ \ \v \ \H P t 0 < q < p ,  P > \ '  (3.3.27)
Hence
||^ ~  7^i11L2 <  C\\(M  +  'Pn^a)~1\\L2~\\u \\HP,TV
for all p > 1 / 2 , and the result follows provided we show that, for n > n0,
(AI  + VnK a)~1 exists, and ||(AJ +  ‘Pn^ a ) - 1 ||L2 ls bounded by a constant inde­
pendently of a  and n. This result will be proved in Theorem 3.3.10 below. □ 
Before we prove Theorem 3.3.10, we shall show that for all a > 1, (A /+ i^ Q) -1  
exists and is bounded independently of a  in || • ||l2- First we quote the following 
well known result, which appears as Theorem 5 in [4].
T heorem  3.3.2 Let X  and Y  be normed linear spaces, at least one of which is 
complete. Let S ,T  E C(X , Y) (the linear space of all bounded and linear operators 
from X  to Y), and let S~l G C(Y,X). Also assume
||S -  T|| < p h j p  (3.3.28)
Then T~l exists as a bounded linear operator from Y  onto X , and
^  -  l - I IS - 'I I I IS -T II ' (3.3.29)
Proof: See [4]. Note also that if we take S = I, T  = I  — A, then this is the 
same as [49, Theorem 2.8], where an alternative proof for this specific case can 
be found. □
We can then get the following result straight away.
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Lem m a 3.3.3 For a sufficiently large, (XI + K a) 1 exists and ||(A7 +  K a)~l \\i,2 
is bounded independently of a.
Proof: Recall that, from Lemma 3.2.6, there exists a constant C independent 
of n and a  such that ||i^a ||x,2 < C/a. Hence, for a  sufficiently large (specifically 
a  > Cy|A|), H-Kalli^  < |A|. Hence by Theorem 3.3.2 (with S  =  XI, T  =  AI  + K a) 
we have that (X I4 - K a)~l exists as a bounded linear operator from L2 onto L2: 
and
IKA/ + J f „ )  l i ,  <  |A | _  <  |A| _  Cja < c\
provided a  > C/(\X\ — (C')~l). □
This proof requires a  to be sufficiently large. We improve this result below 
and prove the result to be true for all a > 1 , but this requires a little more work. 
We begin by establishing the following result.
Lem m a 3.3.4 The operator (AI  + K a) (where X =  ±1/2  ^ has no zero eigenval­
ues.
Proof: Suppose that u € L2[0, 2ir] and (AI  + K a)u =  0. Then, by Lemma 3.2.7, 
u E H 1 C C(R). Defining the function
/  x ^(7- 1(a0) ^
v { x ) ~  x €  ’
we have that v EC(T) and
(XI +  Ka)v =  0. (3.3.30)
Now (recalling that (3.1.3) defines Kav (x ) for all i  6  I 2), we define
Ui(x) := Kav(x), x  e Q,
U0(x) := JCav(x ), i ^ O u T .
Then by the linearity of the integral operator /CQ it is clear that both Ui and UQ 
satisfy (3.1.1). By the jump relation properties of the double layer potential (see
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Ui\r — U0 |r =  —v. (3.3.32)
Now suppose that A =  —1 / 2  (the proof for A =  1 / 2  is similar). Then by (3.3.30) 
and (3.3.31) Ui\r = 0, and so Ui satisfies the homogeneous Helmholtz equation 
inside a domain Q, with zero Dirichlet data. Hence Ui(x) =  0  for all :c€ O, by 
the uniqueness of the solution of the interior Dirichlet Helmholtz problem (see 
for example [15, §3.3]). Thus, with n  denoting the unit outward normal vector 
to T, and with
to be understood in the sense of uniform convergence on T, we have
As the normal derivative of the double layer potential is continuous across the 
boundary (see for example [49, Theorem 6.13]), we also have
Noting that Uq satisfies the Sommerfeld radiation condition, and appealing to the 
uniqueness of the solution of the exterior Neumann Helmholtz problem subject 
to this condition (see for example [15, §3.3]), we must also have U0( x ) =  0 for all 
U T, and so by (3.3.32) we have v =  0 and hence the result. □
This is enough to prove existence and boundedness of (AI  4 - K a ) ~ 1 for all
a > 1 .
Lem m a 3.3.5 For all a  > 1, (AI  +  K a) 1 exists and is bounded in || • \\l2.
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Proof: By [49, Theorem 2.22], any integral operator with a continuous or weakly 
singular kernel is a compact operator on Z^OO- Hence K a is compact, and so by 
Lemma 3.3.4 and the Fredholm Alternative [49, Corollary 3.5], (AI + K a) must be 
a bijective bounded linear operator. Hence by Banach’s Isomorphism Theorem 
(see for example [73, p.145]), (AJ +  K a)~l exists, and ||(AJ +  K a)~l \\L2 < oo. □ 
We now need to show that the bound on ||(A7 +  K a)~l \\Li is independent of 
a. We first need the following two results.
Lem m a 3.3.6 For all a > \ ,  \\Ka — Kq>\\l2 tends to zero as ol tends to a. 
Proof: First note that with defined as in §3.2 we can write, for x, x  € R,
rl j
J o  d o
=  (x — x) I  \If'(9x +  (1 -  6)x)d0. (3.3.33)
Jo
Then recalling the definition of K a from (3.2.22) we have
I pt+ir
\(Ka -  Kcf)v{t)\ =  /  ($(ar(t,r)) -  tf(<dr(t,T)))w{t,T)v(r)di
I J t—TT
I pt+ir pi
= / (a — a')r(t,r) I S&' [(6a  +  (1 — 9)a')r(t, r)] d9w(t, T)v(r)di
IJ  t—n J  0
/*1 ( rt+ir  ^ 2
< C\a — a'\ J  <y ^ '((f la  +  (1  — 0)a')r(t, r ) ) |2d r |  g?0||u||l2
V
I
where the last line follows using (3.2.23) and the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality. 
Using Propositions 3.2.3(ii) and 3.2.4 we then have
pt+7T
I 2 <  C  e - 2P(0<*+(l-8)<*')Ci\t-T\c(iT
J t—7T
=  2C  f  e - M O v + t X - W C i x f a
Jo
<  £  .
(9a + (1 — 9)a')
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Hence
\{Ka -  K a')v(t)\ < C\a — a'\ [* (0a +  (1 — 0)af)~*d9 \\v\\L2
Jo
= C \ a - a t \  = *  - \\v\\ L2. (3.3.34)
y/a +  V a
So, ||(Ka -  K a>)v\\L2 < C(\a -  ar\/(y/a  +  V c j ) ) \ \ v \ \ L2, and
\Ka - K a,\\L2 < C  "
y/0L +  V S
< C\a — a'\ (for a > 1 ),
and hence the result. □
Lem m a 3.3.7 \\(XI +  Ka)~1\\L2 is continuous with respect to a.
Proof: In this proof we take all norms to be || • ||£,2. First note that by
Lemma 3.3.5 we know that (AI  4 - K a)~l exists. Then using Theorem 3.3.2 with 
T  =  (AI  +  K a') and S  =  (XI +  K a), we have
| |5 - T | |  =  \\Ka -K a '\\
1
(A I  + K a)- l
for a' sufficiently close to a  (by Lemma 3.3.6). So, S  and T  satisfy the assump­
tions in Theorem 3.3.2, and so we have
IKAZ +  K . ) - 1!! < +1 -  \\{\I + K a) - l \\\\Ka, -  K a\\ 
< 2||(A/ +  * Q - 1||





Then for a  and a' sufficiently close we have
||(A/ + K-Q0“1-(A / + /«:ar1ll = ||(A/ + ifo)-1(isrQ-A-Q.)(A/ + /(:Q0"1ll
< 2||(A7 +  K a)~l \\2\\Ka — K a>\\,
which tends to zero as a' tends to a, and hence the result. □
We can now prove the following lemma.
Lem m a 3.3.8 There exists a constant C independent of a such that ||(A7 +  
^ a) - 1 |U2 < C, for all a  > 1 .
P roof: Note that by Lemma 3.3.3, we have shown the result to be true for a  
large enough. Hence, there exists a constant A  such that for all a  € [A , oo),
||(A7 +  ii:Q) - 1 ||L2 < C , (3.3.35)
where C  is independent of a. Now we have also shown, in Lemma 3.3.7 that 
||(A7 +  TsTq)-1!!^ depends continuously on a. Hence for all a  € [1, A] we have
||(A I  + K a) - l \\L2 < C'.  (3.3.36)
Combining (3.3.35) and (3.3.36) we get
IKAf +  Jfa)"1!!^ < max{C,C'},
and hence the result. □
We now just need one more result before we can prove the main result of this 
section - Theorem 3.3.10.
Lem m a 3.3.9 There exists a constant C independent of n and a such that
\ \ ( I - V n)Ka\\L, < C n - \
Proof: Let v 6  L2. Then by (3.3.27) and Lemma 3.2.7, we have
||( / - • ? „ ) <  C n -l ||X-0t)||Hi < Cn-'IM U ,
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with C independent of a, and the result follows. □
We are now in a position to finally complete the proof of Theorem 3.3.1.
T heorem  3.3.10 For n sufficiently large, and for all a  > 1 , (AI  +  VnK a)~l 
exists, and there exists a constant C independent of n and a such that
MXI + V n K j - 'W L ^ C .
Proof: We use Theorem 3.3.2 with S  =  (AI + K a), and T  =  (AI + V nK a). Then
\ \ S - T \\L2 = \ \ ( I - V n)Ka\\L2 < C n - \
where C is independent of a , by Lemma 3.3.9. Now by Lemmas 3.3.5 and 3.3.8 we 
have that (A /+ i^ a ) - 1  exists, and that ||(A/H-iCQ)_1 | |i2 is bounded independently 
of a. So, for n large enough that
II ( I - K ) K a \\L, <
II (AJ+  * „ )-!  IU,’
we have that S  and T  satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 3.3.2, and hence 
(AI  +  VnK a) - 1  exists, and
« «  + W ‘ lk .  -  ,  .  C  (3-3-37)
where C  is independent of a. This completes the proof. □
3.4 Evaluating the integrals
In this section we address the question of how to evaluate the matrix entries 
in (3.1.14). This requires computation of integrals of the form K av(t) (3.2.22), 
where v(r) G Tn, with Tn given by (3.1.9), and t is one of the node points 
These integrals are hard to evaluate because as a  grows the integrand becomes 
very highly peaked near t = r. In Figure 3-1 we plot the integrand in (3.2.22) for 
the case v =  1 , t = ir, and 7  the unit circle, and for a  =  10 and a  =  100. One 
can clearly see how the integrand becomes more peaked as a  increases, although
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both graphs have the same peak value (approximately -0.08). It can be easily 
shown (see [1 , (9.6.11)] and Appendix B) that ^(0) =  — 2 / 7r, and when 7  is the 
unit circle, w(t, r) =  1/8. Hence in this case the peak value of the integrand is 
—1 / 47T «  —0.08 regardless of the value of a.
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Figure 3-1: Graph of y(r) := ^ ( a r ( 7 r , r ) ) u ; ( 7 r , r )  against r  € [0,27r].
The basic idea of our method is to use a transformation to stretch the region 
of integration, and to remove the a-dependence of the kernel. We can then use a 
standard quadrature rule on a graded mesh to evaluate the integral.
To evaluate (3.2.22) we make the transformation
r
T — t -------a
to get
(Kav)(t) =  i  j _ j ( a r  ( t . t - 1 )  . ( * - £ )  dr. (3.4.38)
We can then split (3.4.38) into the integral over [0, air] plus the integral over 
[—a 7r, 0 ], and then, making the substitution r  =  —f  in the second integral, and
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removing the tildes for clarity, we get:-
i rair
{KaV)(t) = a I  { *  («*• (*•* -  5 ) )  0  »(* “  0  (3-4.39)
+ #  (ar ( t , t  + —) )  w (t, t +  —) v (t +  —) )  dr.a / /  V a )  \  a )  J
Observe the effect of this transformation on the integral (3.2.22). As a  gets 
large, the region of integration gets stretched, but the derivatives of the integrand 
with respect to r  (away from r  =  0) are now small as a  —> oo. Now note that w 
and v are both smooth functions, and that ^(x) decays exponentially as x —> oo 
and has a logarithmic singularity in its second order derivative at x =  0. From 
this it is clear that the integrand in (3.4.39) (as a function of r) has a mild 
singularity near r  = 0  and is exponentially decaying away from r  =  0  when a  is 
large. An effective method for evaluating this sort of integral is the graded mesh 
technique developed in [63], and used in [32].
First, we define the composite mesh IIm =  x0, x i , . . .  , xm_i, on [0, oo), which 
consists of the points
for some > 0 and r G N. If the last point is less than o:7r, we add an extra 
point at o:7r to complete the mesh, thus ensuring that xm_i =  an. Note that the 
mesh parameters <?i, <725 and r can be varied, to adjust the mesh. Increasing qi
(1 , an), and increasing r increases the ratio of the number of points in (1 , an) to 
the number of points in [0 , 1].
Now for any /  : [0,0 0 ) i->- R, let Qmf  denote the function which is linear 
on each [xi_i,Xi], and which interpolates /  at each Xi, i =  0 , . . .  ,m  — 1 , with
(3.4.40)
for some q\ > 1, N  € N, together with the points
| ^ 2  log | n ( l , o : 7r] (3.4.41)
bunches the points on [0 , 1] closer to zero, increasing #2 spreads out the points on
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Qmf  =  0 on (xm_i, oo). Then define a quadrature approximation to (K av)(t) by
(Ka,mv m  =  ^  { » ( ^  (*■*“ ) ) » ( * • * “ ) }  M * 0 " )
+  0 ™ { *  (o r  ( t , t  + & ) )  w ( t , t  +  g )  } (t )v ( t  + T~ )  dr.
(3.4.42)
For the computation of the matrix in (3.1.14) we shall replace K a by K ajTn and 
thus we require in practice the evaluation of Kayrn<j>k, with fa given in (3.1.10). 




( t  ±  dr,
where ipj, j  =  1 , . . .  , m — 2  are the “hat” functions on [xj-i,Xj+i] centred at Xj. 
These integrals are easy to evaluate analytically.
This completes the description of the method employed to evaluate the inte­
grals needed in the linear system (3.1.14), we shall now present an error analysis, 
leading to the main result of this section, which is given in Theorem 3.4.4 below.
Before getting this result we first need to make a few definitions:- Let I € N, 
f i>  0 and 0 < / ? < / .  Then for any v : R+ i-> C define
IHIf,/? =  max < sup |u(x)|, sup \x^~0]Djv (x)l  j  =  1, . . .  , I I ,
[xe [o ,i]  xe[o,i] J
where
{ o, if j  < (3
and for any v : R+ i->- C define




ll« : e '“ Hijj =  max{||u||w , ||u : e '“ ||,} . (3.4.43)
Then we make the following definition:-
Definition 3.4.1 Let Cl^ [e~^x] denote the set of all functions v : R+ »->• C which 
have I continuous derivatives on (0 , oo) and for which ||u : e~tix\\itp < oo.
Note that functions in the class Cjg[e_/lx] have I derivatives which “behave 
like” as x —>■ 0  and “behave like” e~^x as x —> oo.
We can now quote the following theorem, which appears in a more general 
form as Theorem 2.6 in [63]. It concerns the approximation power of the inter­
polation operator Qm on the mesh IIm given by (3.4.40) and (3.4.41).
T heorem  3.4.2 There exists a constant C independent of a  and m  such that 
for any v E 0 < (3 < 1, fi > 0,
provided q\ >2/(3 and q2 > 2/p.
Proof: See [63, p.30].
Now, in our quadrature approximation given by (3.4.42), we are apply­
ing the operator Qm to the functions
f Q,t,-(r) =  #  (ar (t, t -  r /a)) w ( t , t -  r /a )
and
M  ^  (ar (;t, t +  r/a ))  w ( t , t  + r / a ) .
We shall use Theorem 3.4.2 to analyse the error in this approximation. In or­
der to do this we need to establish that these functions fit the assumptions of 
Theorem 3.4.2. Since the analysis is exactly the same for f a,t,~ and / Q,t,+, for 
simplicity we will just present it for the former.
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T heorem  3.4.3 There exists a constant C independent oft and a > 1  such that
for all 0  < (3 < 1 , 0  < n < C\, where C\ is the constant on the left hand side 
of (3.2.25) (note that by Proposition 3.2.4, Ci > 0).
Proof: First, note the following:
(i) By Propositions 3.2.2(ii) and 3.2.3(ii), ^  and \£' are both bounded on 
[0, oo). As a result, there exist constants C$ and C4 independent of a  and t, r  € R 
such that
uous and 27r-periodic in t. Hence, supte[0>27r] |t(£)| < C , and so suptGR |7 (t)| < C. 
Thus, for all t, r  € R,
(iii) w(t, t ) is also 27r-periodic in t, r , and (see (3.2.23)) infinitely continuously 
differentiable, hence
independently of a > 1 , for all j  =  0 , 1 , 2 , . . .  .
(iv) Noting that r ( t , t )  =  r ( r , t), we have from Proposition 3.2.1 that there 
exists a constant C such that
Throughout the rest of this proof we will freely use facts (i)-(iv) above without
and
(ii) 7  and all its derivatives are C°° and 27r-periodic, and thus |7 (t)| is contin-
r(t,T)| =  r ( t ,r )  =  \y(t) -  7 (1-) | < |-y(*)| +  |7(r)| <  C.
f)
— r(t, t ) < C, for all f , r 6  [0,27r]. or
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explicitly referring to them. Now, recalling the definition (3.4.43),
First we will show that ||/0 ,t,-||2^ is bounded independently of a  and t for all 
0  < I? by looking at each of the terms on the right-hand side of the following 
expression:
1 1 / 112,/? —
max < sup |/a,t,-(r)|, sup IT 1 ^ / a , , _ ( T ) |, Sup |T 2 , - ( t ) |




We will bound each of (a), (b), (c) in turn. First (a) and (b), which are relatively 
easy.
(a) For all a  and t € [0, ar]
sup \fa,t,-(r)\ < sup f a r  ( t , t  -  —))  sup \ w ( t , t - —)
r € [ 0 , l ]  T € [0 ,1 ]  1 V V 0L) J 1 < r f f r n .n l  V OiJ
< c.
r€[0,l]
(b) Using the chain rule and proceeding analogously
sup
TG[0,1]
.1-/3 u  
dr
- (I® (“r C4,14'" «)) 11^  (’w *"«))
a |w (t,t -  11^ : {r (t,t -  ^)}| («r (t,* -  J))  |}+
< c ,
(3.4.44)
where the final inequality follows since (with f  =  t — r /a ) ,  
d 1 9 u  




(c) Similarly, we have 
d 2
dr2
£ « < ■ < - ; ) }+
+
< c
{ « (« ■ (* ,« - I ) ) }
1 + (3.4.46)
Now, to bound the last term we must proceed more carefully. First note that
A  { *  (o r (t,f -  I)) } =  (ar  (t,t ■- I))  ±  {a r  (3.4.47)
It is clear from (3.2.24) that -§pr(t, r) is discontinuous as t - ¥ r .  For example on 
the unit circle 7 (t) =  (cost,sint)T, 7 (r) =  (cost, sin t ) t , we have (after a little 
calculation)
JLr (t =  Sin(* ~  T)
dr ’ 2 | sin(t — r ) / 2 |
1 as t —> 7+
—1 as t —► t_.
So, we can’t differentiate (3.4.47) again at r  =  0. However, for all r  > 0 the 
derivative is well defined, and, in that case,
+  'F '( a r ( t , t - 0 ) | 3 { a r ( t , t - l ) } .
Using (3.4.45), we have
(3.4.48)
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Consider first ^"(ar(t,t — J)). Recalling the definition of ^(:r), it can be 
easily shown (see for example [1]) that ty"(x) = ^(x)  +  i H ^ ^ x ) .  Now since \I> 
is bounded on [0 , oo) we have
where (see [1]), is real, positive valued, and decreasing on [0 , oo) and
blows up logarithmically as x  —Y 0. Moreover, from Proposition 3.2.4 we also 
know that there exists a constant C\ independent of a  such that
ar t — — ^  > C\T.
These last two expressions tell us that, for r  € [0,1], 0 < (3 < 1,
r2- ^ " ( a r  ( t , t - I ) ) |  < C j l  +  ( iar (t, t — | |
< c | l  +  t2-H h P (»Cit)} <  C, (3.4.49)
where C is independent of a.
This bounds the first term on the right hand side of (3.4.48). Consider now 
the second term. For r  € (0,1],
d 2 < (  t v I  1 0* /& (3.4.50)
with f  as above. From the definition
d_ , (7(f) -  y(t)).y(f) ( 7 i ( f )  -  7 i ( * ) ) 7 i ( f )  + (7 2(f) -  7 2(t))i2(f)
d f r ,T |7 (* )~ 7 (f)l l7 (* )~ 7(f)l
It follows that for f  < t,
{ (7 (f)~ 7 (t))-7 '(f ) } 2 l7 '(f ) | 2 +  (7(f) ~  7(*))-7"(f)
d f2r \ ’T> l7 (* )_ 7 (f)l3 l7 (* )~ 7 (f)l
Hence
d 2 <C|7W-7(f) r1< C | t - f | - l>
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(recalling Proposition 3.2.4) and so, for r  G (0,1], (3.4.50) yields
& M
This gives us, for r  G [0,1], 0 < (3 < 1,
- 2 - / J
dr2 j a r  (tf, t — —^  |  < CV1  ^ < C. (3.4.51)
Inserting (3.4.49) and (3.4.51) into (3.4.48) and recalling (3.4.46) gives us the 
result that ||/Q,t,-||2,/3 is bounded independently of t and a.
Now it just remains to show that : e- / iT ||2 is bounded independently
of a  and t for all p G (0, C\). This turns out to be quite straightforward. First 
write
l l / a , , , -  : e - ^ h  =
max < s u p  |e ',T/ a , i , - ( r ) | ,  s u p  SUP  |e ',TJ ^ / a , , , - ^ ) !
t €[1,oo) re [ l,o o ) OT t €[1,oo)
v J v  y V .
id) (e) CO
> .
We bound each of these terms in turn.
(d) Using Proposition 3.2.2(ii) and Proposition 3.2.4 we have for all p G [0 ,1 ),
(a r  ( t , i  -  ^ ) )  | <  <  Ce"',ClT.
Hence if p G (0, C\) then for all t  g [1, oo),
|e"T/a ,,,-(r)| <
By choosing p =  p/C\ G (0 ,1 )  we obtain the result that (d) is bounded indepen­
dently of a  and t.
(e) Using (3.4.44) we have, for all r  G [l,oo),
Qr f a’t - ( r ) < c { | *  (a r  ( m - I ) ) |  +  |t f ' (a r  ( m - 1 ) ) | } .
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Now using Propositions 3.2.2(ii) and 3.2.3(ii), the same argument as was used in
(d) can be applied to show that (e) is bounded independently of a  and t.
(f) From the first inequality on the right hand side of (3.4.46), we get for 
T € [1 , oo)
d2 I
dr2
< C {|® (ar ( t , t  -  I ) ) |  +  \ v  ( a r  ( t , t -  I ) )  | +  \ v  (a r  ( t , t -  I ) )  |} .
The estimation of this follows the same lines as that in (d), (e), since from 
Appendix B and [1, (9.7.2)] it can be deduced that
!*"(*) | < Be~px,
for all p € [0,1). This completes the proof of Theorem 3.4.3. □
We are now in a position to prove the main result of this section.
T heorem  3.4.4 For all v £ L2 there exists a constant C independent of a  and 
m such that
||K a,mv -  K av 11^ < C-JjIM U,.
lib
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P roof: By (3.4.39), (3.4.42)
K av\\Lao
=  SUP | i  [  {(Qm - / ){ /a ,« ,- ( - ) } W ^ (* - ^ )
tG[0,27r] | & JO  ^ \  CHS
+  (Qm ~  I){fa, t ,+(-)}(T)v (* +
iMl |( s ’" - /){ /“'t'-(-)}(T)i2dTY{ T K t _  « ) f drY 
iML |( s ” - 7)^ +« > (r)|2rfr} 2 { . T K ^ ) ! 2^ } 3
<  su p  i  { H I [ ( C m  -  / ) { / a , t , - ( - ) } W ] 2 |U „[0 ,aIr] } 1 {<* /  | u ( t ) | 2* - }
te[0.27T] &  I  Jt-TT J
1 1 f  pt+7T \  5
+  SU p — { o 5 T ||[ ( Q m  — f ) { / o , t , +  ( ' ) } ( T ) ] 2 |k o o [0 ,cn r]} 5 \  a  I  \v ( t ) \2<1t [  






ms< C - o\\v \\L2I
where the last line follows by Theorems 3.4.2 and 3.4.3. This completes the proof.
□
3.5 Fully discrete collocation
With K ^ m defined as in §3.4, the fully discrete collocation method for solv­
ing (3.1.6) is then to find iin,m G Tn satisfying
(XI + K a,m)un,m( t ^ )  =  /(*<">), j  = o ,. . .  , 2n -  1. (3.5.52)
In this section we will present a fully discrete error analysis for this method. 
We start by quoting the following theorem, which appears in a much more general 
form as Theorem 1 in [79].
T heorem  3.5.1 There exists a constant C independent of n such that for all 
f  G C[0,27r] the interpolatory projection Vn ' C —» Tn given by (3.1.12) satisfies
\[Pnf\\L, <  C H / l l w
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Proof: For a full proof of the more general theorem see [79]. This more general 
theorem in fact proves the result for certain types of discrete orthogonal projec­
tion. The fact that the interpolatory projection Vn is also a discrete orthogonal 
projection is well known, see for example [6 , Lemma 2]. □
We can now use this theorem to prove the following result.
Lem m a 3.5.2 For n and m sufficiently large there exists a constant C indepen­
dent of a, m and n such that
m£
Proof: By Theorems 3.5.1 and 3.4.4,
\ [ P n { K a>m -  K a ) v \ \ L 2 <  C \ \ ( K a ,m  -  K a H|ioo < □
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We now need one more result before we can establish stability.
L em m a 3.5.3 For n and m sufficiently large there exists a constant C indepen­
dent of a, m and n such that
\ \Vn K Q t m - K a \\L 2 < C
Proof:
1 1 '
— 2 ---77i n
\\'Pn ^ a ,m  11L2 — | |P n - ^ a ,m  P n - ^ a  “I" P n - ^ - a  ■^■a||l<2
<  | |P n ( ^ a )m - ^ a ) | | L 2  +  l | P n ^ a - ^ a | | L 2
* ^ m * n J
where the last line follows by Lemma 3.5.2 and Lemma 3.3.9. □
The norm convergence established in Lemma 3.5.3 can now be used to prove 
that the method is stable.
T heorem  3.5.4 For n andm sufficiently large, and for a  > 1, {XI + 'PnKa,m)~l 
exists, and is bounded in || • ||jr,2 independently of a, n and m.
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Proof: Since
| | (AI  +  K a) —  (AI  +  P n ^ a ,m ) | |z , 2  — IIP n -K a,ro  ~  K a \ \ l 2 ~ > 0 a s  72, 771 —> OO,
uniformly in a  by Lemma 3.5.3, the result follows by using Theorem 3.3.2 with 
S = (AI  +  K a), and T  =  (AJ +  VnK a,m), and Lemmas 3.3.5 and 3.3.8 as in the 
proof of Theorem 3.3.10. □
Finally, we prove the convergence of the method.
T heorem  3.5.5 For n and m sufficiently large, and for a  > 1, the discrete 
collocation equation (3.5.52) has a unique solution un>m € Tn, and we have the 
following error estimate, where u is the solution of (3.1.6), and the constant C 
is independent of a, n and m:-
| |  U  11L/2 —  C nP \u \\h p  + 77V M \l2 (3.5.53)
provided qi, <72 are chosen to satisfy q i>  2 and <72 > 2/Ci, with C\ as in (3.2.25).
Proof: Noting that two functions coincide at the t ^  if and only if their inter- 
polants coincide, and, since P nun)Tn =  wn>m, (3.5.52) is equivalent to
(A/ +  'PnKa,m)'Un,m =  Pn/*
By Theorem 3.5.4 we then have
Pn-^a,m) P n /
Then a little algebra shows
U  — U n > 7 n  — (A/ +  Pn^Q,m) F n U )  'Pn{^ Ka K atTn)u],
and by Theorem 3.5.4
lu-Un.mll!> < C ||(XI +  VnKa,m)~l |U2[||u -  Pnu||L2 +  \\Vn(Ka -  K a,m)u\\L2]
< c 1 •• .1 1 II IIU \\HP  +  3 2 I P I U 27lP mi
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where the last line follows by (3.3.27) and Lemma 3.5.2. This proves the conver­
gence rate of our method. □
3.6 Numerical examples
In this section, as an example, we solve the second kind integral equation
~ ^ u  + K au = 1 (3.6.54)
using the method (3.5.52). This integral equation arises from solving (3.1.1) on 
a bounded domain Q C R2 with Dirichlet data U = 1 on the boundary, and then 
the solution U of (3.1.1) can be expressed as
U = Kau (3.6.55)
where u is the solution of (3.6.54).
As domain boundaries we choose the simple ellipse
7 (t) =  (5cost,sin t), t e  [0,27r], (3.6.56)
and then the more complicated boundary curve
7 (t) =  (cost(l +cos2 4 t),sin t(l +  cos2 4£)), t G [0,27r], (3.6.57)
which is illustrated in Figure 3-2.
It is the ability of the boundary integral method to handle complicated regions 
such as this which makes it attractive for this problem. Note that when computing 
the matrix entries arising from method (3.5.52) for boundary curve (3.6.57), a 
Taylor series expansion must be used to evaluate the function w(t, r) near t =  r, 
whereas for (3.6.56) we can explicitly separate out the zeros in the numerator 
and the denominator, and thus compute w(t, r) analytically.
For each domain we solve (3.6.54) for a =  10 and a =  100. For each exper­
iment the quadrature points are as given in (3.4.40) and (3.4.41) with q\ =  2, 
q2 =  ot and r =  10. This choice of qi is obvious from Theorem 3.5.5, but the 





Figure 3-2: Boundary curve (3.6.57).
should choose <72 > 2/Ci, with C\ as in (3.2.25), but in practice the value of C\ is 
unknown. Hence the values of q2 and r were determined experimentally, taking 
into account the fact that as a  increases the domain of integration [0 , an] gets 
stretched, but the derivatives of the integrand with respect to r  become smaller 
away from r  =  0 , and hence we can afford to have a greater mesh spacing on 
[1, Q!7r]. As <72 depends on a, our results do not fully support the theory of §3.5 
(as the constant C on the right hand side of (3.5.53) depends on q2 and hence on 
a). However, we emphasise that this choice of q2 was merely determined experi­
mentally, and choosing a fixed value of q2 independently of a  should still lead to 
good results.
In each case we evaluate the approximate value of the density function un>m 
at t =  0 and t =  7r /3 . The exact solution is not known, so we compute a “near 
exact” solution by applying the method with a large (specified below) number of 
collocation and quadrature points, and then for the purpose of computing errors 
we treat this as the exact solution. For each example we double the number of 
quadrature points N  on the interval [0 , 1], leading to an approximate doubling 
of the total number of quadrature points m  on the interval [0 , an], and at the 
same time we increase the number of collocation points n logarithmically in N,
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ie. n =  C logN. The estimated order of convergence (EOC) is then computed
Now recalling (3.5.53), we have proved that in || • \\l2 the convergence is superal- 
gebraic in n and second order in N. However, if 7  is analytic we would expect 
(see e.g. [49, Chapters 1 1 - 1 2]) exponential convergence in || • \\L2 with respect to 
n, and we would hope that the pointwise error would be bounded in a similar 
way. Under these assumptions, we would expect that (provided qi > 2/Ci) EOC 
should be approximately equal to two. Results are given in Tables 3.2-3.5.
In Table 3.2 the “exact” solution is computed taking n =  128, N  =  640, and 
m =  6156. The expected order of convergence (3.5.53) is clearly achieved.
In Table 3.3 the “exact” solution is computed taking n =  128, N  = 640, 
and 771 =  6702. Again, the expected order of convergence (3.5.53) is achieved, 
demonstrating the robustness of the method with respect to a. These results 
should be compared with the poor results displayed in Table 3.1 for the method 
which is not robust to large a.
In Tables 3.4 and 3.5 the “exact” solution is computed taking n =  224, N  =  
128, and m  =  1233 and m  =  1342 respectively. Many more basis functions 
are needed for this example, due to the larger curvature of the boundary curve. 
Although the convergence is more erratic than for boundary curve (3.6.56), the 
estimated order of convergence is still broadly achieved.
On the more complicated boundary (3.6.57) we also evaluate (3.6.55) using 
the trapezoidal rule with 2 ti nodes, to compute the solution of the Helmholtz 
problem (3.1.1) with boundary data U = 1 at the points (0,0) and (1 , 1 ). Again 
we compute errors by applying the method with a large number of collocation 
and quadrature points, and take this to be the “exact” solution. Results are given 
in Tables 3.6 and 3.7. For a  =  100 the solution of (3.1.1) will be zero almost 
everywhere, and highly peaked in a boundary layer. The computed solution at 
the two points (0,0) and (1,1) can be seen to be nearly zero (Table 3.7), and 
so to confirm the convergence rate of our method we also compute the solution 
nearer the boundary, at the point (1.95,0). To compute the solution at this point 





a n N m t ^n,m(^) error (t) EOC
10 10 10 98 0 -1.65391455 1.4e-3 -1.3
12 2 0 194 -1.65316703 6.0e-4 -2 .1
15 40 386 -1.65271099 1.4e-4 -2.7
18 80 771 -1.65258941 2.2e-5 -2 .8
21 160 1540 -1.65257093 3.2e-6 -3.4
24 320 3079 -1.65256799 3.0e-7
128 640 6156 -1.65256769
10 10 98 7r/ 3 -2.00230066 8.3e-3 -9.3
12 2 0 194 -1.99395046 1.3e-5 -2.3
15 40 386 -1.99396070 2 .6 e-6 -1.7
18 80 771 -1.99396250 8.4e-7 -2.5
21 160 1540 -1.99396319 1.5e-7 -1.9
24 320 3079 -1.99396330 4.0e-8
128 640 6156 -1.99396334
Table 3.2: Density function for the boundary curve (3.6.56), a  =  10 (#i 
q2 =  1 0 , r =  10 in (3.4.40)-(3.4.41)).
a n N m t ^n,m(^) error (t) EOC
1 0 0 10 10 107 0 -1.95030178 l.le-3 -2 .0
12 2 0 2 1 2 -1.95114131 2.7e-4 -2 .1
15 40 421 -1.95134900 6.6e-5 -2 .2
18 80 840 -1.95139990 1.5e-5 -2.5
21 160 1677 -1.95141208 2.5e-6 -4.4
24 320 3352 -1.95141471 1.2e-7
128 640 6702 -1.95141460
10 10 107 7r/ 3 -2.00106129 1.7e-3 -8 .2
12 20 2 1 2 -1.99939058 5.9e-6 -2 .0
15 40 421 -1.99939492 1.5e-6 -2 .0
18 80 840 -1.99939606 3.8e-7 -2 .1
21 160 1677 -1.99939634 9.0e-8 -2.3
24 320 3352 -1.99939642 1 .8e-8
128 640 6702 -1.99939643
Table 3.3: Density function for the boundary curve (3.6.56), a  =  100 (q\
q 2 =  100, r =  10 in (3.4.40)-(3.4.41)).
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a n N m t error (t) EOC
10 64 4 41 0 -1.50636903 9.7e-3 -2 .0
96 8 79 -1.51358770 2.5e-3 -2 .0
128 16 156 -1.51542259 6.2e-4 -2 .1
160 32 310 -1.51589092 1.5e-4 -2.3
192 64 618 -1.51600854 3.0e-5
224 128 1233 -1.51603822
64 4 41 7r/3 -2.13906281 9.0e-3 -6.3
96 8 79 -2.12994074 1.2e-4 -4.4
128 16 156 -2.13006433 5.6e-6 + 1 .2
160 32 310 -2.13004533 1.3e-5 -3.4
192 64 618 -2.13005739 1.3e-6
224 128 1233 -2.13005868
Table 3.4: Density function for the boundary curve (3.6.57), a =  10 (gx 
q2 =  10, r  =  10 in (3.4.40)-(3.4.41)).
OL n N m t ^n,m(^) error (t) [ EOC
1 0 0 64 4 44 0 -1.90957749 9.6e-3 -1 .2
96 8 8 6 -1.91504627 4.1e-3 -1.9
128 16 170 -1.91806231 l.le-3 -1 .8
160 32 337 -1.91885787 3.3e-4 -2.3
192 64 672 -1.91911880 6.7e-5
224 128 1342 -1.91918539
64 4 44 7r/3 -2.02203770 2.3e-2 -9.6
96 8 8 6 -1.99886217 3.0e-5 +5.9
128 16 170 -1.99712031 1.8e-3 -2.3
160 32 337 -1.99924289 3.5e-4 -6 .0
192 64 672 -1.99889806 5.5e-6
224 128 1342 -1.99889256
Table 3.5: Density function for the boundary curve (3.6.57), a  =  100 (q\
q2 =  100, r =  10 in (3.4.40)-(3.4.41)).
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integrand in (3.6.55) becomes more peaked as the point of evaluation approaches 
the boundary.
In Table 3.6 the “exact” solution is computed taking n =  224, N  =  128, 
and m  =  1233. In Table 3.7 the “exact” solution is computed taking n =  224, 
N  =  128, and m — 1342. In each table the convergence rate of the method can 
be clearly seen, and is roughly 0 (N ~ 2) as expected.
3.7 Approximating the single layer potential
So far in §3.2-3.6 , we have considered only second kind integral equations of the 
form (3.1.5) where the function /  on the right hand side is known explicitly. In 
practice, for example if the Neumann problem for (3.1.1) is solved using Green’s 
Third Identity (3.1.4) directly, the right hand side of (3.1.5) may be given by a 
single layer potential of the form (3.1.2), where v  is the Neumann data. This can 
be written in parametric form as
i  rt+w
(.L Qv ) { t )  : =  —  J^ K Q( a r { t , T ) ) \ i ( T ) \ v ( T ) d T ,  (3.7.59)
where K 0 is the modified Bessel function of order zero and r is given by (3.2.21). 
In this section we discuss how the quadrature method of §3.4 can be used to 
evaluate integrals of the form (3.7.59), and we also discuss how the error analysis 
of §3.5 may be affected if /  is only known approximately.
Using the properties of Kq (see Appendix B) it is clear that the kernel of 
( L a v ) ( t )  has a logarithmic singularity at t  = r, and decays exponentially as 
I tM  — 7(r )l becomes large. Thus as a  increases, the kernel again becomes more 
and more peaked. Hence we use a similar method for the quadrature approxima­
tion of (3.7.59) as that used in §3.4 for the approximation of (3.2.22).
Making the transformation r  —>• t  — r / a  and following the same lines as in 
the derivation of (3.4.39) we get
{L°v)(t) = 2h i  {K°(ar(t’t - 3 ) l 7'(t - D K ‘ - D
+K0 ( a r  (t, t + I )  ) | V  (t +  I )  | e (t + I )  } dr.
(3.7.60)
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a n N m X ^ n , m ( ® ) error (a;) EOC
1 0 64 4 41 (0 ,0 ) 1.09097301e-4 2.3e-7 -3.1
96 8 79 1.08896358e-4 2.7e-8 -2 .2
128 16 156 1.08875238e-4 5.8e-9 -2 .1
160 32 310 1.08870788e-4 1.4e-9 -2.3
192 64 618 1.08869687e-4 2 .8 e- 1 0
224 128 1233 1.08869405e-4
64 4 41 (1 ,1) 1.08467931e-l 1.3e-4 -2.4
96 8 79 1.08314618e-l 2.5e-5 -1.9
128 16 156 1.08332630e-l 6.9e-6 -2 .1
160 32 310 1.08337877e-l 1 .6 e-6 -2.3
192 64 618 1.08339195e-l 3.3e-7
224 128 1233 1.08339526e-l
Table 3.6: PDE solution for the boundary curve (3.6.57), a  =  10 (qi =  2, q2 =  10, 
r =  10 in (3.4.40)-(3.4.41)).
a n N m X ^ n , m ( ® ) error(x) EOC
1 0 0 64 4 44 (0 ,0 ) 7.13256905e-44 1.2e-44 -3.5
96 8 8 6 6.05540698e-44 l.le-45 -3.3
128 16 170 5.95980125e-44 l.le-46 -2.5
160 32 337 5.95065827e-44 1.9e-47 -2.4
192 64 672 5.94907935e-44 3.6e-48
224 128 1342 5.94872143e-44
64 4 44 (1 ,1) 3.51222936e-13 l.le-13 -2 .6
96 8 8 6 2.62520077e-13 1.7e-14 -3.4
128 16 170 2.47062494e-13 1.6e-15 -4.1
160 32 337 2.45538423e-13 9.7e-17 -4.7
192 64 672 2.45444904e-13 3.7e-18
224 128 1342 2.45441211e-13
64 4 44 (1.95,0) 8.85192110e-3 3.6e-5 -1 .0
96 8 8 6 8.79889776e-3 1.7e-5 -1 .8
128 16 170 8.81141689e-3 4.9e-6 -1 .8
160 32 337 8.81492525e-3 1.4e-6 -2.3
192 64 672 8.81606404e-3 2.9e-7
224 128 1342 8.81635258e-3
Table 3.7: PDE solution for the boundary curve (3.6.57), a  =  100 (q\ =  2,
q2 =  100, r =  10 in (3.4.40)-(3.4.41)).
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With the operator Qm defined as in §3.4, we define the operator Qm by truncation 
on the interval [0, xi) (where X\ =  (1/N )qi, see (3.4.40)), i.e.
Qmf(x) :=
We then approximate (Lav)(t) by
Q m f ( x ) ,  x g [ x i , o o )
0 , x e [0, xi).
(-^q —
2hi I {*° (ar (*•4 - S )) |7' (‘ - ? ) |}{T)v (* - D
+ Q m [ K ,  ( o r  ( t ,  t  +  )  | Y  ( i  +  g )  | }  ( r ) v  ( t  +  1 )  d r .
(3.7.61)
In practice, we replace v by its trigonometric interpolating polynomial Vnv given 
by (3.1.12), and then as in §3.4, the integrals on the right hand side of (3.7.61) 
can easily be evaluated analytically. Note that as Qmf  =  0 on [0,xi) we are only 
evaluating the integral (3.7.61) on a region bounded away from the logarithmic 
singularity.
The main difference between (3.7.61) and the approximation of (3.2.22) comes 
in the error analysis. In (3.7.61) we are applying the operator Qm to the functions
9a,t,±(T) := Ko (otr ( t , t ±  |y  ( t ±  .
However, unlike the functions f a,t,± of §3.4, these functions do not quite fit the 
assumptions of Theorem 3.4.2, because the logarithmic singularity of K 0(x) is 
slightly worse than x^ for any ft € (0 , 1].'
In order to prove the convergence of the quadrature approximation (3.7.61), 
we first need the following generalisation of the estimates in [63]. This concerns 
the application of the truncated trapezoidal rule to integrate log(x).
L em m a 3.7.1 There exists a constant C independent of N  such that
where Xi, i =  0, . . .  ,N  are the mesh points given by (3.4-40), with qi > 2, and
hi — Xi Xi—i, i — lj . . . j N .
P roof: First define
r i  *  h .
E n  := / log(i)dx — V j {log(ij) +  log(ii_i)}
Ja i—2 z
f Xl f 1 hi=  / logOr)ch +  /  log(x)dx -  2 ^  {log(x^  +  logfe-i)}  .
y0 Jx\ ^
----------------- s .h h
Then we have
(3.7.63)
l^ iI  =  k i l o g ( x i )  - X i |
< (*)* log
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+ i VN )
*  C W”





f Xi h/ log(x)ch -  -^[log^i) + log(xi_i)]
JXi-1 ^
E (  log x)i
N




where the last line follows by using Taylor’s Theorem with integral remainder.
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We then get
|/s| < c£a? f ‘ 1
i=2 J x i- 1 I







Now we also have






for some £ € ( ^ ,  ^ ) , by the Mean Value Theorem. This gives us






Now as i € (2, AT), (i — l ) / i  is bounded above and below, hence Is is bounded by
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a constant, and so
1/2
9 1 —3
-  C tf2
N 1 /  i ' 6-1
E ^ F  ( v
i= 2
U
when qi > 2 +  e for some e € (0,1). Now
J4 < f  x€~ldx < C,
h
and so
|/a| < C AT2'
Combining the bounds on \Ii\ and I/2 I we get the required result. □
We can now prove the main result of this section.
T heorem  3.7.2 For all v 6  L2 there exists a constant C  independent of a  and 
m such that
I L a ,m V  -  L 0 o | |£co <  C — r | | t ) | | i a .
Proof: By (3.7.60), (3.7.61)
11-^ 0,771^  -^ Q^ HLoo — SUP
t€[0,2ir]
+ (Qm ~  I){ga,t,+(-)}(r)v ( t  +  } d r | .
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For simplicity we consider only the first term on the right hand side.
( Q m  ~  I ) { 9 a , t , - ( - ) ) ( T ) v  (*  ~  0  
<  I jT  ( Q m  -  / ) { 5 o A - ( 0 } ( r )«  (< -
+  I f  ( Q m  ~  I ) {9 ° , t , - ( - ) } (T)v  ( t  ~
\ J  1 V <*/
=: A +  / 2-
It can be shown, using the same argument as for parts (d), (e) and (f) of the 
proof of Theorem 3.4.3 that \\ga,t,- • e" MT||2 is bounded independently of a  and 
t for all ii G (0, Ci), where Ci is the constant on the left hand side of (3.2.25). 
Hence on [1, air] the error bound of Theorem 3.4.2 holds, and hence
as in the proof of Theorem 3.4.4. An equivalent bound on I\ follows from the 
ascending series representation for K q (see (B.0.3)), from which we can deduce 
that K q( z ) =  — log z+  smoother terms, and Lemma 3.7.1. □
The final question which we address in this section is that of how the error 
analysis of §3.5 is affected if the right hand side /  of (3.1.6) involves a single layer 
potential which has to be discretised. Consider solving the integral equation
Xu +  K au(t) = Lag(t). (3.7.66)
The fully discrete collocation method is then to find un>m 6  Tn satisfying
(XI + K a,m)un,m (t f)  =  La,mg ( t f ) ,  j  = 0, . . .  , 2 n -  1. (3.7.67)
T heorem  3.7.3 For n and m sufficiently large the discrete collocation equa­
tions (3.7.67) have a unique solution un,m € Tn. The error estimate (3.5.53) 
holds, where u is the solution of (3.7.66).
Proof: Existence and uniqueness of the solution follow directly from Theo­
rem 3.5.5. However, following the same lines as the proof of Theorem 3.5.5 we
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now have
^ n ,m  ( A / +  'Pn^a,m) '^n^ya,m9^
from which we get
U Un,m ~
( A /  +  'PnKajrnj 'Pnu) ~  'PniKct ~  ^a,m )u  H“ 'Pn{^Ja J^a,m)g]:
and the result follows from Theorem 3.7.2 and Theorem 3.5.5. □
3.8 First kind integral equations
In this section we shall discuss the solution of the first kind integral equations 
which can arise from (3.1.1). These are of the form
Cau = f  on T, (3.8.68)
with /  a given function on T, and can arise when (3.1.1) is supplemented by 
Dirichlet data U =  g on I \  If we choose to use Green’s Third Identity (3.1.4) 
directly for this problem then we get (3.8.68) with u =  dU/dn , and /  =  \g+JCa9• 
Alternatively using the indirect representation U =  Cau for this problem leads 
again to (3.8.68), with /  =  g, the Dirichlet data. Here we will assume that /  
is known exactly. In practice, if f  = \g + JCag then the integral JCag can be 
evaluated by replacing g by its trigonometric interpolating polynomial (3.1.12), 
and then using the quadrature scheme of §3.4.
Under the same assumptions on T as in §3.1, we can write (3.8.68) as
Lau(t) =  /(£), £€[0,27r], (3.8.69)
with the operator La given by (3.7.59). We solve (3.8.69) using essentially the 
same collocation method as described in §3.1. We seek
2ra—1
un = Y 2  €  Tn,
k= 0
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where the coefficients {oj^ } * ^ 1 are now defined by requiring that 
LaU nffi)  =  / ( ^ n)), j  = 0 , . . .  , 2n -  1 ,
or equivalently
2n—1
] T  | l , 0 <fo(^n))} 4 n) =  / ( $ ° ) ,  j  =  0 , . . .  , 2n -  1 .
k=0
We can evaluate the integrals L a 4 > k ( t ^ )  as described in §3.7, and the fully discrete 
method is then
j  = 0, . . . , 2n -  1. (3.8.70)
The error analysis of this method is much harder than for the corresponding 
second kind integral equations. Indeed, it is our belief that it is not possible to 
derive a numerical method for solving (3.8.68) where the errors will be bounded in 
norm independently of a. It is shown in §3.3 that the operator (AI + K a)~l exists 
and is bounded in || • \\l2 independently of a, and this was crucial for the error 
analysis in the second kind case. However, for the first kind equation (3.8.68) it is 
shown in [56, Theorem 2.1] that La is an isomorphism La : H’~1/2 (T) i-> H ^ 2(T) 
with
^  (3.8.71)
where the constant C is independent of a. If L" 1 exists then from (3.8.69) we 
can write u =  T "1/ ,  but using (3.8.71), this implies that the magnitude of u may 
be of order a. If the solution blows up with respect to a  then we would expect 
the errors to be of at least the same order with respect to a.
However, for fixed a  we would still expect the same rate of convergence with 
respect to n and m  as that acheived in Theorem 3.5.5 for the solution of the 
second kind integral equations, and even if the errors are blowing up with 0(a),  
this is still a lot better than the exponential blowup with respect to a  when the 
splitting method (3.1.16) is used, as in [51].
We do not present an error analysis here for the solution of the first kind
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integral equation (3.8.69), but rather we demonstrate the expected convergence 
properties of the method by means of two numerical examples.
First, we solve (3.8.69) with /  =  1 for a  =  10 and a  =  100, using the 
method (3.8.70). This integral equation arises from solving (3.1.1) on a bounded 
domain Q C R2 with Dirichlet data U = 1 on the boundary, and then the solution 
U of (3.1.1) can be expressed as
U = £ au. (3.8.72)
Here we choose Q to be the ellipse with boundary
7 (t) =  (5 cos t, sin t), t € [0,27r].
We do not know the true solution of this problem, so in order to compute errors 
we compute a “near exact” solution using the equivalent second kind formula­
tion (3.6.54) and (3.6.55). To do this we solve (3.6.54) using (3.5.52) with n  =  24, 
N  =  320, m =  3079 when a  =  10 or m = 3352 when a  =  100, and mesh pa­
rameters qi =  2 , q2 =  ex. and r =  10. Note that this is the same example as in 
Tables 3.2-3.3, but whereas there we only solve for the density function u , here we 
also compute U using (3.6.55) at the points (0 ,0) and (4,0 ) using the trapezoidal 
rule with 384 nodes. The “near exact” solutions are shown in Table 3.8.
We then use (3.8.70) to solve (3.8.69) with /  =  1 and compute (3.8.72) using 
the trapezoidal rule. In Tables 3.9 and 3.10 the approximate values of U are 
shown, for a =  10  and a — 1 0 0  respectively, and the errors are computed by 
treating the values in Table 3.8 as the exact solutions. Here the mesh parameters 
are chosen as q\ =  4, q2 =  a  and r =  10. As in §3.6 we double the number 
of quadrature points N  on the interval [0,1], leading to approximately doubling 
of the total number of quadrature points m  on the interval [0 , a 7r], and then we 
increase the number of collocation points n logarithmically in iV, ie. n =  d o g  A”. 
We use 877 nodes for the trapezoidal rule evaluation of (3.8.72) when a  =  10, and 
16n nodes when a  = 100. The estimated order of convergence is computed as 
in (3.6.58), and then as we expect the convergence to be superalgebraic in n and 
second order in N  we predict that the entries in the EOC  column should be 
approximately equal to two. This can be roughly seen in Tables 3.9 and 3.10 
although the convergence is a little erratic. One explanation for this may be that
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we are only using a “near exact” value for the true solution, rather than the exact 
true solution.
As a second example, we solve (3.8.69) with /  =  \g  +  JCag, where
g =  — ifo(aV2.44 — 2.4 cost), t G [0,2ir],27r
and where Q is the unit circle with boundary T =  (cost,sin t). This integral 
equation arises from solving (3.1.1) using the direct boundary integral equation 
method, which corresponds to the middle line of (3.1.4). The Dirichlet data is 
given by U |r =  p, and then u represents the unknown Neumann data, u =  dU/dn. 
The exact solution of (3.1.1) is then given by
U(x)  =  ^ K 0(a I *  -  ( 1 . 2 , 0 ) 1 ) ,
and then the Neumann data is
dU =  a;(1 .2  cos t — 1) 4 4  _  4cost) t [0 2jr]^  (3.8.73)
dn 2ttV2 .4 4 - 2.4cost v ' L J v '
The exact values of dU/dn for t =  0 ,7r/ 4  and a  = 10,100 are shown in Table 3.11.
We solve (3.8.69) using (3.8.70), where the right hand side has been evaluated 
by replacing g by its trigonometric interpolating polynomial (3.1.12), and then 
using the quadrature scheme of §3.4. In Tables 3.12 and 3.13 the approximate 
values of dU/dn at t =  0 , 7r /4 , and the errors between these values and the true 
solution (given in Table 3.11) are shown, for a  =  10 and a — 100 respectively. 
Here the mesh parameters are chosen as q\ =  4 on the left hand side, q\ =  2 
on the right hand side, q2 =  a  and r = 10. To demonstrate the superalgebraic 
convergence rate with respect to n, we double n and for each fixed value of n  we 
increase N  starting from N  = 10 until the errors will reduce no further, although 
we do not increase the value of N  beyond N  = 1280 because of the computational 
cost involved. Here m  represents the number of quadrature points used on the left 
hand side of (3.8.70). The number of quadrature points used for the evaluation 
of the integrals on the right hand side is m  +  1. The superalgebraic convergence 
rate with respect to n can clearly be seen for both a  =  1 0  and a = 1 0 0 , and 
these results appear to support the earlier assertion that this method is far more 









Table 3.8: Near exact solutions computed using the second kind formula­
tion (3.6.54).
a n N m X ^n,m(®) error(x ) EOC
10 10 10 97 (0 ,0 ) 8.72588736e-05 5.4e-6 1.9
1 2 2 0 193 9.12175601e-05 1.5e-6 1.9
15 40 385 9.22853034e-05 4.0e-7 2 .1
18 80 770 9.25880528e-05 9.3e-8 3.0
21 160 1539 9.26684365e-05 1 .2 e-8 0.9
24 320 3078 9.26742648e-05 6.5e-9
1 0 10 97 (4,0) 6.39901384e-03 2.8e-4 1.9
1 2 2 0 193 6.60342056e-03 7.3e-5 2 .1
15 40 385 6.65903577e-03 1.7e-5 1 .6
18 80 770 6.67055335e-03 5.6e-6 2 .1
2 1 160 1539 6.67491178e-03 1.3e-6 5.0
24 320 3078 6.67613780e-03 4.2e-8
Table 3.9: PDE solution computed using (3.8.70) and (3.8.72), a =  10.
a n N m X ^n,m(®) error(:c) EOC
1 0 0 10 10 106 (0 ,0 ) 7.19860942e-44 4.0e-45 1.7
12 2 0 2 1 1 7.47353866e-44 1.2e-45 1.9
15 40 420 7.56075385e-44 3.3e-46 2 .0
18 80 839 7.58531059e-44 8.3e-47 2 .0
21 160 1676 7.59150412e-44 2.1e-47 2 .0
24 320 3351 7.59311556e-44 5.3e-48
1 0 10 106 (4,0) 1.69508151e-25 1.0e-26 1 .8
12 2 0 211 1.77051694e-25 2.8e-27 2 .0
15 40 420 1.79151721e-25 7.1e-28 2 .1
18 80 839 1.79702289e-25 1.6e-28 2.9
21 160 1676 1.79839347e-25 2.1e-29 0 .8
24 320 3351 1.79872606e-25 1.2e-29
Table 3.10: PDE solution computed using (3.8.70) and (3.8.72), a =  100.
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Table 3.11: Exact values of dU/dn given by (3.8.73).
a n N 772 t error (t)
1 0 4 10 97 0 1.82220861e-01 4.0e-2
8 10 97 1.96151946e-01 2 .6 e- 2
16 10 97 2.20378688e-01 2.2e-3
32 40 385 2.22875374e-01 2.7e-4
64 1280 12309 2.22603820e-01 3.5e-7
4 10 97 7r/4 -3.37745011e-03 3.4e-3
8 10 97 2.27427874e-03 2.3e-3
16 10 97 6.40698117e-04 6.6e-4
32 40 385 4.70354169e-06 2.7e-5
64 1280 12309 -2.24159511e-05 5.0e-8
Table 3.12: Approximate values of dU/dn and errors, a  =  10.
a n N m t 7^1,771 (t) error (t)
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Table 3.13: Approximate values of dU/dn and errors, a  =  100.
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Chapter 4 
Evaluating the solution at many  
points
4.1 Introduction
In Chapter 3, we have described the use of boundary integral equation methods 
for solving the homogeneous Helmholtz type equation
—Au(x)  +  a2u(x) =  0 , x  e  f2, (4.1.1)
with given Dirichlet or Neumann data on the boundary. The direct method, 
corresponding to the middle line of (3.1.4), reformulates (4.1.1) as the boundary 
integral equation
1 Q
-u (x )  -I- JCau(x) =  £ a-^ ( x ) ,  x  e  r ,  (4.1.2)2 on
where £ a and Ka are the single and double layer potential operators defined 
by (3.1.2) and (3.1.3) respectively. If either the Dirichlet data or the Neumann 
data is known, then (4.1.2) is a first or second kind integral equation respectively 
for the unknown complementary boundary data, and these integral equations can 
be solved using the collocation method of Chapter 3.
Having computed the complementary boundary data, u(x) could in theory 
then be evaluated at any point x  € Q by using the top line of (3.1.4), which we
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repeat here,
14(05) — ^  (®) ) x  G fl. (4.1.3)
Now, in the context of the methods for solving inhomogeneous problems 
(1.0.1) discussed in Chapter 1 , we will require the solution u of (4.1.1) at all 
the points in Q at which we have computed the particular solution of (1 .0 .1), 
preferably to the same order of accuracy and with the same order cost. This is 
our goal in this chapter.
Recalling the accuracy and cost of the domain embedding method of Chap­
ter 2 , we thus wish to approximate the solution u of the boundary value problem 
for (4.1.1) at all the 0 (n 2) points of Refill (with the mesh Rh defined by (2.3.13)), 
to 0{n~2) accuracy and with a cost no greater than 0 (n 2\ogn). Here n repre­
sents the number of grid points of Rh in each direction (see (2.3.13)).
In this section, we shall begin by discussing the cost and accuracy of solv­
ing (4.1.2) using the collocation method of Chapter 3. We demonstrate below 
that the cost of finding the complementary boundary data to an accuracy of 
0 ( n ~p) is 0 (7 1 2  log2 71) ,  for any value of p > 0. We shall then discuss the problem 
of computing u at all points of i^ flQ  once the complementary boundary data has 
been computed. We shall explain why using the representation (4.1.3) at many 
points in Q is not a good idea, and we will then discuss different approaches for 
finding u(x) for many values of x  G Q. Later (in §4.2) we will present a method 
for doing this (based on that in [59]) and we will show that choosing p =  4 above 
(ie. computing the complementary boundary data to 0(n~A) accuracy) is suffi­
cient to allow us to compute u at all points of Rh fl Q to 0(n~2) accuracy and 
with a cost of O(n2\og2 ri) as required.
So, first recall that we have proved (in Theorem 3.5.5 for the second kind in­
tegral equations arising from (4.1.2) and experimentally in §3.8 for the first kind 
integral equations arising from (4.1.2)) that the collocation method is superalge- 
braically accurate in terms of the number of collocation points (which we denote 
here by nc), and 0(m ~2) accurate in terms of the number of quadrature points 
771. In order to evaluate the complementary boundary data to 0(n~p) accuracy, 
we would then need to choose nc =  O(p logn), and m  =  0{n*). We now consider 
the cost of this.
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The collocation method consists of solving a 2nc x 2nc linear system, ei­
ther (3.5.52) for the second kind integral equation or (3.8.70) for the first kind 
integral equation. To set up these linear systems requires the computation of each 
matrix element using the quadrature scheme of §3.4. This consists of evaluating 
an integral using the trapezoidal rule (on a graded mesh) with m  quadrature 
points, and so the cost for the evaluation of each matrix element is 0(m ). Thus 
the total cost to set up each linear system is 0 (m n2).
The solution of each linear system requires the inversion of a full 2nc x 2nc 
matrix. The cost of this solve is 0(n\).
So, taking nc =  O(p\ogri) and m  =  0 ( n 2), in order to evaluate the bound­
ary data to 0(n~p) accuracy as described above, the cost of setting up the linear 
system will be 0 ( n 2 log2 n), and the cost of the solve will be <9 (log3 n). To keep 
these costs to roughly the same order as the cost of computing the particular solu­
tion (namely 0 (n 2 logn)) we can then afford to choose p =  4, ie. we can evaluate 
the complementary boundary data to 0(n~A) accuracy at a cost of C?(n2 log2 n). 
Alternatively, choosing p =  2 or p =  3 would allow us to evaluate the complemen­
tary boundary data to 0(n~2) or 0(n~3) accuracy at a cost lower than that of 
computing the particular solution. We discuss our accuracy requirements further, 
and determine exactly what value of p we must choose, in §4.2.
The question now is how to compute u at all points of Rh D Q once the 
complementary boundary data is known (to a certain order of accuracy). First, 
we shall consider the cost and accuracy of computing (4.1.3) directly at every 
point x  € Rh n  Q.
Under the assumptions of Chapter 3, namely that 7  satisfies (1.1.5), du/dn\r 
and |r will both be smooth 27r-periodic functions. If we evaluate the integrals on 
the right hand side of (4.1.3) using the trapezoidal rule on a uniform boundary 
grid, the asymptotic convergence rate will then be superalgebraic (this can be 
proved using the Euler-Maclaurin summation formulae, see [42, Theorem 6.2] for 
details). We could thus in principle achieve the same order of accuracy as for the 
collocation method (namely 0{n~p)) by evaluating (4.1.3) using the trapezoidal 
rule with the collocation points from the solution of (4.1.2) as the nodes. With 
nc =  0(p\ogn), u could then in principle be evaluated at the 0 (n 2) mesh points 
in Rh H Q to 0(n~p) accuracy at a cost of G(n2 log n).
However, as we shall show in §4.3, the kernels of Ca and JCa blow up like log e
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and e- 1  respectively as the point of evaluation approaches the boundary, where 
e is the distance from T. As a result, when x  is close to T, the accuracy acheived 
by the direct numerical evaluation of (4.1.3) can be very poor. We discuss this 
further, and suggest an alternative approach for evaluating u(x) when x  is near 
r ,  in §4.3.
What this means in practice is that as the number of mesh points in Rh 
increases, and new mesh points closer and closer to T appear, an increased number 
of nodes are needed for the trapezoidal rule evaluation of (4.1.3). So, although 
in principle the cost is only G(n2 logn), in practice the constants involved in this 
cost estimate may be very large. We present a numerical example demonstrating 
this in §4.4.
The cost of evaluating (4.1.3) directly at many points is considered to be 
one of the main drawbacks of using the boundary integral equation method for 
solving problems such as (4.1.1) when the solution is sought throughout 17, and 
so in this chapter we seek an alternative approach.
One method for speeding up the evaluation of (4.1.3) is the Fast Multipole 
Method (FMM), which first appeared in the context of integral equations in 
Rokhlin [75]. In general the FMM can be thought of as a method for approxi­
mating certain types of matrix vector multiplication in such a way that acceptable 
accuracy can be obtained but with substantially less arithmetical work. For ex­
ample, if we approximate
u(x) =  J  K (x ,y)w (y)dy  
for N  values of a: by a sum of the form
N
vN(x) = Y , K { x , y i)Wi,
*=1
where Wi =  piw(yi) and pi are some appropriate weights, then
v  = K W ,
where v = (vN{xi) , . . .  ,vN(xN))T, W  = (W i,. . .  , W N)T, and K  is the matrix 
whose (i,j)th. entry is Kij = K (x i,y j) .  Using the FMM could then reduce the
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cost of evaluating K W  from 0 ( N 2) to C(NlogpN), for some small positive 
constant p.
The FMM has been applied to the integrals arising from the solution of the 
two-dimensional Helmholtz equation with real wavenumber in Rokhlin [76], and 
its use for speeding up the evaluation of integrals of the form (4 .1 .3 ) is also 
suggested in Mckenney, Greengard and Mayo [62]. For a full description of the 
method, and a complete literature review, we refer to Beetson and Greengard [7].
Here we use a different approach, for two reasons.
i). Although it is true that the FMM can be used to speed up the numerical 
evaluation of (4.1.3), as we discussed above (and shall demonstrate in §4.3) 
the accuracy acheived by direct numerical evaluation of (4.1.3) can be very 
poor when x  is near T, and the FMM does nothing to improve this. It is 
really preferable to avoid numerical integration altogether when x  is near I\
ii). As we have used a domain embedding approach already in Chapter 2  (for 
finding a particular solution to the inhomogeneous problem (1 .0 .1 )), it 
makes sense to take advantage of the same domain embedding framework 
here.
The method we will actually use to compute u throughout RhDQ is similar to 
that developed by Mayo in [59] for finding the solution to Laplace’s equation at 
many points. It uses a similar domain embedding approach to that of Chapter 2 , 
and has much in common with the idea there for evaluating the domain integral 
quickly at many points. As explained in Chapter 2 , the main idea behind the 
method is not to evaluate the integrals directly at every point, but rather to solve 
an inhomogeneous PDE on the extended domain, using a fast solver. We describe 
the method further in §4.2.
The key requirement of the whole scheme however is the evaluation of u(x) 
explicitly at a small number of points near I \ As mentioned above the direct 
evaluation of (4.1.3) at points near T is problematic, and this is a difficulty which 
we deal with here.
In [59], Mayo’s approach to this difficulty is to evaluate (4.1.3) directly by the 
trapezoidal rule, using a greater number of node points when x  is near T. In §4.3 
we show how this approach rapidly becomes unfeasible, and we present a new 
method for evaluating the solution near the boundary. This method, hereafter
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referred to as the extraction method because of the way it uses an “extraction”
method developed by Wendland et. al. in [77], [78], but there are soijie crucial 
differences in our approach. We discuss this further in §4.3.
solved by the direct boundary integral equation method (4.1.2), and so in §4.3 we
although these approaches are less well-developed.
Finally in §4.4 we show how the method can be implemented in practice, 
and we discuss the details of the computational difficulties that arise. Numerical 
results demonstrating the cost and accuracy of the method are also presented.
4.2 M ayo’s m ethod for evaluating the solution  
at many points
As a first step, we embed f2 in the square R , given by (2.3.10), and we cover R  
in the uniform mesh Rh (2.3.13). The basic idea is then to evaluate u(x ), the 
solution of (4.1.1), explicitly at only a small number of carefully chosen mesh 
points near T, and then to use a fast Helmholtz solver to extend the solution to 
the rest of Vt.
First, we define the mesh function
where u is the solution of (4.1.1) and Rh is given by (2.3.13). For simplicity we
technique to pull the solution off the boundary, is similar in some ways to a
The extraction method avoids altogether the need for the direct evaluation of 
any integrals of the form (4.1.3). It can however only be applied when (4.1.1) is
also present some alternative ideas for evaluating the integrals in (4.1.3) directly,
u ( x i , y j ) ,  (X i , y j ) €  R h n C l
0 , (^ij Vj) £ Rh Fl R \
(4.2.4)
assume no mesh points lie on T. Now with h denoting the mesh width, and using 
Lemma 2.3.3, it is clear that at regular mesh points inside fi,
- A  hUid + o?Uitj =  - A u  + a2u + (D(h2) 
=  0 +  <9(/i2), (4.2.5)
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and at regular mesh points outside Q we have
- A hUij +  a 2Uij =  0 (4.2.6)
exactly. At irregular mesh points we define
fi , j *=  A h.Ui,j & U i j
=  ^  i~ ^*J+i ~ — ^*+ij — Ui-ij H- (4 +  QL2h2)Uitj] • (4.2.7)
Now let B 1 denote the set of irregular mesh points in Q, and define B2 to be 
the set of regular mesh points in Q with at least one nearest neighbour (see 
Definition 2.3.1) lying in B 1 . Then to evaluate an approximation f i j  to foj we 
just need to evaluate u(x) explicitly on B 1 U B2. Assuming we have done this 
(using some yet to be determined method), we can then solve the system
+  ol U i j
r e ­
using the Fast Sine Transform method of §2.4.
We now need to consider the accuracy and cost of this method. First, we 
discuss the cost.
Using this method, we can compute an appropriate approximation to u(x) 
at every mesh point in Rh n  Q using evaluations only at the 0(n)  points of 
B 1 U B2. If u(x) was evaluated at these points by evaluating (4.1.3) directly 
using the trapezoidal rule with 0 (n c) nodes, then with nc =  O(\ogn) as described 
in §4.1 the combined cost of all these evaluations would be O(n\ogn). The 
largest asymptotic cost would then be that of solving (4.2.8)-(4.2.9). As described 
in §2.4, the cost of this solve is 0 (n 2 logn). Although asymptotically this is 
the same as if the integrals (4.1.3) were evaluated directly by the trapezoidal 
rule at every point of £1, the method using the fast Helmholtz solver is much 
faster, since the asymptotic constants are much smaller. Numerical experiments 
demonstrating this can be seen in §4.4. In practice we use the extraction method 
to evaluate u on B l  U 52, and we discuss the cost of this in §4.3.
We now consider the accuracy of this method. Using the error bound (2.3.22),
=  JO , (xu ys) regular
\  fi,j, Vj) irregular,
=  0, fe , yj) on dR , (4.2.9)
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it is clear that if we can evaluate in such a way that it is an 0 (h 2) accurate 
approximation to /*j, (recalling that h =  (9(n-1)) then we will have an error 
bound of the form
max \Uij -  u(xu ys) \ < Ch2.
(xi,yj)€Rh DO
Now the formula (4.2.7) appears to indicate that in order to compute an 0 (h 2) 
accurate approximation to f i j  we would need to compute an 0 (h A) accurate 
approximation to u(xi,yj) on B 1 U B2. This is because the evaluation of f i j  
involves dividing the values of u on B1 U B2 by h2.
However, this should not be a problem, because as described in §4.1, we can 
use the collocation method of Chapter 3 to compute du/dn  and u\r to 0 (h A) 
accuracy at a cost of O(n2\og2 ri), and we shall demonstrate in §4.3 that this is 
sufficient to enable us to then evaluate u to 0 (h 4) accuracy on B1UB2. Note also 
that Mayo claims in [59] that in practice it is sufficient to evaluate u to C(h3) or 
even 0 (h 2) accuracy on B1UB2  in order to maintain the overall 0 (h 2) accuracy 
of the method. We present a numerical experiment to test this theory in §4.4.
So, provided the solution u(x) of (4.1.1) can be found to sufficient accuracy 
near T, we can then achieve roughly the same orders of cost and accuracy as we 
did in Chapter 2 for the evaluation of the particular solution. The problem with 
this is that if (4.1.3) is used to evaluate u then the integrals in (4.1.3) are at 
their most difficult when x  is near T. The extraction method proposed below, 
on the other hand, has the property that it works best when x  is near T. This is 
discussed further in §4.3.
Before moving on to §4.3 we briefly mention an alternative approach which 
does not require the evaluation of u at any points near T. This method is applied 
in [58] to the solution of Laplace’s equation, and here we describe its application 
to the solution of (4.1.1), supplemented by Dirichlet data u\r =  / ,  using an 
indirect boundary integral equation method. First, we note that the double layer 
potential /CQ/i with continuous density fj, satisfies (4.1.1), not just in but in all 
of R2 \  T (although it is not continuous across T). It also satisfies the Dirichlet 
boundary condition provided \i satisfies
~fJL(x) +  JCafi(x) = /(« ) , x  e T .  (4.2.10)
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We can solve this for \l using the collocation method (3.5.52) of Chapter 3 , and 
then define the mesh function
Wij = (JCafj,)(xi,yj), (xi, yj) € R \  T. (4.2.11)
Analogously to (4.2.4), we again have
- A  hWij +  a2Wij =  ( -A  +  a2)JCa{jL +  <D(h2)
=  0  + 0{h2),
at all regular mesh points in R. If we could then find
i). The values of —A^Wij +  a 2W{j at the irregular points,
ii). The values of JCay,(xi,yj) on dR ,
then we would have a linear system similar to (4.2.8)-(4.2.9) for , and we 
could again solve this using the Fast Sine Transform method.
The key point about this alternative approach is that instead of evaluating 
—AhWij +  a2Wi}j directly at the irregular points, we can use the definition of 
Wij (4.2.11) to derive an 0 (h 2) accurate formula for the values of —AhWi}j+ a 2Wij 
at the irregular points in terms of the jump discontinuites in JCan(x) and its 
derivatives across T. This method is similar to that in §2.3.2 for computing the 
jump discontinuities of the derivatives of the domain integral (2 .1 .6 ), and for 
details we refer to [58].
The remaining problem of computing the values of JCafi(xi,yj) on dR  can be 
solved by using straightforward numerical integration (eg. the trapezoidal rule). 
Provided dR  is chosen to be well separated from T there is no problem with the 
kernels of the integrals blowing up.
In terms of accuracy and complexity there is little to choose between the 
methods of [59] and [58]. Both methods have been used in the literature. For 
example, the method of [58] is used in [61], and an error analysis applicable to 
the method of [58] and carried out in a Besov space setting can be found in [48]. 
The method of [59] is preferred however in [62] and [29].
It is our opinion that in the absence of an accurate method for evaluating u 
near T, the method of [58] would be preferable. However, having developed the
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extraction method (described in §4.3 below) for evaluating u near T we prefer 
to use the method of [59], as this allows the use of a direct boundary integral 
equation method for the solution of (4.1.1), which also provides us with the 
unknown boundary data, as well as providing a unified framework for the solution 
of both the Dirichlet and Neumann problems. The direct approach is also more 
standard in the engineering literature.
4.3 Evaluating the solution near the boundary
To implement the method of §4.2 we need a method for evaluating the solution u 
of (4.1.1) accurately near T. In this section we shall first present some ideas for 
evaluating (4.1.3) directly, and after having identified some problems with these 
methods we shall describe the extraction method, which is the method we will 
use in practice.
4.3.1 Evaluating (4.1.3) directly
To evaluate the integrals of (4.1.3) explicitly, for x  near T, we need to evaluate
£“£ (x) = i > (*,2/)£ (!/)%’ aDd KqU{x] = /r
where $ Q is the fundamental solution of the Helmholtz equation, given by (2.1.5). 
If x  £  T and y e  T, then it can be easily shown (see Appendix B) that
y) = 0 { -  log \x -  y|), as x  y,
and so if the point of evaluation a; is a distance e from T then the kernel of 
Ca^ { x )  is highly peaked near x, with the peak being of height 0 ( — loge), as 
e - » 0 .
The double layer potential Kau{x) is even more highly peaked for x  near T. 
To see this precisely some care is needed. First note that when x, y  are both on 
T, the smoothness of T ensures that
^ ^ ^  =  0 ( | x - y | l o g | a : - y | ) ,  a
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ie. the double layer potential as an operator on T has a very mild singularity. For 
fixed x  T, the kernels of £ q |^ ( ; zj) and JCau(x) are smooth and 27r-periodic. 
However, if x  £ T and y  6  T then it can be shown by elementary calculus that
d$a(x,y) _  !
dn(y) — 0 ( \x  — y | ), as x  —> y. (4.3.12)
Thus if we evaluate (4.1.3) using the trapezoidal rule on a uniform boundary grid, 
then although the asymptotic convergence rate is superalgebraic, the asymptotic 
constant in the superalgebraic error estimate will blow up as x  —> I \
More precisely, recall that if we use the trapezoidal rule with N  nodes to 
approximate the integral / 027r f(x)dx, where /  is a smooth, 27r-periodic function, 
we get an error bound of the form
r « ^ p m < Cj^ll/lliyjo, for all r  € N.
So, the asymptotic convergence rate is superalgebraic, however the asymptotic 
constant involves | |/ | |r,oo- Thus if we attempt to approximate JCau(x) using the 
trapezoidal rule for x  a distance e from T, then the asymptotic constant in the 
error estimate will be a function of e — we conjecture 0(e~^r+1^ ) in this case, in 
view of the estimate (4.3.12).
Supposing this was the case, the error bound for the approximation of JCau(x) 
by the trapezoidal rule would then look like
\Kau - T N{Kau}\ < C 1 1N r er+1
= —r r r r -  (4.3.13)e (Ne)T K '
When e is not small, the trapezoidal rule with equally spaced nodes will be very
accurate, but when e is small, the asymptotic constant C/e will be large. Also,
the superalgebraic convergence will not be seen at all until
N  > 1/e. (4.3.14)
This is borne out by the following numerical experiment.
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E xam ple 4.3.1 In this experiment, we evaluate the solution of (4 .1.1), where 
Q is the unit circle with boundary 7 (t) =  (cost,sint) and a — 1 . We solve the 
problem with exact solution
= 7^Ko(ai\x -  (2,0)\), (4.3.15)
in which case the boundary data is given by
u\r =  -^-Ko(a\/5 — 4 cost), te[0 ,2n]
Z7T
du a (2 cost —1 ) __ , r-   v . .
aT =  o /K--A- 1 K l (Qv^5-4cost), t €  0,27T. on 27r v  5 — 4 cos t
We then evaluate u at the point x  =  (1 — e, 0) using the formula (4-1.3), where the 
integrals are evaluated using the trapezoidal rule with a uniform boundary mesh 
given by
ti = i =
The errors between the approximate and exact values of u (l — e, 0) for various 
values of e are given in Table 4-1• These numerical results clearly follow the
N 0IIvu e =  0 .0 1 e =  0 .0 0 1 e =  0 .0 0 0 1
8 6 .0 e-2 8.3e-l 8.4e+0 8.4e+l
16 1.7e-2 4.0e-l 4.2e+0 4.2e+l
32 2.5e-3 1 .8 e-l 2 .1e+ 0 2 .1e+ l
64 8.2e-5 7.5e-2 1 .0 e+ 0 1 .0 e+ l
128 9.6e-8 2 .6 e-2 4.9e-l 5.2e+0
256 1.3e-13 5.6e-3 2.3e-l 2 .6 e+ 0
512 4.9e-17 3.9e-4 1 .0 e-l 1.3e+0
1024 2.3e-6 3.8e-2 6 .2 e-l
Table 4.1: Errors evaluating (4.1.3) at (1 — e, 0) using trapezoidal rule, uniform 
mesh.
pattern predicted by (4-3.13). When e is small the convergence is very slow up to 
a point, and then very rapid once N  is large enough. Note that as e changes from 
0.1 to 0.01 the value of N  needed to ensure an accuracy o f6 x  10- 2  changes from
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N  =  8  to about N  < 128 which resonates with the expected estimate (4-3.14).
In practice, the convergence is not rapid enough for a small enough value 
of N  to make this a feasible way of evaluating the integrals and an alternative 
approach is needed.
In [59] it is proposed that (4.1.3) be evaluated using the trapezoidal rule 
with equally spaced nodes, as described above, but rather than evaluating (4.1.3) 
directly on £ 1 , it is suggested that the integrals be evaluated only on B2 , or even 
B3, the set of regular points in f2 with at least one nearest neighbour lying in B2. 
The solution on B1 can then be determined by interpolation. However, although 
B 2 and B3 lie further from T than B l,  as the mesh width h decreases, the points 
of B2 and B3 will still approach T, and hence the errors will still blow up sooner 
or later. This blow up in the errors as h —> 0 is alluded to in [59], but there it is 
suggested that one merely use an increasing number of boundary points to deal 
with this. As demonstrated in Example 4.3.1, this approach will be insufficient 
when h becomes very small.
An alternative approach to using the trapezoidal rule with equally spaced 
nodes is to use a graded mesh scheme, ie. the composite trapezoidal rule with the 
mesh points bunched near where the kernel of the integrand varies quickly. We 
have experimented with various meshes, and the following example demonstrates 
how the results of Example 4.3.1 can be improved upon.
E xam ple 4.3.2 We solve exactly the same problem as in Example 4-3.1, but 
instead of using equally spaced mesh points we use the graded mesh, with mesh 
points given by
The optimal value of q was determined experimentally, and varies depending on 
e. The errors between the approximate and exact values of u{ 1 — e, 0) for various 
values of e are given in Table 4-%- As the mesh widths are no longer uniform, 
the superalgebraic convergence in terms of N  is replaced by a convergence rate 




N € =  0 .1
<7 =  2
€ =  0 .0 1  
<7 =  4
e =  0 .0 0 1
<7 =  6
e =  0 .0 0 0 1  
q = 8
8 4.9e-3 1.7e-2 4.7e-2 9.6e-2
16 1.2e-3 4.1e-3 9.2e-3 1 .6 e-2
32 2.9e-4 1.0e-3 2.2e-3 3.9e-3
64 7.3e-5 2.6e-4 5.5e-4 9.6e-4
128 1.8e-5 6.4e-5 1.4e-4 2.4e-4
256 4.5e-6 1.6e-5 3.4e-5 6.0e-5
512 l.le -6 4.0e-6 8 .6 e-6 1.5e-5
Table 4.2: Errors evaluating (4.1.3) at (1  — e, 0) using trapezoidal rule, graded 
mesh.
Comparing the two examples, it is clear that if N  was taken to be large 
enough, the uniform grid would eventually be better for any value of e, because 
of the superalgebraic convergence rate. Our experiments demonstrate this clearly 
for e =  0.1, and also less clearly for e =  0.01. However, in practice when e is 
small the non-uniform grid gives much better results.
The problem with using a non-uniform grid in the overall context of the 
method of §4.2 is that the optimal mesh parameters have been determined merely 
by experimentation. At any particular point of evaluation, this method can be 
adapted to get good convergence rates, but despite some work in the literature 
on the problem of developing error estimates for the product integration of layer 
potentials using graded meshes similar to (4.3.16), see for example [11], the ques­
tion of developing an explicit formula for the parameter q in (4.3.16) in terms of 
the distance to the boundary e has not been fully answered. Another difficulty 
is that it may be necessary to devise different meshes on T for each x  near T, 
depending on exactly how close * is to T, in which case this method could become 
very expensive. Hence we need an alternative approach.
One method that has been suggested in the literature for the problem of 
evaluating the double layer potential integrals Ka in the case of Laplace’s equation 
(a =  0) is singularity subtraction (see eg. [83, p.55] or [28, §2.3]). If y 0 is the
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closest point on T to x  then we can write
I
d$Q(x,y)  ,
r ~ m ~ u(y)dy=
L  ^ fer[u(!/) " u{yo)]dy + u (yo )  I  d* d i ( y ) ) dy- (4-3-17)
The first integral on the right hand side will then be less peaked, and hence 
easier to evaluate numerically than the integral arising in the direct evaluation 
of JCau(x). If we were solving Laplace’s equation, with fundamental solution 
^ l ( * 52/) =  — ( l / 2 ?r) log \x — y |, then the second integral would be known ana­
lytically. As the principal singularities of the fundamental solutions to Laplace’s 
equation and Helmholtz’s equation are the same, we can write
=  $£,(#> y) +  {smoother terms}.
Subtracting 8 ^ l (x , y)/dn(y)  out of the kernel of the second integral in (4.3.17) 
leaves a smoother integrand which can again be evaluated more easily numerically, 
plus a part which is known analytically.
However this method does not apply so readily to the single layer potential 
Ca which also appears in (4.1.3) since there is no analytic form for / r $£,(x,y). 
Thus singularity subtraction does not provide a generally applicable answer to 
the problem outlined above, and a more general method is needed.
4.3.2 The extraction method
As explained in §4.3.1, direct evaluation of the integrals in (4.1.3) becomes 
more and more difficult the closer the point of evaluation gets to T. The main 
point about the extraction method is that it completely avoids the use of for­
mula (4.1.3), and does not involve the evaluation of any integrals whatsoever. 
Instead, the key to the method is to use a Taylor series expansion to write the 
value of u(x) for x  near T in terms of the value of u(xo)> where x 0 actually lies 
on T, plus some other terms which can be computed.
For example, consider the problem of evaluating u at the point x, a distance 
e from the point Xo on T, as shown in Figure 4-1. For simplicity, here we assume 
that x  — xq is in the normal direction at xq, ie. x  — xq =  —en, where n  is the
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unit outward normal vector to T.
X q
Figure 4-1: Evaluating u at x.
Using a Taylor series expansion, we can write u(x) in terms of the Dirichlet 
and Neumann data (one of which will be given and the other of which will have 
been found, approximately, using the collocation method of Chapter 3), plus 
some other terms involving the higher order normal derivatives of u at Xq,
« (* ) =  u(*o) -  eg ( * o )  +  Is -  • • • +  * = f ! £ ( * o )  +  • • • • (4.3.18)
Now as explained in §4.2, in order to guarantee the approximation of u to 
0 (h 2) accuracy throughout Q, we need to evaluate u to 0 (h A) accuracy at points 
near T (ie. at the points of B 1 U B2). If x  € B l  U B2 , then clearly we will have 
e =  0(h), and hence in order to acheive 0 (h A) accuracy for our approximation 
to u (4.3.18) we would need to know d^u(xo)/dnj to G(hA~i) accuracy, for j  =  
0 , . . .  ,3. As explained in §4.1, if either the Dirichlet or the Neumann data is 
given then we can use the collocation method to compute the complementary 
boundary data to 0 (h A) accuracy without incurring excessive cost. Hence there 
will be no problem with evaluating whichever of u or du/dn  is not given to the 
required accuracy. The question now is how to compute the higher order normal 
derivatives, and we devote the rest of this section to showing how this can be 
done.
Note however that (as explained in §4.2), in [59] it is claimed that it is usually 
sufficient to evaluate u just to Q(h2) accuracy on B1UB2. In this case there would 
in principle be no need to evaluate any of the higher order normal derivatives 
in (4.3.18). In practice however, as the mesh parameter n increases, e will not 
decrease uniformly at each point, because the grid Rh does not match up in any 
way with the boundary T, and so even in this case it may still be advisable to
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compute some of the higher order normal derivatives of u.
Now we describe how to do this. First, note that differentiating (4.1.1) j  times 
with respect to x , y , it is clear that dj u/dxj and dj u/dyj both satisfy (4 .1 .1 ). 
Using (4.1.2) we then have that
and similar equations for d^u/dyi and d^u/dx^~rdyr ^ r =  1, . . .  , j  — 1.
The next thing to note is that we can find du/dr, the tangential derivative 
of it, to superalgebraic accuracy with respect to nc (the number of collocation 
points) using trigonometric interpolation. The cost of doing this at nc points is 
C(n2c lognc), and we demonstrate now how this works.
Suppose nc is even, and define the interpolation points tj — 2itj/nc, j  =  
—^  +  1 , . . .  , ^ .  It can then be shown (see for example [9, §6.9] or [30, p.35]) 




0 0 0 = Y ,  c“eiks'
which interpolates u at tj, j  =  — 2* + 1 , . . .  , ^ ,  are given by
2
and then, moreover,
| | « - 0 | |h'  <  0 < r  < p, P > ^ ,  (4.3.20)n£ 2
where the constant C is independent of nc and u . Note that this is essentially 
the same error estimate as (3.3.27), but here we have written the trigonometric 
interpolating polynomial in a slightly different way. Applying (4.3.20) with r  =  1
shows that
(4.3.21)
will converge superalgebraically to du/ds =  |7 '($)|du/dr. The coefficients c* can 
each be calculated with 0 (n c log nc) cost using the FFT (see for example [9, Chap­
ter 10]). Hence the cost of finding dujdr  at all of the points t j , j  =  — ^ + 1 , . . .  , ^  
is 0 (n 2 lognc). This procedure is sometimes called Fourier differentiation.
Now denote the unit outward normal vector to T by n  =  (w i,^ ), and then 
the corresponding tangent vector in the anticlockwise direction is r  =  (—n2, n{). 
Using (4.3.19) and (4.3.21) we are then in a position to show how we can find 
d2u/dn2 given u and du/dn. We do this using a four step algorithm.
i). Evaluate dujdr  using (4.3.21).
ii). Solve the 2 x 2  system
for du/dx  and du/dy.
iii). Solve (4.3.19) with j  — 1 to find ^ ( du/dx). Solve the analogue of (4.3.19) 
with x  replaced by y to find -§^{du/dy).
iv). We then can compute the second order normal derivative
d2u _  d2u d2u
dn2 711 dndx U2 dndy
and thus the third term in (4.3.18).
This procedure may be continued to find higher order normal derivatives. For 
this we need the following result.
Lem m a 4.3.3 For all j  > 1 we have
—  =  V ‘ (  ~ 1 )  ni - l~rnr —  (  91 lu \
d n i  “  \  r /  1 \ d x i - 1- rd y r )
(4.3.22)
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Proof: We prove this result by induction. It is clearly true for j  =  1 . Now 











j  - 1
T — 1
7—r rn\ n \ cP+1u
dndxi~Tdyr




7 —r  tn, nl &+1u
dndxi~TdyT ’
and the result follows. □
We can then find d^u/dn^ for all j  > 2 using the formula (4.3.22), where 
the derivatives on the right hand side are found using similar steps to (i)-(iii) 
above. So, in principle the Taylor series (4.3.18) for u(x) can be computed to 
arbitrarily high accuracy without the computation of integrals such as (4.1.3) for 
x  near T. The implementation of this scheme in practice, including a discussion 
of difficulties such as determining Xo and e for a general boundary, is considered 
in §4.4.
We now briefly discuss the accuracy and cost of this four step algorithm for 
finding the higher order normal derivatives. First, note that steps (ii) and (iv) are 
exact, and step (i) clearly satisfies our cost and accuracy requirements, as it is su- 
peralgebraically accurate in terms of nc, with a cost of only O(n20 log nc). Step (iii) 
basically consists of solving first kind integral equations of the form (4.1.2) using 
the collocation method. These solves involve no new technology, as the matrices 
involved will have already been set up for the original solve of (4.1.2), to find 
the complementary boundary data. If the LU decompositions of the matrices in­
volved are stored after the original solve, then the cost of further solves will only 
be 0(n l)j  and so this part of the algorithm is also very cheap. The overall cost of 
the four step algorithm will clearly then not be excessive, and using the method
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we can find any higher order normal derivatives of u to the same order accuracy 
as that acheived for the original computation of the complementary boundary 
data.
Finally, note that as mentioned in §4.1, this method for evaluating u near T is 
similar to that developed by Schulz, Schwab and Wendland in [77] (for Laplace’s 
equation in 2D) and [78] (for Laplace’s equation in 3D). There, the same Taylor 
series representation (4.3.18) is used for u near T, but a different method is used 
for the evaluation of the higher order normal derivatives.
As the cost and accuracy of our method are perfectly acceptable for our 
needs, we have not made any attempt to directly compare the performance of 
our method with that of [77].
4.4 Im plementation and numerical results
In this section we will first discuss the computational issues which arise in the 
implementation of the extraction method, and then we will present some numer­
ical results showing how the extraction method outperforms the other schemes 
described in §4.3.1 for evaluating u near T. We will then present further numeri­
cal results combining the extraction method with the method of §4.2, illustrating 
that the accuracy and cost of this method compares favourably with evaluating 
u throughout Cl by evaluating the integrals (4.1.3) directly at every mesh point.
To implement the extraction method in practice, for a fixed point x  near T, 
we first need to do either of the following.
i). Find a nearest point Xq on the boundary, and the distance e to that point.
ii). Find any point y  on the boundary such that
. f h, if x  e B l,
\x — y  < <
 ^ 2 h, if x  € B 2 ,
and then find the value of \x — y\, and the direction of y — x, so that we can 
then use the directional derivatives in that direction in place of the normal 
derivatives in (4.3.18).
The second approach may be easier if the domain Cl is complicated, as we shall 
show below. However, if it is possible to find the nearest point on the boundary,
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then the first approach will give the best convergence, as this minimises the value 
of e in (4.3.18).
We shall consider the evaluation of u(x) at the point x  =  (£1, 2:2), and we 
assume that we are given a parametrisation 7 (t) =  (7 i( t) ,7 2 ^)), t e [0 , 27t], of 
the boundary T.
To find a nearest point on the boundary to x , note that if y  =  (yi, y2) =  
(71 (*)> 7 2 M) is a nearest point then y  — x  = en(t), where n(t) is the unit outward 
normal vector to T, given by n  = (tJW/IVMI* -7iW /|7 'W D - This gives us two 
simultaneous equations for t and e
7 1 W - X 1 =  e —I Y W I
i y w i ’
We can eliminate e to get a single nonlinear equation for t
7lW[7i W ~ xi] 4- TiW W *) ~ x2] =  0, (4.4.23)
which can then be solved by some method. If Cl is very simple, eg. a circle, 
then (4.4.23) can be solved analytically, however if Cl is more complicated then 
it will be necessary to use an iterative method such as Newton’s method to 
solve (4.4.23). This may increase the cost of the method. Also, for a complicated 
domain (4.4.23) may have many solutions, and to ensure that a nearest point was 
chosen all solutions would have to be evaluated, and e determined for each one, 
and then a nearest point would correspond to the minimum value of e.
The alternative method (ii) is just to find any point on the boundary a distance 
less than or equal to h (or 2h) from x. This could be done either by moving round 
the boundary in some predefined way until one located a point near enough to 
x , or else by using the fact that x  is either an irregular point, or a neighbour of 
an irregular point, and moving in one of the coordinate directions towards the 
boundary. This is what we do in practice, and then we re-write (4.3.18) replacing 
the normal derivatives by the appropriate derivatives in the coordinate directions. 
These higher order derivatives can be found using the same four step algorithm 
as that described in §4.3.2 for finding the higher order normal derivatives.
We now present some numerical experiments to demonstrate the cost and
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accuracy of the extraction method, and the method of §4.2 for evaluating u 
quickly throughout Cl.
As a first example, we demonstrate how the extraction method is superior to 
the quadrature methods of §4.3.1 for evaluating the solution of (4.1.1) at a point 
x  near T. We solve exactly the same problem as in examples 4.3.1 and 4.3.2, 
namely (4.1.1), where Cl is the unit circle with boundary 7 (t) =  (cost,sint), 
supplemented by Dirichlet boundary data
u\r = -~-K0(ay/5 — 4 cost), t € [0,27rl.27r
The exact solution is then given by (4.3.15). We solve this problem for a =  1 . 
First, we compute du/dn , d2u/dn2 and d3u/dn3 using the four step algorithm 
described in §4.3.2. The errors between the exact and the approximate values at 
t =  0  are shown in Table 4.3. The superalgebraic convergence rate with respect 
to nc can clearly be seen.
ng du/dn(t = 0 ) d2u/dn2(t = 0 ) d3u/dn3{t =  0 )
4 3.885e-3 3.387e-2 1.855e-l
8 1.7786-4 2.983e-3 3.248e-2
16 4.234e-7 1.433e-5 3.258e-4
32 3.604e-12 2.458e-10 1.155e-8
64 1.166e-15 4.260e-14 1.563e-12
Table 4.3: Errors in du/dn , d2u/dn2 and d3u/dn3 at t =  0.
Next, we compute u( 1 — e, 0) using the formula
e2 d2u e3 d3u ,n. ti t
“ (i -  e’°) *  “ ( ° ) "  e^ (0) +  2 a ^ (0 )"  6 ^ (0)' (4'424)
The errors between the approximate and exact values of u( 1 — e, 0) for various 
values of e (as in examples 4.3.1 and 4.3.2) are given in Table 4.4. Comparing 
these errors to those acheived in Tables 4.1 and 4.2, it is clear that as e —> 0 the 
extraction method gives much better results. Note however that for fixed e the 
error cannot decrease beyond a certain limit, corresponding to the missing terms 
in the Taylor series expansion (4.4.24). For each value of e in Table 4.4 the error 
for nc =  64 is clearly of order e4, as we would expect.
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77>c e =  0 .1 e =  0 .0 1 e =  0 .0 0 1 e =  0 .0 0 0 1
4 2.461e-4 3.719e-5 3.868e-6 3.884e-7
8 4.279e-6 1.634e-6 1.763e-7 1.777e-8
16 3.977e-6 3.144e-9 4.163e-10 4.227e-ll
32 4.002e-6 4.277e-10 3.962e-14 3.469e-18
64 4.002e-6 4.277e-10 4.309e-14 1.388e-17
Table 4.4: Errors evaluating u( 1 — e, 0) using (4.4.24).
As a second example, we combine the extraction method with the method 
of §4.2 to find the solution throughout ft of the homogeneous Helmholtz type 
problem (4.1.1), where now ft is the ellipse with boundary 7 ( t )  =  (3cost,sint), 
supplemented by Dirichlet data
u |r =  - ^ i f 0 cos21 +  (sint — 2)2^  , t € [0,27r]. (4.4.25)
In this case the exact solution is given by
u(x) = - ^ K 0(a\x -  (0,2 ) 1).
To solve this problem, we begin by reformulating (4.1.1) as (4.1.2), which is a 
first kind integral equation for the unknown Neumann data du/dn. We solve this 
integral equation using the collocation method of Chapter 3, with nc collocation 
points, and N  quadrature points on the interval [0,1] (ie. nc takes the role of 
n in (3.1.11), and N  is as in (3.4.40)-(3.4.41)). The mesh parameters for the 
evaluation of the integrals in the collocation matrices were chosen as qi =  2 , 
<72 =  Oi and r =  10 for the evaluation of the double layer integrals (3.4.42), and 
q1 =  4 , <72 =  ol and r =  10 for the evaluation of the single layer integrals (3.7.61).
Having found an approximation to du/dn, we then embed ft in a square of
side length 10, and cover the square in the n x n uniform mesh Rh (2.3.13).
We then compute an approximation to u(x) for all x  G B1 U B2 using the 
extraction method of §4.3.2, where we use the first four terms in the Taylor series 
expansion (4.3.18), ie. up to and including the 0(e3) term.
Using these approximate values of u on BIUB2, we then compute an approx­
imation f a  to f i j ,  given by (4.2.7), and this gives us the right hand side of the 
system (4.2.8)-(4.2.9). We then solve this system using the Fast Sine Transform
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method to give us an approximation to u{x) for all x  e RhCI fh
We solve this problem for a  =  10 and a  =  100, in order to demonstrate 
the robustness of the method with respect to a. For each example we compute 
the approximate solution for n =  2k — 1, k =  5, . . .  ,9. Initially we choose 
nc =  O(\ogn) and N  =  G(n2). In this case, as explained in §4.1 (and noting 
from (3.4.40) and (3.4.41) that the total number of quadrature points m  always 
satisfies m  =  0 ( N )), we would expect our approximation to du/dn  to be C?(n~4) 
accurate. As explained in §4.3.2, we would then expect to get an 0(n~4) accurate 
approximation to w on 51 U B 2, and then as explained in §4.2 we would expect 
this to give us an G(n~2) accurate approximation to u throughout 17.
We would then expect the estimated order of convergence (EOC), computed 
using the formula (2.6.57), to satisfy EOC «  —2 . The errors and the computed 
values of EOC at the points X\ =  (0 , 0 ), ®2 =  (0,0.3125) and x 3 — (0,0.625) are 
shown in Tables 4.5 and 4.6, for a  =  10 and a  =  100 respectively.
n nc N error(a?i) EOC error (®2) EOC error(x3) EOC
31 14 4 1.136e-9 -2.9 1.267e-8 -2.5 1.249e-7 i to to
63 17 16 1.521e-10 -1 .8 2.260e-9 -1.5 2.738e-8 -0.9
127 2 0 64 4.306e-ll -2.7 8.269e-10 -3.1 1.489e-8 -4.9
255 23 256 6.413e-12 -2 .2 9.587e-ll -2 .8 5.152e-10 -0.5
511 25 1024 1.351e-12 1.395e-ll 3.762e-10
Table 4.5: Errors for solving (4.1.1), (4.4.25), with a  =  10.
n nc N error(xi) EOC error (a^) EOC e r r o r s ) EOC
31 14 4 5.964e-54 -22.3 5.842e-51 -16.3 5.724e-48 -10.3
63 17 16 1.188e-60 -3.1 7.237e-56 -1 0 .2 4.395e-51 -2 .2
127 2 0 64 1.410e-61 -4.0 6.039e-59 -1 1 .8 9.478e-52 -20.7
255 23 256 8.812e-63 -3.7 1.700e-62 -4.8 5.590e-58 -1 0 .0
511 25 1024 6.837e-64 6.077e-64 5.498e-61
Table 4.6: Errors for solving (4.1.1), (4.4.25), with a  =  100.
The convergence rate is very erratic, especially for the problem with a  =  100 
for which the exact solution is very close to zero everywhere. However, this erratic 
convergence is not entirely unexpected, as we are combining a number of quite
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separate methods, and if anything the convergence rate seems to be better than 
0(n~2).
In Table 4.7, we show the operation cost for the various components of the 
method (applied to the problem with a =  1 0 ), in terms of the number of floating 
point operations (flops). We assume that the operation cost is 0 (n p), and then 
p is computed using the formula (2.6.58). The key to Table 4.7 is as follows.
n nc N flopsl P flops2 P flops3 P
31 14 4 3.897e+6 2.5 4.138e+5 0.9 1.376e+5 2 .1
63 17 16 2.193e+7 2.5 7.723e+5 0 .8 5.957e+5 2 .1
127 2 0 64 1 .2 0 1 e+ 8 2.4 1.369e+6 1 .0 2.565e+6 2 .1
255 23 256 6.321e+8 2 .2 2.703e+6 0.9 1.104e+7 2 .1
511 25 1024 2.982e+9 5.110e+6 4.749e+7
Table 4.7: Operation cost for solving (4.1.1), (4.4.25), with a — 10.
• flopsl is the cost of setting up the collocation matrices, and finding their 
LU decompositions. We would expect this to be G(Nn2) =  0 (n 2 log2 n), 
and this can be clearly seen in Table 4.7.
•  flops2 is the cost of computing u on B l  U B2. This consists of finding 
du/dn , d2u/dn2 and d3u/dn3, and then evaluating u using the first four 
terms of (4.3.18) for every mesh point in B l  U B2. The cost of finding 
the higher order normal derivatives is only 0 (n 2) =  O(\og2n), once the 
LU decomposition of the collocation matrices is known, and then as there 
are 0(n)  mesh points in B l  U B2 we would expect the overall cost to be 
G(n log2 n). Again, this can be clearly seen in Table 4.7.
•  flops3 is the cost of solving the n x n  system (4.2.8)-(4.2.9), using the Fast 
Sine Transform method, to evaluate the approximation to u throughout 
Rh fl Cl. As expected this cost is 0{n2 logn).
Comparing the costs, it is clear that the greatest cost is that of setting up 
the collocation matrices. This cost could be reduced by using a higher order 
quadrature rule, such as Simpson’s rule, on the graded mesh (3.4.40)-(3.4.41) for 
the evaluation of the integrals in §3.4 and §3.7. However, the 0 (n 2 log2 n) cost is
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only an order of log n worse than the cost of the rest of the method, and so this 
does not appear to be a major problem.
Note also that the collocation matrices are dependent only on the shape of 
the domain, and not on the boundary data. Thus if we wish to solve many homo­
geneous Helmholtz problems on the same domain, but with different boundary 
data, as will be the case when we apply this method to the solution of parabolic 
PDEs, then it will only be necessary to compute the collocation matrices once, 
and not at each time level. We discuss this further in Chapter 6 .
Now in the experiment above, we have chosen nc and N  in such a way that 
our approximation to u on B l  U B2 is G(n~A) accurate. However, as mentioned 
in §4.2, in [59] it is claimed that it is sufficient to evaluate u to only G(n~3) 
or even 0(n~2) accuracy on B l  U B2 in order to maintain the overall 0(n~ 2) 
accuracy of the method. To test this theory, we solve the same homogeneous 
Helmholtz problem again (with a  =  10), but with a few changes to the method.
Again we choose nc =  O(logn), and N  =  0 (n 2), but now we only use the 
first three terms in the Taylor series expansion (4.3.18), i.e. up to and including 
the G(e2) term. We would then expect the approximation to u on B l  U B2 to be 
only 0 {n ~3) accurate, in which case, considering (4.2.7), we might expect that 
our approximation to f i j ,  which we use on the right hand side of (4.2.8), would 
only be 0(n~ l) accurate. The errors and the computed values of EOC at the 
points * i, X2 and x$ are shown in Table 4.8. The errors are roughly comparable
n nc N error (xi) EOC error (x2) EOC error(xs) EOC
31 14 4 5.368e-10 -4.6 5.366e-9 -4.9 3.563e-8 -0.9
63 17 16 2.172e-ll -1.7 1.845e-10 0.9 1.870e-8 -0 .6
127 2 0 64 6.883e-12 -2.7 3.354e-10 -3.2 1.263e-8 -2 .2
255 23 256 1.054e-12 -1 .0 3.655e-ll -2.9 2.831e-9 -1 .8
511 25 1024 5.435e-13 4.812e-12 7.917e-10
Table 4.8: Errors for solving (4.1.1), (4.4.25) (with a =  10), using only an 0 (n  3) 
accurate approximation to u on B l  U B2.
in magnitude with those acheived in Table 4.5, and in fact are smaller at x \  and 
X2, but the convergence rate is slightly more erratic. However, the convergence 
rate does appear to be better than G(n~l).
We repeated the experiment, again choosing nc =  O(logn), and N  = 0 (n 2),
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but now only using the first two terms in the Taylor series expansion (4.3.18), i.e. 
up to and including the 0(e) term. We would then expect the approximation to 
u on B l  U B 2 to be only 0(n~2) accurate, in which case, considering (4.2.7), we 
might expect that our approximation to f i j ,  which we use on the right hand side 
of (4.2.8), would only be G( 1) accurate. The errors and the computed values of 
EOC at the points * i, a?2 and x$ are shown in Table 4.9. The errors are now
n Tlc N error (®i) EOC error(®2) EOC error (x3) EOC
31 14 4 9.508e-10 -2 .6 1.038e-8 -2 .2 9.648e-8 -1 .8
63 17 16 1.544e-10 -1 .2 2.280e-9 -0.7 2.723e-8 0 .0
127 2 0 64 6.7996-11 -1.5 1.390e-9 -1.4 2.768e-8 -1.3
255 23 256 2.369e-ll -1.5 5.170e-10 -1.5 1.094e-8 -1 .6
511 25 1024 8.335e-12 1.808e-10 3.569e-9
Table 4.9: Errors for solving (4.1.1), (4.4.25) (with a  =  10), using only an 0(n~ 2) 
accurate approximation to u on B l  U B2.
greater in magnitude than in both Tables 4.8 and 4.5, and the convergence rate 
is much more erratic. However, although it is less than 0(n~ 2) (as suggested 
in [59]) it is better than the 0(1) convergence we may have expected, and in fact 
appears to be between 0(n~2) and 0(n~ l).
These results do not entirely support the claim in [59] that it is sufficient to 
approximate u to only 0(n~2) accuracy on B l  U B2 in order to maintain the 
overall 0(n~2) accuracy of the method, but they do indicate that approximating 
u on B l  U B2 to 0(n~A) accuracy may be more than is required.
However, the extra cost involved in approximating u on B l  U B2 to 0(n~A) 
accuracy is negligible in the overall context of the method, and so in the numerical 
examples of Chapter 6  this is what we do.
In our next example, we compare the cost of Mayo’s method for extending the 
solution from B l  U B2 to the whole of Rh D Cl with the cost of evaluating (4.1.3) 
directly by the trapezoidal rule at many points in f2. We use exactly the same 
problem as in examples 4.3.1 and 4.3.2, ie. (4.1.1) on the unit circle with exact 
solution given by (4.3.15), and again we embed the unit circle in the square of 
side length 5 and cover the square in the mesh Rh (2.3.13).
First, we use the exact known solution of u on B1UB2  on the right hand side 
of (4 .2 .8 )-(4 .2 .9 ), and we solve this system to extend the solution to the whole
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of Rh n  Q.
Next, we assume again that the solution is known on B l  U B2, and we com­
pute an approximation to u(x) at all points x  e  R h  D D, x  £  B l  U £2, by 
evaluating (4.1.3) directly using the trapezoidal rule with nc uniformly spaced 
nodes. We increase nc until the maximum error is approximately equal to the 
maximum error acheived by solving (4.2.8)-(4.2.9), although we do not increase 
nc beyond nc =  512 because of the computational cost involved. Note that as 
we are only evaluating u(x) for x  & B 1 U £2, we ensure that all of the points of 
evaluation lie at least a distance 2/i from fi, where h is given by (2.3.12).
The maximum errors in Rh fl Q for each method and the cost of the solves are 
shown in Table 4.10.
Direct evaluation of (4.1.3) Solving (4.2.8)-(4.2.9)
n nc max. error flops max. error flops
31 16 1.457e-4 4.471e+4 1.144e-4 1.146e+5
63 40 4.617e-5 5.998e+5 3.143e-5 4.948e+5
127 128 1.136e-5 9.112e+6 8.909e-6 2.133e+6
255 256 6.127e-6 7.863e+7 2.353e-6 9.163e+6
511 512 7.662e-6 6.513e+8 6.021e-7 3.921e+7
Table 4.10: Comparing direct evaluation of (4.1.3) with solving (4.2.8)-(4.2.9).
Clearly, once n has increased beyond a certain level, the method of §4.2 is 
much faster than direct evaluation of (4.1.3) throughout f). When n is small, 
and there are no points of evaluation close to T, the direct evaluation of (4.1.3) 
is very fast, but as n  increases, and the mesh points get closer to T, we need to 
increase nc drastically in order to maintain the accuracy of the method, and this 
rapidly increases the cost.
As a final numerical example, we combine the methods of Chapters 2 , 3 and 4 
to solve the inhomogeneous Helmholtz problem
—Au(x)  +  a 2u(x) = (1 +  a2) Jo(|*l), x e C l ,  (4.4.26)
u(x) = J0(\x\), x e T ,  (4.4.27)
where is the ellipse with boundary 7 (t) =  (3 cos t, sin t), t G [0,27r], and J0 is 
the Bessel function of first kind of order zero. The exact solution of this problem
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is given by
u(x) = Jo{\x\), x  eQ .
To solve this problem we begin by finding a particular solution up of (4.4.26), 
using the domain embedding method of Chapter 2 . Note that (4.4.26) is exactly 
the same equation as that for which we computed a particular solution in the
numerical experiments of §2 .6 , and so for details of exactly what we did we refer
the reader there.
Having computed up, we use bilinear interpolation to find the values of up on 
T, and then we solve the homogeneous Helmholtz problem
—Av(x)  +  a2v{x) =  0, x  e  Q, (4.4.28)
u(a;) =  J0( \ x \ ) - u p(x), x e T .  (4.4.29)
We do this using exactly the same approach as that described above for solv­
ing (4.1.1), (4.4.25). The solution of (4.4.26)-(4.4.27) is then given by u — up + v.
We solve (4.4.26)-(4.4.27) for a  =  10 and a  =  100, in order to demonstrate 
the robustness of the method with respect to a. For each example we again 
compute the approximate solution for n =  2k — 1, k =  5, . . .  ,9, and we compute 
the errors and the estimated order of convergence (using formula (2.6.57)) at the 
points x 4 =  (0,0), ®5 =  (1.25,0) and x 6 =  (2.5,0). The results for a  =  10 and 
a  =  100 are shown in Tables 4.11 and 4.12 respectively.
n Ttc N error(®4) EOC error (£5) EOC error(xe) EOC
31 14 4 6.057e-5 -1.3 5.544e-4 -2.7 5.578e-4 1 .0
63 17 16 2.479e-5 -1.5 8.535e-5 -1.7 1.099e-3 -4.1
127 2 0 64 8.646e-6 -2 .8 2.612e-5 -4.5 6.581e-5 -1.5
255 23 256 1.209e-6 -2.4 1.170e-6 -2 .8 2.251e-5 -2 .1
511 25 1024 2.317e-7 1.725e-7 5.198e-6
Table 4.11: Errors for solving (4.4.26)-(4.4.27), with a =  10.
As explained in §2.6 we would expect our approximation to up to be 0(n~2) 
accurate, and with nc and N  chosen as in Tables 4.11 and 4.12, we would also 
expect our approximation to v to be 0(n~2) accurate. Hence we would expect
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n nc N error(®4) EOC error(xs) EOC error (a;6) EOC
31 14 4 6.031e-7 -2.0 8.065e-4 -13.1 8.362e-2 1.7
63 17 16 1.525e-7 -2.0 9.459e-8 14.3 2.629e-l -11.3
127 20 64 3.814e-8 -2.0 1.951e-3 -14.6 1.063e-4 -5.0
255 23 256 9.535e-9 -2.0 7.837e-8 -5.7 3.247e-6 -0.6
511 25 1024 2.384e-9 1.554e-9 2.203e-6
Table 4.12: Errors for solving (4.4.26)-(4.4.27), with a  =  100. 
that EOC «  —2.
The expected order of convergence is broadly acheived, although it is some­
what erratic, especially near T when a = 100. As we are combining so many 
separate methods in this experiment, this is not entirely unexpected. Note also 
that the true solution of (4.4.28)-(4.4.29) will be very highly peaked in a bound­
ary layer when a  is large, and so it is inevitable that the errors will be larger 
there.
Finally, in Table 4.13, we compare the operation costs (in flops) of the various 
components of the method, when applied to the solution of (4.4.26)-(4.4.27) 
with a  =  10. Although the costs of the separate components of the method have 
already been discussed individually in Chapter 2 and in this chapter, we present 
them here all in one table so that they can be compared. Assuming that the 
operation cost of each component of the method is 0 (n p), for some p > 0, p is 
computed using the formula (2.6.58). The key to the table is as follows.
n nc N flops4 P flops5 P flops6 P
31 14 4 3.923e+6 2.5 1.355e+5 2.0 5.519e+5 1.3
63 17 16 2.203e+7 2.5 5.413e+5 2.0 1.371e+6 1.5
127 20 64 1.205e+8 2.4 2.239e+6 2.1 3.949e+6 1.8
255 23 256 6.337e+8 2.2 9.434e+6 2.1 1.381e+7 1.9
511 25 1024 2.989e+9 4.001e+7 5.285e+7
Table 4.13: Operation cost for solving (4.4.26)-(4.4.27), with a  =  10.
• flops4 is the cost of computing the irregular points, the distances from the 
irregular points to T, the collocation matrices, and their LU decompositions. 
In other words this is everything that depends only on the shape of the
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domain, and not on the right hand side of (4.4.26) or on the boundary 
data. Thus all of these operations need only be carried out once if the 
method is applied to many Helmholtz problems on the same domain with 
different right hand sides. As expected the cost is 0 (n 2 log2 n).
• flops5 is the cost of computing the particular solution up and its values on
T. As expected this cost is 0 (n 2\ogn).
• flops6 is the cost of finding the solution v of the homogeneous Helmholtz
type problem (4.4.28)-(4.4.29) at all points of Rh H fi. As expected this 
cost is also 0 (n 2\ogri).
Clearly the greatest cost is that of setting up the collocation matrices. The 
costs of finding the particular solution and solving the homogeneous problem are 
comparable in magnitude, and this is not surprising as both employ a very similar 
Fast Sine Transform method to do the bulk of the computations.
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Chapter 5
Integral equation m ethods for 
the heat equation
5.1 Introduction and literature review
In this chapter, we shall consider the use of integral equation methods for solving 
the initial boundary value problem for the heat equation. We begin, in this 
section, by demonstrating how the heat equation can be reformulated as a first 
or second kind integral equation (on the cylindrical boundary in space-time), and 
presenting a brief literature review outlining some ideas for the numerical solution 
of these integral equations.
In the remainder of this chapter we then focus on two particular methods in 
the literature, namely those of Lubich and Schneider [56] (in §5.2) and Chapko 
and Kress [12] (in §5.3). In particular, we present some new ideas for extending 
the method of [12], and we show how combining it with some of the ideas in 
Chapter 3 can lead to improved results. Making use of the link between the 
methods of [56] and [12] (which we demonstrate in §5.3), we then present an 
error analysis in §5.4 for our modified version of the method in [12], and in §5.5 
we present numerical results demonstrating the improved performance of this 
method.
In Chapter 6 we will discuss the application of the domain embedding method 
of Chapters 2-4 to the solution of parabolic PDEs, and another of our goals in this 
chapter is to outline some of the advantages and disadvantages of that method
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when compared with some of those already being used in the literature.
So, we begin by presenting some background on the use of integral equation 
methods for the solution of the heat equation. The problem we wish to solve is 
as follows. We seek a function u € C(£l x  [0, T]) which satisfies
1 du .--g - =  Au, in f ix  (0,T], (5.1.1)
with the initial condition
u(*,0) =  u0, in Q, (5.1.2)
and for simplicity we consider here only the Dirichlet boundary condition
u = f ,  on T x [0,T], (5.1.3)
where Q C M2 is a bounded and simply connected domain, with boundary T £ C2. 
The results given here generalise to Neumann boundary conditions (see below) 
and mixed boundary conditions, although we avoid this detail here. We assume 
that T  £ (0, oo), uq £ C(Q), /  £ C(T x [0, T]), and that uq and /  satisfy the
compatibility condition uo(-) =  /(•, 0) on T. We will assume, without loss of
generality, that the heat conduction constant c =  1, as for any c > 0 we can 
transform (5.1.1) into an equation of the form du/d t  =  Au by making the sub­
stitution t =  ct.
We can solve (5.1.1)—(5.1.3) using boundary integral equation methods, and 
we now give the basic theory of this method. We begin by defining what is 
meant by the fundamental solution of a parabolic PDE Lu  =  0. (In (5.1.1) (with 
c =  1) Lu := Au — du/dt.) This definition (see [19, p.3]) differs slightly from 
Definition 2.1.1 for the fundamental solution of an elliptic PDE.
Definition 5.1.1 The fundamental solution of a parabolic PDE Lu = 0 in x 
[0, T] is a function $ (x  — y , t  — r) defined for all x , y  £ Cl, r  £ [0, T], t £ (r, T\, 
which satisfies the following conditions.
i). For fixed (y , r ) £ Q x [0,T] it satisfies, as a function of (x , t ) £ x (r,T] 
the equation Lu = 0.
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ii). For every function ip G C(£7), i f  x  e Q  and t > 0 then
lim / $(:c — y , t  — r)ip(y)dy =  ip(x). 
t_ T^ Jn
It is then shown in [19, Theorem 8, Chapter 1] that the fundamental solution 
of the two-dimensional heat equation (5.1.1) (with c =  1) is given by
^ ( - 1 ^ ) ,  t > r .  (5.1.4)
From the definition of the fundamental solution it is clear that for any function 
ip G C(17), the domain integral
Vip(x,t) := f  k(x -  y,t)ip(y)dy  (5 .1 .5)
J n
is an infinitely differentiable solution of (5.1.1) in Ct x (0, T], and it can be con­
tinuously extended into Q x [0,T], with initial value
Vip(x, 0) = ip{x).
Using this, it becomes apparent that we need consider only the special case 
of the initial boundary value problem with homogeneous initial condition. To see 
why, note that
U(x,t) := Vu0(x, t) (5.1.6)
satisfies both (5.1.1) and (5.1.2). If we can then find a function u(x,t)  that
satisfies (5.1.1), together with the homogeneous initial condition
u(*,0) =  0, in Q, (5.1.7)
and the boundary condition
u =  Vu0 -  f  =: p, on T x [0, T], (5.1.8)
then U — u will satisfy (5.1.1)-(5.1.3). Note that for t > 0 (5.1.5) has a smooth
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integrand.
Now, for any function eC (T  x  [0,T]), we define the single and double layer 
heat potentials by
V ^(® ,t):=  J  J  k(x — y , t  — t  r  )dy dr, x  G Q, t G (0,T], (5.1.9)
and
w t) : =  dk^Xdr^ y*— —^(y, r)dy dr, x  en,te (o, T], (5 .1 .1 0 )
respectively, where d/dn(y) is the derivative with respect to the unit outward 
normal at y  G I \  From the definition of the fundamental solution, these are both 
infinitely differentiable solutions of (5.1.1) in Cl x (0, T], and they can both be 
continuously extended into fix  [0, T] with initial values Vip(x, 0) =  Wip(x, 0) =  0. 
This is why it is important that we consider the heat equation with homogeneous 
initial condition, as otherwise we cannot use these integral representations for the 
solution. We thus have that (5.1.9) and (5.1.10) both solve (5.1.1) and (5.1.7). 
To get solutions that also satisfy the boundary condition (5.1.8), we need to 
consider their extensions onto T. It is shown in [19, Chapter 5] that the single 
layer heat potential can be continuously extended from Q x (0, T] into Cl x (0, T] 
with limiting value
Vip(x,t) = J l  k(x -  y , t  — r )^ (y ,r)d y  dr, x  G T, t € (0,T], (5.1.11)
and it is shown in [49, Theorem 9.5] that the double layer heat potential can be 
continuously extended from £1 x (0, T] into Cl x (0, T) with limiting value
yVip(x,t) = J  T— —f ( v , ‘r )d yd T -^ l> (x ,t) ,  x  € T, t € (0,T].
(5.1.12)
Using (5.1.12) we have that the double layer heat potential (5.1.10) will sat­
isfy (5.1.1), (5.1.7) and (5.1.8) provided the density tp(x,t) satisfies the second
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kind integral equation ([49, Theorem 9.8])
i/>(x,t)-2 f  J  9k X^d n ( y )— -^ ( y ’T)dy dT = - 29(x,t)> * €  T, t  e  (0 ,T ) .
(5.1.13)
The existence and uniqueness of the solution of the initial boundary value problem 
for the heat equation follows from the existence and uniqueness of the solution 
of (5.1.13) (see eg. [49, Theorem 9.9]). A similar theory exists when Q is an 
unbounded domain whose complement is bounded and simply connected, and u 
is required also to satisfy the radiation condition
u(x,t)  —>0, as |x | -> oo,
uniformly with respect to all directions x /\x \  and all t E [0,T].
The single layer heat potential (5.1.9) can also be shown to satisfy (5.1.1), 
(5.1.7) and (5.1.8), provided the density satisfies the first kind integral
equation
a  k(x  -  y , t  -  r ) i p ( y , T ) d y  d r  = g{x,t), x € T, t e  (0,T]. (5.1.15)
A solution theory for this integral equation has been developed much more re­
cently than for (5.1.13), but existence and uniqueness of the solution have been 
established, see for example [3], [18] or [39].
Similar integral equations can also be formulated when the boundary condi­
tion (5.1.3) is replaced by a Neumann boundary condition
(5.1.16)
see [19, Chapter 5] for details. Various direct formulations, where the integral 
equations only involve the unknown Dirichlet or Neumann data, are also possible, 
see for example [39]. There it is shown that all of the various boundary integral 
equation formulations lead to the same unique solution of the original initial 
boundary value problem for the heat equation.
We will now discuss the numerical solution of the first kind integral equa­
g  =  / ,  on T x [0,T],
(5.1.14)
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tion (5.1.15), noting that similar methods are applicable to the second kind 
equation (5.1.13) also. To actually solve (5.1.15), there are several possible ap­
proaches. Error estimates for the use of Galerkin methods in both space and time 
have been derived (see for example [18]), but the computing effort required to set 
up the matrices can be expensive. The use of collocation methods in both space 
and time has also been suggested (see for example [37] or [40]), but the analysis 
is less well developed.
An alternative approach is to couple a boundary integral equation method in 
space with a different type of discretisation in time. One such method which we 
will consider in this chapter is that developed by Lubich and Schneider in [56]. 
There, a convolution quadrature method (developed in [54]) based on a linear 
multistep method for ordinary differential equations, and requiring knowledge of 
the Laplace transform of the fundamental solution, is used for the time discreti­
sation. This leads to a triangular system of spatial boundary integral equations, 
each of which can be solved by reasonably standard methods. We discuss this 
method further in §5.2.
An error analysis is presented in [56] both for the semidiscrete method, and 
for the “fully discrete” method based on either Galerkin or collocation approaches 
for solving the spatial boundary integral equations. Here, fully discrete means 
that approximation with respect to both space and time is taken into account. 
However, there is no mention of how to evaluate the boundary integrals which 
arise using this approach, ie. the analysis is not “fully discrete” in the sense used 
for integral equations which depend on space alone.
Another idea, known in the literature as Rothe’s method, is to approximate 
the time derivative in (5.1.1) directly by some linear multistep method, leading 
to a sequence of inhomogeneous elliptic PDEs. A general k-step linear multistep 
method for the ODE y'(x) =  f (x ,y )  is of the form (see eg. [35, Chapter III])
k k
^   ^'YjVm+j—k =   ^Pj fm+j—ki 771 =  1, . . . ,7 1 , (5.1.17)
j=0 j=0
where 7 * and fa are real parameters, h > 0  is the step size, n is the number of
steps, and yi =  y{xi), fo =  /(xj,?/*), x* =  xQ +  ih. Applying (5.1.17) to (5.1.1)
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(with c =  1) we get
k k
^ ^ 7 j ^ m + j —k — h  ^   ^(3j 771 — 1 , . . . ,7 1 (5.1.18)
j=o i=o
where now h > 0  is the time step and U{ =  u(x,ih). Assuming (3k ^  0  (ie. the 
linear multistep method (5.1.17) is implicit), we can rearrange (5.1.18) to get
Thus we have a series of inhomogeneous Helmholtz equations, where the right 
hand side of each is given by a function of the solutions on the previous time 
levels. We can prove that under a certain stability assumption (which we specify 
below) on the linear multistep method (5.1.17), the operator on the left hand 
side of (5.1.19) is of exactly the same form as the Helmholtz operator considered 
in Chapters 2-4, but first we need to make some definitions (see for example [36, 
Chapter V]).
D efinition 5.1.2 We define the stability region of the linear multistep method
(5.1.17) to be the set
"rn+j—k 'Yj'U'm+j—k } j Wl — 1?
(5.1.19)
all solutions of \x — satisfy |fj(ju)| < 1 
multiple solutions satisfy |$j(/x)l < 1
where
Q{0  := 7*f* +  7fc-iffc 1 +  •. ■ +  7o
<7(0 : =  (3k£k +  ( 3 k - +  • • • +  A>*
D efinition 5.1.3 A linear multistep method of the form (5.1.17) is defined to be 
A (a)-stable, 0  < a < ir/2, if
S D  S a := {/x: | a rg (-/i)| < a, \i ^  0} , 
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where S  is the stability region defined in Definition 5.1.2. A method is defined to 
be -<4(0)-stable if it is A(a)-stable for some a > 0 .
We then have the following result.
Lem m a 5.1.4 Provided the linear multistep method (5.1.17) is A(0)-stable, we 
will always have ik/Pk > 0.
Proof: Prom Definition 5.1.3 it is clear that a necessary (although not sufficient) 
condition for A(0)-stability is that, for / /  G ( —oo,0), all solutions £ of \jl —  
£>(£)/<t(£) satisfy |£| < 1 (ie. the negative real line lies within the stability region). 
Now note that
e (0  _  7* +  +  • • • +  70?"* ,7 *  ,  . . .
J k T a + a -1  + a 8 f _ M S 0 ’
and so if 7 k/fik < 0 the method cannot be A(0)-stable. Thus 7 *.//?* > 0, and 
under the assumption that 7 * ^  0  the result follows. □
So, if we discretise (5.1.1) by an implicit A(0)-stable linear multistep method, 
then using Lemma 5.1.4 we see that the left hand side of (5.1.19) is of the form
- A u m +  a 2um, m  =  1, . . .  , n,
where a  =  y/jk/hfik is real. The question now is how to solve the series of 
inhomogeneous Helmholtz equations (5.1.19). One possible approach is to use 
the domain embedding method of Chapters 2-4 to solve each equation (5.1.19) 
in turn, and we discuss this method further in Chapter 6 . As we shall see there, 
this approach allows us to
i). deal with the inhomogeneities on the right hand side of (5.1.19) without 
needing to use domain integrals, and thus it also extends to inhomogeneous 
and even nonlinear versions of (5.1.1);
ii). take a variable time step h\
iii). solve the initial boundary value problem (5.1.1)—(5-1-3) with an inhomoge­
neous initial condition ((5.1.2) with uo ^  0), without the need to incorpo­
rate a domain integral of the form (5.1.6).
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Here we discuss some alternative approaches in the literature, and we consider 
to what extent they satisfy conditions (i)-(iii).
In [46], Kesavan and Vasudevamurthy prove convergence results for the time 
discretisation scheme (5.1.19), where (5.1.17) is either the backward Euler or 
Crank-Nicolson method. However, they only consider the one-dimensional case 
Q C R. In [21], Gerdes considers the use of Rothe’s method for solving the three- 
dimensional heat equation. However, to solve the inhomogeneous elliptic PDEs 
he reduces them to homogeneous problems by the use of domain integrals, an 
approach which loses many of the advantages of the boundary integral equation 
method, as discussed in §1 .1 .
In [74], Ramesh and Lean consider the use of the backward Euler method 
for the time discretisation of the two-dimensional heat equation. Again, the 
inhomogeneities on the right hand side of (5.1.19) are removed by the use of do­
main integrals. Ramesh and Lean’s scheme for solving the resulting homogeneous 
problems was discussed in §3.1.
Another paper using the backward Euler method for the time discretisation 
of the two-dimensional heat equation is that of Chapko and Kress [1 2 ]. They 
avoid the use of domain integrals by finding a fundamental solution to the whole 
sequence (5.1.19), and the problem then reduces to solving a sequence of first or 
second kind integral equations of the type described in Chapter 3. This method 
does however require a homogeneous initial condition, and in [1 2] only the case 
of a fixed time step is considered. We discuss the method further in §5.3, and 
we also propose a simple modification to the method which allows the use of a 
variable time step.
The method of [12] has also been applied to the solution of the heat equation 
in [38]. Whereas in [12] only domains with smooth boundaries are considered, 
in [38] the method is extended to the solution of problems on domains with 
nonsmooth boundaries.
Although Lubich and Schneider [56] and Chapko and Kress [12] approach the 
time discretisation of (5.1.1) in different ways, it is shown in [56, Theorem 4.3] 
that the two semidiscrete methods do in fact lead to identical solutions. We 
discuss this link between the two schemes further in §5.3.
To implement a fully discrete method, it is necessary to consider methods for 
solving the spatial boundary integral equations. The suggested method in [12] is
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based on a splitting of the kernels similar to (3.1.16) to remove the logarithmic 
singularities. As described in §3.1, this approach may fail completely when the 
time step becomes small. To get around this, we propose the use of the collocation 
method of Chapter 3 for solving the integral equations.
Making use of the link between the methods of [56] and [12], we discuss in §5.4 
the error analysis of this combined method, and then in §5.5 we present some 
numerical results demonstrating how when the time step becomes small the fully 
discrete method as described in [1 2] blows up, whilst the method combining our 
new collocation method of Chapter 3 with the approach of [12] continues to 
perform well as the time step approaches zero.
Finally, note that in the literature Rothe’s method has also been applied 
to the solution of some nonlinear parabolic PDEs, see for example Kacur and 
Van Keer [45], Lubich and Ostermann [55]. However, in [45] only the use of 
finite element methods for the solution of the resulting spatial problems has been 
considered, and in [55] the spatial discretisation of the problem is not considered 
at all.
5.2 Time discretisation of heat potentials
In this section, we describe the method of [56] for the time discretisation of the 
first kind equation (5.1.15), which is of Volterra type with respect to t. The 
method basically involves the convolution quadrature approximation of the sin­
gle layer heat potential (5.1.9), and could equally well be applied to the dou­
ble layer heat potential (5.1.10), and hence to the solution of the second kind 
equation (5.1.13). First, in §5.2.1 we outline the convolution quadrature method 
of [54], and then in §5.2.2 we show how it can be applied to the solution of (5.1.15).
5.2.1 Convolution quadrature
The convolution quadrature method which we outline here is for the numerical 
approximation of convolution integrals of the form
We derive below a method for the numerical discretisation of these integrals which 
is based on the application of the Laplace transform to (5.2.20), approximation 
in transform space, and then inverse transform. The result is the “convolution 
quadrature” method of Lubich [54], and the end result is the approximation 
of (5.2.20)
( f * 9 ) h { x ) =  LUj(h)g(x-jh), (5.2.21)
0 < jh < x
where h > 0 is the stepsize and the weights cOj(h) are related to the Laplace 
transform F  of /  in a way to be made precise below (5.2.30).
To derive (5.2.21) let us consider (5.2.20) and assume that g G C[0,x] and 
f( t)  is analytic and of (at most) exponential growth as t —► oo, and satisfies 
f ( t ) =  <9(tM_1) as t —> 0, where g, > 0. We then have that the Laplace transform
POO
F(X) =  /  f ( t )e -xtdt 
Jo
of f ( t)  is analytic in a sector | arg(A — c)| <7r — <p, with 0 < ip < 7r/2, c G R, and 
satisfies there
|F(A)| (5.2.22)
for some M  < oo (see for example [65, Theorem 3.3, p.114]). We then also have 
the Laplace inversion formula
}{t) = - ± - f  n x y ' d X ,  (t > 0), (5.2.23)
where E runs from oo.e- *^- ^  to oo.e^7r_v^  within the sector of analyticity of 
F (A) (see for example [65, Theorem 11.1, p.315]).
To approximate (5.2.20), we make the substitution t = x — s, and then using
the formula (5.2.23) we can write (5.2.20) as
pX pX
/ f ( x  -  s)g(s)ds =  /  f{t)g(x -  t)dt
Jo Jo
= f  { i / / (A)eA‘dA}9(x"i)dt
=  -J -. f  F{\) f  eMg { x - t ) d t d \ .  (5.2.24) 
J o
Now, consider the ordinary differential equation
y'(x) =  Ay(:r) +  g(x), y{ 0) =  0. (5.2.25)
Using an integrating factor and a change of variables, it is clear that this has the 
solution
y(x) =  f  extg(x — t)dt, (5.2.26)
Jo
which is the inner integral in (5.2.24). Hence to approximate (5.2.26) we can 
proceed indirectly by finding a discretisation of (5.2.25). To do this we use an 
implicit A(0)-stable linear multistep method (see Definition 5.1.3) of the form
k k
^  v 'YjVrn+j—k ~  h ^   ^Pji^Vm+j—k “I" fc) j 771 ^  0, (5.2.27)
3=0 j=0
with starting values y-k = . . .  =  y~i =  0, and with g extended by zero to the 
negative real axis, where h > 0 is the time-step, yn =  y(nh), and gn — g(nh). 
Multiplying (5.2.27) by and summing from 771 =  0 to oo we get
k oo k oo
E  ^  E  2/m+, - * r +j- * = E ( A^ - - * + 9m+j-k)c+i-k,
j=0 m=0 j=0 m=0
and hence
k 00 k oo
E ^ * _i E  y^n =  ftE  E  (^+9n)c-
j=0 n=j—k j=0 n—j—k
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Using the fact that y - k =  • ■ • =  V-i =  0 and g-k =  . . .  =  g_i =  0, we then have
k oo k oo
E E^" = /iE a**-' E(A^ +sn)r,




(Tdf* +  • • • +  -a) E  V "?  =  (A£* +  • • • +  f t )  I W E  ife f  +  * E
71=0 \  71=0
Solving for Y ^ o V n ? 1 we Set
T v e  = f ' , c \ - f ^ k + - - -+ ^ )  a!
2 ^ n ?  f c W * + - - + A ;  .
71=0
and so yn, the approximate solution of (5.2.25) at the nth time level, is the 
coefficient of f n in the expansion in increasing powers of £ of the function
'  '  71=0
where 6(£) =  (7o£fc +  . . .  +  Jk)/(Po^k +  . . .  +  Pk)- Substituting this into (5.2.24), 
we can define an approximation to (5.2.20) at x  =  nh to be the coefficient of f n 
in the expansion of
Si L m ( t t  - J) " t  <“ •
N '  71=0 71=0 X 7
28)
where the equality arises from Cauchy’s integral formula (it is shown that this is 
valid in [54]). Defining u)j(h) to be the coefficients of the power series
(5.2.29)
le.
-»<*> -  m > F ( ® ) 3 = 0 , 1, 2 , . . .  , (5.2.30)£=o
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and substituting (5.2.29) into (5.2.28), we get
and replacing n +  j  by n in this we see that the coefficient of in (5.2.28) is 
then given by
which is the quantity ( /  * g)h defined in (5.2.21).
Under appropriate assumptions on the linear multistep method (5.2.27) (see 
[54] for details) we then have the following error estimate for the convolution 
quadrature approximation (5.2.21). It appears in [54] as Theorem 3.1, and we 
quote it here without proof.
T heorem  5.2.1 For g € Cp[0,x], (x < oo fixed), and for all x  € [h, x], there 
exists a constant C independent of h, x and g such that
where p is the order of the linear multistep method (5.2.27), and p is given 
in (5.2.22).
R em ark: From (5.2.31) it would appear that the convolution quadrature ap­
proximation (5.2.21) converges with only 0{h) accuracy. However, when the 
order of the linear multistep method p > 2, the full order of convergence of the 
linear multistep method (ie. 0 (h p)) can be acheived by adding to ( /  * g)h{x) a 
suitable linear combination of gj, j  =  0, . . .  , p — 1, see [54] for details.
In practice, we will only be considering this method with respect to its rela­
tionship with the method in [12], and so we need only consider the first order 
backward Euler method, which is given by (5.2.27) with k = 1, 7o =  7i =  U 
fio = 0 and A  =  1, and for which no modifications are needed.
71
0< jh< x
\( f  * g)h(x) -  ( f  * g)(.x)\ < Cx» 1{ % (o ) |  +  . . .  +  ftp ^  2)(o)|
+  fcp( |^ - i) (o ) | + x  max Is^W I)}.
(5.2.31)
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5.2.2 Discretising (5.1.15) in time using the convolution 
quadrature method
In this section we show how (5.1.15) can be discretised in time, as described 
in [56]. The left hand side of (5.1.15) is just the single layer heat potential (5.1.9), 
which we approximate using the convolution quadrature method of §5.2.1. Note 
that this method could also be used for the approximation of (5.1.10), and thus 
for the solution of (5.1.13), but for simplicity we just present the method as 
applied to (5.1.15). The time-dependent part of the left hand side of (5.1.15) 
is of the form (5.2.20), with k(x  — y, •) and taking the roles of /  and g
respectively. With rp € C( r  x [0,T]), all of the assumptions on /  and g in (5.2.20) 
are clearly satisfied. To apply the rule (5.2.21) we then just need to compute the 
Laplace transform (with respect to t) of the kernel k(x ,t) . This is done in the 
following lemma.
Lem m a 5.2.2 The Laplace transform of k(x, t) for X > 0 is the fundamental 
solution of the Helmholtz equation Au — Xu =  0, which is given by
K (x ,  A) =  J - K0(VX ]ac|). (5.2.32)
Proof: First note that as k(x, t) is the fundamental solution of the heat equa­
tion (5.1.1), we have from Definition 5.1.1 that
— A^ k(x, t) =  0, x  E Q, t > 0, (5.2.33)
and
limt—>0
which implies that k(x  — y, 0) =  5{x — y), where 6 represents the dirac delta 
function. We now define the Laplace transform of h(x ,t)  by
ff(®, A) =  £{*(* ,.)}  (A),
/  k(x -  y, t)ip(y)dy =  (p(x), € C(Q), x  e  Q,
Jo.
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and then we take the Laplace transform of dk/dt  and integrate by parts to get
£{§(av)}(A) = I e~ * f t {x' t)dt
=  [e Xtk(x,t)]™ +  A / e Xik(x ,t)d t
= k(x, 0) +  XK(x, A).
Now using (5.2.33), and noting that C {Ak(x, •)} (A) =  A K ( x , A) (where here A 
denotes the Laplacian with respect to ac), we get
can be easily shown that K (x ,  A) satisfies (5.2.22) for all n > 0.
Applying the convolution quadrature approximation (5.2.21) to (5.1.9) (for 
tn =  (n 4-1 )h, n =  0, . . .  , — 1), and using Lemma 5.2.2, we then get
where N  is the number of time steps h = T /N ,  and Wj(h), j  =  0, . . .  , N  — 1, are 
the coefficients of the power series
AK (x ,  A) -  AK (x ,  A) =  k{x, 0) =  <5(a).
Recalling Definition 2.1.1 the result follows. □
Remsirk: Using the ascending series expansion for K 0(z) (see Appendix B), it
Thus, recalling (5.2.30),
j  =  0 , l , 2 , . . .  , J V - 1
and hence we can write (5.2.34) as
n
V^(®, tn) «  ^ 2  Un-j(h, V)i;(x ,jh), n =  0, . . .  , N  -  1, (5.2.35)
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where now u>j(h, V), j  =  0, . . .  ,N  — 1, are operators given by
ujj{h, V)<p{x) =  * j(x ,  y)<p(y)dy, x e T ,  (5.2.36)
with (recalling (5.2.32))
^ x'v^ ] \ w Ko( y ^ x ~ v] (5.2.37)f=o
For xp € CP{T x [0, T]), where p is the order of the linear multistep method (5.2.27), 
we can then use Theorem 5.2.1 and the remark after Lemma 5.2.2 to get the error 
bound
Vxp(x,tn) -  V)ip(x, tj)
3=0
<
C j/i|^ (x ,0 )|-K  . .+hp l \xpp 2(®,0)|+hp \^xpp 1(a?,0)| + tn max |^ ( * , r ) |^  | ,
for all n =  0, . . .  ,N  — 1, where the constant C is independent of x.
We then solve (5.1.15) by substituting (5.2.35) into the left hand side, for
tn = (n + \ )h ,n  = 0 , . . .  , N  — 1, to get the series of equations
n
^ 2  Wn-j(K V)ipj(x) =  g(x, t„), n =  0, . . .  , N  -  1. (5.2.38)
3=0
To find ipn(x) = xp(x,tn), n =  0, . . .  , N  — 1, we then only need to invert cjq =  
V(5(0)/h) on each level, ie. we need to solve
71—1
Lj0(h,V)(pn{x) = g{x,tn) -  (5.2.39)
j=o
for n =  0, . . .  , N  — 1. Once ipn(x), n =  0 , . . .  , N  — 1, are found, the semidiscrete
(ie. with respect to time only) approximation to the solution of the heat equation
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is then given by
U^f(^X, tn ) —  X  €  f 2 ,
j=0
(5.2.40)
where ujj(h,U) are given by exactly the same formula (5.2.36) as Uj(h,V), but 
now with x  € Q.
So, we have shown how we can find an approximation Ufir(x,tn) (5.2.40) to 
the true solution u(x) of (5.1.1), (5.1.7) and (5.1.8) by using the convolution 
quadrature approach to approximate (5.1.15) directly (the convolution quadrature 
method). However, it is in fact shown in [56] that this method leads to exactly 
the same solution as if we applied the linear multistep method (5.2.27) to (5.1.1) 
directly, as in (5.1.19) (Rothe’s method). This result and also some error bounds 
for these two equivalent semidiscrete approximations of u are summarised in the 
following theorem, which appears as [56, Theorem 4.3], and which we quote here 
without proof.
T heorem  5.2.3 I f  g in (5.1.15) satisfies g(',t) 6  H l 2^(T) for all t > 0 and 
||p(-,t)||i/i/2(r) G C2(0,T), then the convolution quadrature approximation un 
given by (5.2.40) is identical to the semidiscrete .solution obtained by Rothe’s 
method of applying the linear multistep method (5.2.27) directly to (5.1.1) as 
in (5.1.19) (assuming the spatial equations are solved exactly). Also, at tn =  
(n +  1 )h, n =  0, . . .  , N  — 1, we have the error bounds
\\uN(',tn) -  ^(•^n)lliri(n) < Chtn 2 I ||p(*5 0) ||^i/2(r ) +  tn dt t=o
t2+  -fr max2 o<s<tn dt2 t=S
| |^ ( * , tn) “  u ( ',tn)||ff-i(ft) < Chtn 2 I lb(*,0)||tfi/2(r ) + tn dt t- 0
(5.2.41)
jyi/2(r)
t2+  -J max 2 0<S<tn.
d2g(-,t)
dt2 t=s # 1/2(r).
(5.2.42)
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So, although Rothe’s method and the convolution quadrature method appear 
to approach the problem from different directions, they do in fact lead to identical 
solutions (assuming the spatial equations are solved exactly). This means that if 
we approximate (5.1.1) directly using a linear multistep method, leading to the 
series of equations (5.1.19) (supplemented by the appropriate initial and boundary 
conditions), then we can use the error bounds of Theorem 5.2.3 to bound the 
temporal error in our approximation, regardless of how we actually solve the 
spatial equations.
In the next section we shall discuss an approach for solving (5.1.1), (5.1.7) 
and (5.1.8) based on the direct time discretisation of (5.1.1) using the backward 
Euler method. In §5.4 we then discuss how we can combine Theorem 5.2.3 with 
a bound on the errors incurred in solving the resulting spatial equations (5.1.19) 
in order to get a fully discrete error bound for this method.
5.3 Implementing R othe’s m ethod for the heat 
equation using boundary integrals
In this section we obtain a sequence of boundary integral equations in space for 
the initial boundary value problem (5.1.1), (5.1.7) and (5.1.8) (and (5.1.14) if Q is 
unbounded), after discretisation in time with the backward Euler method. This 
method was also discussed in [12] where only a fixed time step was considered for 
the time discretisation. Here, we will also show how the method can be adapted 
to allow for a variable time step.
We also describe in this section how to discretise the resulting boundary inte­
gral equations in space. The method suggested in [12] for this purpose is signifi­
cantly flawed, with the errors blowing up as the time step approaches zero, as we 
shall demonstrate in §5.5. We use instead the method described in Chapter 3.
Discretising (5.1.1) in time using the backward Euler method with a variable 
time step leads to the sequence of inhomogeneous Helmholtz equations
- A un + a2nun = a2nun- 1, in ft, n =  0, . . .  , N  -  1, (5.3.43)
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where an =  1 /v^n? N  is the number of time steps hn > 0 satisfying hn =
T, tn = h j , and un = u(-, tn). Prom (5.1.7) we also have the initial condition
u . i  =  0, in ft, (5.3.44)
and from (5.1.8) we have the boundary condition
Un  — Qn  •=  9{. 'i  ^ n )j OH r*) 77- = 0, . . .  , N  1. (5.3.45)
Now (5.3.43)-(5.3.45) can be thought of as the boundary value problem
Au =  0, in ft, (5.3.46)
u = g, on T, (5.3.47)
for the unknown sequence u = (u0, . . .  , u^-_i)r , where g =  (go, • • • , 9n- i )t and
\
A =
(  - A  +  c*o 0 0
— —A +  a\  0
0 — a* —A + a\
\  0  0  0  -<*N-1 - A  +  Q^_! )
Solving this system is done in two stages. First, a fundamental solution
^(®, y )  =  (^o(®, y), • • •, ^ n - i(®, y))T (5.3.48)
of (5.3.46) is constructed, with ^(cc, y) satisfying (5.3.46) for all x  ^  y, and blow­
ing up logarithmically as x  -» y. The solution of (5.3.46) and (5.3.47) is then 
sought as a single or double layer potential, whose densities can be found by solv­
ing a sequence of first or second kind integral equations which arise from (5.3.47). 
We consider these two stages separately.
5.3.1 Constructing a fundamental solution
Recalling formula (2.1.5) for the fundamental solution of the Helmholtz equation, 
it is clear that o (x ,y ) =  cK0(a0\x — y |) (where c ^  0 is any constant) satis­
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fies (5.3.43) for n =  0, x  /  y, and it also blows up logarithmically as x  —> y  
(see Appendix B). Recalling also the formulae for the derivatives of the modified 
Bessel functions of order zero and one (B.0.4), we seek \£n, n =  1, . . .  , N  — 1, in 
the form
* n (* ,y ) =  #o(a0|x -  y |K ( |x  -  i/|) +  K\{aa\x -  »|)tu„(|* -  y |), x  ±  y,
(5.3.49)
where vn and wn are polynomials to be determined. Note that \&0 is also of the 
form (5.3.49), with wq = 0 and uo =  c. Substituting (5.3.49) into (5.3.46) and 
equating the coefficients of Ko(aor) and K i (olqt) (where r = \x —y  |), we find that 
vn and wn must solve the sequence of systems of ordinary differential equations, 
for n — 1, . . .  , N  — 1,
-v "  -  -v'n +  2aow'm +  (a£ -  a>l)vn = a2nvn- U (5.3.50) r
2a0v,n -  w" + -w'n  -wn +  (a£ ~ Q%)wn =  a 2nwn- x. (5.3.51)r r*
In [12], only the situation where all time steps are equal is considered. In 
this case, cxq =  . . .  =  qln- i = : a, and hence the last term on the left hand side 
of (5.3.50) and (5.3.51) disappears for all n. This leaves us with the same system 
of equations as [12, (3.5)], from which it is deduced that vn and wn take the form
[I] M
vn(r) =  Y l an&r2k’ “ "M  =  an,2*+ir“ +1, (5.3.52)
k=0 k= 0
where [•] denotes the integer part of a number, ie.
if j  is even, 
i f j i sodd .
It can be shown that (5.3.52) satisfies (5.3.50) and (5.3.51) if and only if the
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coefficients an^  satisfy 
a
Q"n,n =  l»n—1’ 7 1 = 1 , . . .  , TV, (5 .3 .5 3 )
&n,fc+l “I- & O'ri—l,fc—1^ i k — Tl 1, . . . , 1.
(5.3.54)
Provided the set {an>0 : n =  0, . . .  ,7V — 1} is stipulated, then the set 
{o>n,k • n =  1, . . .  , TV — 1, A; =  1, . . .  , n} is uniquely determined from the rela­
tions (5.3.53), (5.3.54). For each n, an,o is the coefficient of Ko(a\x — y |) in the 
formula for \I>n (5.3.49). In fact,
^n(®, y) =  ant0Ko(a\x — y|) +  smoother terms. (5.3.55)
As (—Ax H- a 2)K0(a\x  — y|) =  0, x  ^  y, it is clear that an>0 can be arbitrarily 
chosen. Chapko and Kress choose an$ =  1, n =  0, . . .  ,7V — 1.
Suppose however that the time steps are not equal, and in particular consider 
the situation where an ^  ao for all n =  1, . . .  , N  — 1. In this case (5.3.51) is 
clearly satisfied if wn = 0 for all n =  1, . . .  , N  — 1, and vn is a constant function 
for each n. In this case (5.3.50) reduces to
(a£ -  a>l)vn = a2nvn-i ,  n -  1, . . .  , N  -  1, 
and with v0 — c this gives us the general formula
n
vn = c \ [  2 J  2, n =  1, . . .  ,N  (5.3.56)
j=1 01 3 a0
So, for a variable time step, or at least one for which hn ^  h0 for all n =  
1, . . .  , N  — 1, it is clear that a singular solution of (5.3.46) can be constructed, 
and it is also of a much simpler form than the solution constructed in [12] for 
a fixed time step. We can take advantage of this by specifically choosing all 
timesteps after the first to be different from the first, thus simplifying the form 
of (5.3.49). We give an example of how this could be done in Example 5.3.1 
below.
&n,k — 2 a k
k - f  1
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E xam ple 5.3.1 Choose ho = T/2N, and set hi =  . . .  =  /i/v-i =: h. To satisfy 
En=o hn =  T, we then need to take h =  ((1 — 1 /2N )T)/(N  — 1), and then
T  /  n(2N — 1 )\ n Ar ,
_  2AT V N - 1 j ’ n - ° ’ " - ’7V L
Tftis i/ten giues t/ie system. (5.3.4S) with
2N . 2 N ( N - 1 )  , „  ,
a° = VT~’ mdan = V T(2N - i y  n = 1’— ’N ~ 1-
It can then easily be shown that for all j  ^  0,
0£j _  1 -  N
aj -  0% . N
and so using (5.3.49) and (5.3.56), a singular solution of (5.3.46) is then given 
by
* n = c K 0(a0\ x - y \ ) ,  n =  0, . . .  , N  -  1. (5.3.57)
As we shall show in §5.3.2, having the solution of (5.3.46) in this form significantly 
simplifies the integral equations which arise when seeking a solution which also 
satisfies the boundary condition (5.3.47).
5.3.2 Satisfying the boundary conditions
We now use the fundamental solutions constructed in §5.3.1 to solve the system 




- - 5 2  f  9m(y)^n-m(x,y)ds(y), i e B ? \ r ,  (5.3.58) 
[  <lm{y)^T-^'$n-m(x,y)ds(y), x e R 2 \ r ,*±ZJr dn(y)
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for n =  0, . . .  ,7V — 1, where qn € C(r), and d/dn(y)  denotes differentiation 
with respect to the unit outward normal. Using the linearity of the differential 
and integral operators, it is clear that as the sequence \£n, n = 0, . . .  ,7V — 1, 
satisfies (5.3.46) then so do the sequences Vn, Wn, n =  0, . . .  , TV — 1. It just 
remains to satisfy the boundary condition (5.3.47).
In this section, we shall suppose that Q is an unbounded domain, but note 
that similar results hold if Q is bounded (although in that case the constants in 
the jump relations will change). First, in order that we can easily compare this 
approach with that of Lubich and Schneider (as described in §5.2.2), we consider 
the sequence Vn, and we shall assume that the time steps are all equal (to h) in 
which case \I/n is given as in [12]. The sequence Vn will then satisfy the boundary 
condition (5.3.47) if and only if its densities satisfy the sequence of first kind 
integral equations
71 — 1
- -  [  gn(y)^o(x, y)ds(y) =  jb(x) +  - T '  /  9m(y)^n-m(®, y)ds(y), x e r ,
(5.3.60)
for n = 0 , . . .  , TV — 1. Now (5.3.60) is virtually identical to the sequence of first 
kind integral equations (5.2.39) that must be solved in Lubich and Schneider’s 
method. Taking £(£) =  1 — f  in (5.2.37) (as we are using the backward Euler 
method), it is immediately apparent that, with ^  representing the kernels of the 
integrals in (5.2.36),
^o(®, y )  =  K 0 ( ^ = \ x  -  =  #o(®, 2/)•
More generally, it is proved in [12] that — ^ n -i =  ^ n- This confirms the 
assertion in Theorem 5.2.3 that the two methods do in fact lead to the same 
solution.
In practice, we will actually solve the system (5.3.46)-(5.3.47) using the se­
quence Wn (5.3.59), as this leads to a sequence of second kind integral equations, 
and the error analysis of Chapter 3 (which we shall employ in §5.4) is better de­
veloped for second kind integral equations than for first kind integral equations. 
First, we assume that the time steps are all equal (to h). Using the classical
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jump relations for the logarithmic potentials (see eg. [49, Theorem 6.13]), we then 
have that the sequence Wn satisfies the boundary condition (5.3.47) if and only 
if its densities satisfy the sequence of second kind integral equations
1 C d 
9»(*) +  ~  J  =
9 n { x )  ~  ^  ^  Qm{ x )  ~  I  Q r n { y ) j r ~ 7 7 \ ^ n - m { x i y ) d s ( y ) ,  I G F ,
£=S m^0^r d < y )
(5.3.61)
for n =  0 , . . .  , N  — 1. Note that for (5.3.61) (and also (5.3.60)), on each time 
level the integral operator to be inverted remains the same and only the right 
hand side changes.
If instead we use a variable timestepping scheme, which satisfies hn ^  h0, 
for all n =  1, . . .  ,7V — 1, then the densities will now satisfy a slightly different 
sequence of second kind integral equations. This is because the coefficients anjo of 
Ko(ao\x — y |) in the formula for vn in (5.3.49) can no longer be forced to be equal 
to one, as is the case in [12]. Recalling (5.3.55), these coefficients of K q(olq\x  — y\) 
correspond to the coefficients of the logarithmic singularity in \Pn, and hence as 
they vary, so the jump conditions as x  T change.
For example, using the timestepping scheme of Example 5.3.1, so that \&n is 
given by (5.3.57), and choosing the constant c =  1 in (5.3.57), we then have a 
similar sequence of integral equations to (5.3.61) with the same left hand side, 
but the right hand side is now given by
*(*) -  E  _ I g  f qm{y ) °  * n_m{x,y ) ds(y).
m=0 ^ '  m=0 r
(5.3.62)
We now consider the numerical solution of the sequence of second kind integral 
equations (5.3.61) (or the similar sequence with right hand side given by (5.3.62)).
Regardless of the timestepping scheme used, ^o(®52/) is up to a constant 
equal to the fundamental solution of the Helmholtz equation, and so for each n, 
the left hand side of (5.3.61) is of exactly the same form as the left hand side of 
the second kind integral equations (3.1.5) that are solved in Chapter 3. In [12], it
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is proposed to solve (5.3.61), using the Nystrom method (3.1.18), with a splitting 
method similar to (3.1.16) to deal with the logarithmic singularities. This leads 
to problems as described in §3.1 when ao in (5.3.43) is large, ie. when the time 
step h0 is small. As ho is decreased, one needs to use more and more boundary 
nodes for the solution of the integral equations, and the method rapidly becomes 
infeasible. Numerical results demonstrating this are shown in §5.5.
As an alternative, we propose to solve the integral equations (5.3.61) using 
the collocation method of Chapter 3. Numerical results demonstrating how this 
method is superior to the splitting method described above can also be found 
in §5.5.
When solving (5.3.61), care must be taken to evaluate the weakly singular 
integrals on the right hand side accurately. If a constant timestep is used, each
will be of the form (5.3.49), with vn and wn as in (5.3.52). Thus each ^ n(a;, y) 
has a weak singularity at x  = y, and will be peaked near x  = y  when a 0 is large. 
The transformation and graded mesh scheme of §3.4 is certainly a good way 
to evaluate these integrals, and this is how we compute the right hand side for 
the numerical experiments in §5.5. Note however that for each n one must first 
evaluate the coefficients for the polynomials vn and wni and then sample each 
\kn at the points of the graded mesh. As this must be carried out separately for 
each value of n, this will be very expensive, and indeed it is the setting up of the 
right hand side of each equation rather than the actual solve that takes up the 
bulk of the computing time.
However, if we use the variable time stepping scheme of Example 5.3.1, then 
each is just a constant multiple of ^o- Hence the graded mesh need only be 
applied once, to \£o3 and the integrals on the right hand side can be deduced easily 
from this. We conjecture that this method should greatly reduce the computing 
cost of the scheme, and this may be an interesting area for future research.
5.4 Error analysis
In this section, we shall discuss an error analysis for the method of §5.3 for 
solving the initial boundary value problem (5.1.1), (5.1.7) and (5.1.8) by turning 
it into the spatial boundary value problem (5.3.46)-(5.3.47), and then solving this 





for a; G T, n =  0, . . .  , iV — 1, using the method of Chapter 3. This corresponds to 
the use of the variable timestepping scheme of example 5.3.1, so that is given 
by (5.3.57).
Assuming that T is parametrised by a 27r-periodic function 7  : R i-)> T which 
satisfies (1.1.5)—(1.1.7), we can write (5.4.63) in parametric form as
for n =  0 , . . .  , N  — 1, where (with a slight abuse of notation) qn and gn now 
denote qn o 7  and gn °~1 respectively, and for any function ip €.C(T),
with as in (5.3.57). We can then write the whole sequence (5.4.64) in matrix 
form as
Qn(t) +  Goqn(t)
(5.4.64)
^ (‘r) |7 /(r)|dr, t G [0,2?r],
(5.4.65)
(C +  Q)q =  g , (5.4.66)
where q =  (q0 i , qN- i ) T and g = (g0, . ..  , ^ _ i ) T. Here C =  { k j }  is the lower 
triangular matrix defined by
I  is the identity operator, and Q is the matrix of operators
 ^ G q 0 0 0 ^
Gi 0 0
G2 Gi Go 0
• • • 0
 ^G n - i G n -2 G n - 3 Go )
To solve (5.4.66) we then use the collocation method of Chapter 3, with 2M  
collocation points (ie. with M  taking the role of n in Chapter 3). Recalling the 
definitions of Tm (3.1.9) and (3.1.11), we then seek a function
9 m  =  (£o> • • • , Qn - i ) T  €  ( T m ) n ,
such that
(C + Q)qM { t f )) = g { t f 4)'), j  =  0 , . . . , 2 A f - l ,  (5.4.67)
where
and
For simplicity, here we assume that the integrals
G j?i(4M)) .  U  =  0, . . .  ,JV —1, * =  (5.4.68)
are all evaluated exactly. In practice the graded mesh scheme of Chapter 3 is 
used. Note that with given by (5.3.57), all of the operators Gn are just 
constant multiples of the operator K a of Chapter 3, and so they have the same 
blow up near zero and exponential decay away from zero. Hence the error bounds 
of Chapter 3 can be used for the approximation of (5.4.68).
Having found qM, the approximate solution of the initial boundary value
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problem (5.1.1), (5.1.7) and (5.1.8) is given for each n = 0, . . .  , N  — 1 by
u n ,M ( x )  =  X ) - yr Q n ( y } 'i n - i (-x ’ y ) q j ( y ) d s ( v ) >  *  € n.
Defining u to be the exact solution of (5.1.1), (5.1.7) and (5.1.8), and un to be the 
exact solution of (5.3.43)-(5.3.45) (ie. the semidiscrete (in time) approximation 
to u), an error bound for the fully discrete method can be acheived by considering 
the temporal and spatial errors separately, as
\\u ~  ^n,M||L2(fi) < 11^  ”  un\\L2(n) +  \Wn ~  Wn,M|U2(fi) (5.4.69)
=: e\ +  e2. (5.4.70)
Using the link between the methods of §5.2 and §5.3, as proved in Theorem 5.2.3 
and demonstrated in §5.3, it is clear that we can bound ei, using (5.2.41) and 
the fact that || • | | l 2(o) < || • ||jyi(n)* Alternatively, we could use the error bound 
proved in [12, Theorem 5.1],
sup ||un -  u ( - ,  (n +  l ) h ) | |o o ,r 2  <  77 
n=0,...,N-l *
d2g 
dt2 oo ,rx[0 ,T ]
(5.4.71)
and the fact that || ■ ||z,2(n) < C\\ • lUooCn)- Either way, bounding e\ is not a 
problem.
The problem of bounding is more difficult. We have managed to establish 
an error bound showing that e2 is superalgebraically small with respect to the 
number of space steps M, but the constants in this error bound depend in an 
undetermined way on the number of time steps N. We have so far been unable to 
prove a bound for e<i with constants independent of TV, and so we do not discuss 
this any further here. This may be an interesting area for future research.
5.5 Numerical results
In this section we use the same numerical example that appears in [12], although 
note that there it is solved using a single layer potential representation whereas 
here we use the double layer potential representation (5.3.59). We solve the heat
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equation (5.1.1) with c =  1 , T  =  1 , on the two-dimensional domain external to 
the boundary curve
T =  {x  € M2 : x  = x(s) := (0 .2 coss, 0.4sins — 0.3sin2 s), 0  < s < 27t},
(5.5.72)
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Figure 5-1: Boundary curve (5.5.72). 
of the fundamental solution
=  47rt 6XP ’ ^ > 0 ,  t > 0 ,
to the boundary T, and a homogeneous initial condition. To solve this problem 
we discretise in time using the backward Euler method with a fixed time step h = 
T /N  to get the sequence of spatial boundary value problems (5.3.43)-(5.3.45), 
and we reformulate these as the sequence of integral equations (5.3.61).
First, we solve each of the integral equations (5.3.61), n =  0, . . .  ,N  — 1 , 
using the Nystrom method (3.1.18) (with the splitting (3.1.16) to deal with the 
logarithmic singularities) as suggested in [12]. Table 5.1 shows the error at T  = 1 
between the exact solution and the numerical solution at the two points x  =
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(0.3,0) and x  = (0.6,0). Here N  is the number of time steps, and M  is the 
number of boundary nodes used in the Nystrom method (3.1.18).
The linear convergence with respect to the time step expected of the backward 
Euler method can initially be seen, but when the time step gets small the constant 
C(a) in the error bound (3.1.19) for the solution of each integral equation gets 
so large that the error bound is useless, even though the method still seems 
to be converging superalgebraically with respect to M. Table 3.1 in Chapter 3 
demonstrates that all convergence may disappear if the timestep becomes too 
small.
Next, we use the discrete collocation method (3.5.52) to solve the integral 
equations (5.3.61). Table 5.2 again shows the error at T  =  1 between the exact 
solution and the numerical solution at the two points x  =  (0.3,0) and x  = (0.6,0). 
Note that here we chose the parameter m  in (3.5.52) (the number of quadrature 
points used in the graded mesh) to be sufficiently large that the error would 
be almost entirely dependent just on N  (the number of time steps) and n (the 
number of basis functions). The exact values used for the graded mesh were 
N  = 25 (N  is the number of points in [0,1]), ql = 2, q2 = V N , and r  =  10.
Provided n is sufficiently large, the linear convergence with respect to the 
time step can be seen, although the convergence is a little erratic. It is clear that 
the method continues to work well as the time step gets smaller. Whereas the 
errors in Table 5.1 are enormous for N  = 80 (or equivalently a  «  9 in (5.3.43)), 
the method in Table 5.2 continues to work well as h -» 0.
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x = (0.3,0) x  =  (0 .6 , 0 ]





























Table 5.1: Errors using the “splitting” method to solve (5.3.61).
x =  (0.3,0^ z = (0 .6 , 0 )



































A pplying the domain em bedding  
m ethod to parabolic PD E s
6.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we present some numerical experiments demonstrating how the 
ideas of Chapters 2-4 can be applied to the solution of parabolic PDEs of the 
form
1 d u
- ~ ^  = Au + f(u ), in Q x (0,T], (6.1.1)
subject to the initial condition
u(-,0 ) =  u0, in Q, (6 .1 .2 )
and for simplicity we consider here only the Dirichlet boundary condition
u =  g, on T x [0,T]. (6.1.3)
Here c, T > 0, /  is some (possibly nonlinear) reaction term, and Q C R2 is 
a bounded and simply connected domain with boundary T satisfying (1.1.5) 
and (1.1.7). Note that due to the inhomogeneity f ( u ), we cannot in general 
use the approach in Chapter 5 for this problem.
In this chapter, we solve (6.1.1)-(6.1.3) using the domain embedding proce­
dure outlined in Chapter 1 . For clarity we repeat this procedure here. We choose
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the time points 0  =  to < h  < • • ■ < ^m , and then discretise (6 .1 .1 ) using linearly 
implicit backward Euler timestepping to get
UU+c5t Un = AUn+1 +  in n = (6.1.4)
where Stn =  tn+i — tn, and un =  u(-,tn). Rearranging, we get the sequence of 
inhomogeneous Helmholtz equations,
A u n +1 H -jr~—un +1 = un + /(u n), in Q, n =  0, . . .  , M  1 , (6.1.5)COtji Cut fi
with uo given by (6 .1 .2 ), subject to the boundary conditions
Un+i = 9n+1, on r, n = 0 , . . .  , M  -  1 , (6 .1 .6 )
where gn =  g{-,tn). Each of the problems (6.1.5)—(6.1.6) can then be solved using 
the domain embedding method of Chapters 2-4. For each n, we begin by using 
the method of Chapter 2 to compute a particular solution (up ) n + 1 to (6.1.5), and 
then we use bilinear interpolation to determine the values of (up ) n + 1 on T. We 
then solve the homogeneous Helmholtz-type problem
-A u n+1 +  -~ ^ n + i =  0> in Q,Cutfi
Vn+l = 9n+l (Mp)n+1? On I"*,
using the collocation method of Chapter 3, and then we use the method of Chap­
ter 4 to determine the values of vn+i throughout Cl. For each n, the solution of
(6 .1 .5 )-(6 .1 .6 ) is then given by un+\ =  vn+i +  (up)n+1, and this gives us the data 
for the right hand side of (6.1.5) at the next time level. The timestepping may 
be continued until a steady state is reached, ie. tM need not be fixed in advance.
In the case /  =  0 (ie. the heat equation) this method is directly comparable 
with the methods of [56] and [12], as described in Chapter 5. The main advantages 
the domain embedding approach has over these methods are that it does not 
require a homogeneous initial condition, and also it avoids convolution in time 
and thus has storage advantages, as there is no need to store all solutions from 
previous time levels.
If /  ^  0 however, and in particular if /  is nonlinear, then the approaches
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of both [56] and [12] are inapplicable, and so the method described here is a 
genuine extension of the methods of [56] and [12] to these more general parabolic 
problems.
To extend the time discretisation scheme of [56] to the solution of (6 .1 .1 )-
(6.1.3) would require knowledge of the the Laplace transform of the fundamental 
solution of (6 .1 .1 ). It can be shown (see for example [19, Theorem 8 , Chapter 1]) 
that any linear parabolic PDE of the form
where $  is determined by using the condition that LG  =  0. However, this 
does not cover the case of nonlinear PDEs, and even for many linear PDEs the
of (6 .1 .1 )—(6.1.3). If the reaction term /  is linear, then it may be possible to
nonlinear /  this will be hard, if not impossible.
An outline of this chapter is as follows.
• In §6 .2  we use the domain embedding method to solve the Dirichlet problem 
for the heat equation over a fixed time domain, ie. we solve (6.1.1)-(6.1.3) 
with /  =  0  for fixed T  > 0.
• In §6.3 we solve the Dirichlet problem for Fisher’s equation ie. (6.1.1)-
(6.1.3) with f(u )  =  ku( 1 — u), k > 0 constant. In this case, the linearly 
implicit backward Euler timestepping approach is no longer stable for all
(6.1.7)
has fundamental solution given by
(6.1.8)
formula (6 .1 .8 ) involves a domain integral, which may make the evaluation of the 
Laplace transform difficult.
In general it will also be difficult to extend the method of [12] to the solution
determine a formula for a singular solution of (6.1.5)—(6.1.6), but for a general
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time steps. As well as solving the problem for fixed T  > 0, we also com­
pute steady state solutions by fixing the time step and then continuing 
timestepping until an approximate steady state is reached.
In both sections we will briefly discuss the problem under investigation, and 
then present numerical results demonstrating the good performance of the domain 
embedding method in determining accurate solutions to these problems.
6.2 Solving the heat equation by domain em­
bedding.
We present two numerical experiments in this section. In each case we solve the 
heat equation (6 .1 .1 ) with c =  1 and /  =  0 .
E xam ple 6 .2 . 1  As a first example, we consider the very simple case where 
is the unit circle, and where the Dirichlet data in (6.1.3) is given by g =  0. 
Taking the initial condition in (6.1.2) as uo(x) =  J 0 (co|®|), where J0 is the first 
kind Bessel function of order zero and Co «  2.4048 is the first zero of Jo (ie. 
J0(cq) = 0 ), it can then be shown that the exact solution is given by
E xam ple 6 .2 . 2  As a second example, we take Q to be the ellipse with boundary
u{x,t) =  Jo (c o |jc |)e  c°‘ . (6.2.9)
r  =  {x  e  M2: x  =  j c ( s )  := (3coss ,sins), 0  < s < 27t}, ( 6 . 2 . 1 0 )
and we then solve the problem with Dirichlet data given by (6.1.3) with
and initial condition given by (6.1.2) with
in which case the exact solution is given by
u(x’t) = M?WexK"4(iToI))- x€n’ t € [ 0 ' T ] ■ (6'2'n)
For each example, we solve (6.1.1)—(6.1.3) for T =  0.01, T  =  0.1 and T  =  1.0, 
in order to demonstrate the robustness of the method for either large or small 
timesteps. For each value of T  we discretise (6 .1 .1) in time using backward Euler 
timestepping with a fixed time step 5t =  T /M , in which case we would expect the 
convergence to be linear with respect to St. As /  =  0 this method is fully implicit, 
and so the method is unconditionally stable (see for example [81, Chapter 6 ]).
Having discretised in time we then solve the resulting sequence of inhomoge- 
neous Helmholtz problems (6.1.5)-(6.1.6) using the domain embedding method, 
as described in §6.1. The errors between the exact and approximate solutions 
for Examples 6.2.1 and 6 .2 .2  at the points (0,0) and (0,0.3125) are given in 
Tables 6.1 and 6.2 respectively.
T n nc N M error(0 ,0 ) EOC error(0,0.3125) EOC


























































































Table 6.1: Errors for Example 6 .2 .1 .
The parameters n, nc, and N  for the solution of each problem (6.1.5)-(6.1.6) 
denote the number of grid points of the artificial domain Rh in each direction 
(see (2.3.13)), the number of collocation points for the boundary integral equa­
tions (see (3.1.11)) and the number of quadrature points in [0,1] used to compute
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T n nc N AT error(0 ,0 ) EOC error(0,0.3125) EOC


























































































Table 6.2: Errors for Example 6 .2 .2 .
the collocation matrix entries (see (3.4.40)) respectively, exactly as for the nu­
merical experiments in §4.4. With n , nc and N  chosen as in Tables 6 .1  and 6 .2  we 
would then expect the estimated order of convergence (EOC) (computed using 
the formula (2.6.57)) for the solution of each problem (6.1.5)-(6.1.6) to satisfy 
EOC «  —2  (see §4.4 for details). In order to maintain this convergence rate 
for the solution of the heat equation, and taking the linear convergence with re­
spect to the time step into account, it is clear that as we double n we must then 
quadruple M. This is what we do in Tables 6.1 and 6.2.
The expected convergence rate can clearly be seen for both examples, and for 
all values of T, demonstrating the predicted convergence rate of the method, and 
also the robustness of the method even for a very small time step.
6.3 Solving Fisher’s equation by domain em bed­
ding.
As mentioned in §6 .2 , it is well known (see eg. [81]) that the backward Euler time 
discretisation method is unconditionally stable. However, schemes which are not 
fully implicit, such as the linearly implicit backward Euler method (6.1.4) when 
/  0, will not have this property. The stability of such a scheme will often
depend on the parameter fi =  <5t/h2, where St is the time step, and h is the space
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step. Timestepping schemes which are not fully implicit will only be stable if fx 
is sufficiently small.
For example, if we discretise the heat equation (corresponding to (6.1.1) with 
/  =  0) using explicit Euler timestepping, we get
U" * \7  Un = A“», in n =  0, . . .  , A/ -  1 , (6.3.12)Cutfi
and this scheme will only be stable if (see [81, Chapter 6 ])
<5t 1
M h? ~  2c
For the linearly implicit backward Euler method applied to (6.1.1), the sta­
bility analysis will depend intimately on the properties of /  and on the solution 
u. We do not present such a stability analysis here, but rather we shall just 
determine experimentally a value of fx which gives us a stable method, ie. for a 
fixed spatial grid we shall progessively decrease the timestep until we find a value 
of ix that gives good results.
We shall begin by seeking a solution of (6.1.1)—(6.1.3) at a fixed time, and 
this will enable us to determine a value of /i which gives us a stable method. 
Once such a value has been found, we shall then use this to seek steady states 
for the problem, by solving (6.1.5)-(6.1.6) repeatedly, for a fixed time step, until 
we have ||iin+1 — wn||oo < tol, for some predetermined tolerance level tol.
Our test problem is Fisher’s equation, which is given by
du
—  = Au  +  ku(l — u), in Q x (0,T], (6.3.13)ut
where k > 0 is a parameter which we shall vary. Writing x  =  ( z i , ^ ) ,  we 
supplement (6.3.13) with the initial condition
u(®,0 ) =  Jo + x2j , i n ^> (6.3.14)
where Jo is the first kind Bessel function of order zero and c0 «  2.4048 is the first
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zero of Jo as in §6 .2 , and also the Dirichlet boundary condition
u =  0 , on T x [0 ,T]. (6.3.15)
Throughout this section we shall take to be the ellipse with boundary given 
by (6.2.10). Note that the initial condition (6.3.14) satisfies (6.3.15).
The existence and uniqueness of a solution to (6.3.13)-(6.3.15) follows from 
[10, Theorem 4.19], where a more general existence and uniqueness result for 
reaction diffusion problems of the form (6.1.1)—(6.1.3) under certain assumptions 
on / ,  Q, uq and g is proved. By [10, Theorem 4.60], we also have that there exists 
a constant A > 0 such that if k < A then zero is a stable steady state, and if 
k > A then zero is an unstable steady state. Moreover, by [10, Theorem 4.61] we 
have that if k > A then there exists at least one non-trivial non-negative steady 
state solution of (6.3.13)-(6.3.15) (ie. a non-trivial non-negative function v that 
satisfies A v  +  kv( 1 — v) =  0 in v =  0 on T). In this section we shall attempt to 
verify these results numerically, and to compute such non-trivial steady states.
We solve (6.3.13)-(6.3.15) for various values of k , using linearly implicit back­
ward Euler timestepping, leading to the sequence of inhomogeneous Helmholtz 
problems (6.1.5)-(6.1.6). We solve these using the domain embedding method 
as described in §6.1. For each value of k we begin by solving (6.3.13)-(6.3.15) 
at fixed time T  =  1, using various timesteps, and then once we have determined 
a value of fj, which gives us reasonable convergence we repeatedly solve (6.1.5)-
(6 .1 .6 ) until we reach a steady state.
So, to begin with we solve (6.3.13)-(6.3.15) with T  = 1 and k =  1 , for various 
values of g,. The exact solution is unknown, so we take the “near exact” solution 
to be that computed with n =  255, nc =  23, N  =  256, and M  =  512, where these 
parameters are as in §6 .2 . The errors between the “near exact” and approximate 
solutions at the points (0,0) and (0,0.3125) are given in Table 6.3. As in §6 .2  the 
estimated order of convergence (EOC) was computed using the formula (2.6.57), 
and for a stable method we would expect this to satisfy EOC «  —2 .
Clearly the expected order of convergence is acheived for all of the different 
values of g,. We now seek a steady state. We solve (6.1.5)-(6.1.6) repeatedly 
with n =  63, nc =  17, N  =  16, and 8t =  0.125 (correspondingly /i =  5.12) until 
||i4n+1 — i4n||oo < le — 6 . The values of un{0,0) and i4n(0,0.3125) against time are
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Table 6.3: Errors for solving (6.3.13)-(6.3.15) with T  =  1 and k =  1 .
plotted in Figures 6-1 and 6-2 respectively.
Convergence to the zero steady state can clearly be seen, indicating that for 
k =  1 , zero is a stable steady state, and thus 1 < A, where A is the critical value 
of k at which zero becomes unstable, as explained above.
We next solved the same problem with k =  10. As for k =  1 we began by 
determining a suitable value of \x such that we acheived good convergence to the 
solution at a fixed time T, and then we solved (6.1.5)-(6.1.6) repeatedly, this 
time with n =  63, nc — 17, N  =  16, and St =  0.0125 (correspondingly /i =  0.512) 
until | | ^ n+1 — un||oo < le — 6 . The values of un(0,0) and un(0,0.3125) against 
time are plotted in Figures 6-3 and 6-4 respectively.
Clearly we now have convergence to a non-trivial steady state, and this is 
shown in Figure 6-5. We can thus deduce that the critical value A satisfies 
1 < A < 10. Note that the elliptic domain Cl is the region in Figure 6-5 where 
the solution is non-zero, and the fictitious domain R  is the whole region which is 
meshed.
In order to get a clearer idea of the exact value of A we repeated the above 
procedure for k =  5 and k = 3. In each case we solved (6.1.5)-(6.1.6) repeatedly 
with n =  63, nc =  17, N  =  16, and St =  0.125 (correspondingly /i = 5.12) until
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||wn+1- u n||00< l e - 6 .
For k = 5 we again got convergence to a non-trivial steady state. The values 
of un(0 , 0) and un(0,0.3125) against time are plotted in Figures 6 -6  and 6 - 7  
respectively, and the steady state solution is shown in Figure 6-8 . From Figures 6 - 
6  and 6-7 it is clear that the convergence to this steady state is much slower than 
for k =  1 0 , suggesting that we are now much closer to the critical value of k. 
Also the uniform norm of the steady state seems to be decreasing as k decreases.
For k =  3 the solution converges to the trivial steady state. The values 
of un(0,0) and un(0,0.3125) against time are plotted in Figures 6-9 and 6-10 
respectively. From Figures 6-9 and 6-10 it is clear that the convergence to this 
steady state is very slow indeed, and this suggests that A may be very close to 3.
These results clearly follow the pattern predicted by [10, Theorems 4.60, 4.61]. 
For k > A 6  (3,5) there exists a non-trivial steady state, and for k < A £ (3,5) 
the trivial steady state is stable, as expected.
The method proposed in this thesis being essentially domain independent 
provides a useful tool for investigating the properties of such “critical exponents” 
as the shape of the domain Q changes.
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Approximate value of U(O.O) against time, k>1
o  0.5
time
Figure 6-1: Convergence to trivial steady state, k




















3: Convergence to non-trivial steady state, k =  10.









Figure 6-4: Convergence to non-trivial steady state, k =  10.
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(o'o)n
Figure 6-5: Non-trivial steady state, k =  10.
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Figure 6-6: Convergence to non-trivial steady state, k =  5.
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Figure 6-7: Convergence to non-trivial steady state, k =  5.
Figure 6-8: Non-trivial steady state, k =  5.
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Figure 6-9: Convergence to trivial steady state, k =  3.








Figure 6-10: Convergence to trivial steady state, k =  3.
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Chapter 7 
Conclusions and future work
7.1 Conclusions
In this thesis we have developed a domain embedding boundary integral equation 
method for solving boundary value problems for the inhomogeneous Helmholtz- 
type equation
—Au + a2u = g, i n f i c K 2, . (7.1.1)
where a  is real, f) is a bounded domain with a smooth boundary, and g € C3,7 (Q), 
7  E [0 , 1]. Our method for solving (7.1.1) approximates u at G(n2) points to 
0 (n ~2) accuracy and with a cost of 0 (n 2 logn).
These asymptotic orders of cost and accuracy are the same as if we solved 
(7.1.1) using the finite element method on a uniform grid. However, although the 
methods are comparable in order, our method is essentially domain independent 
as it avoids altogether the explicit construction of a grid resolving f2.
For the finite element method, the cost of generating a mesh with n points 
for a general domain Q may be only C(n), but the constant may be large. Thus 
we hope that our method may prove to be a competitive alternative approach.
We have also considered in this thesis the extension of our method to the 
solution of certain parabolic PDEs, and although no attempt has been made to 
compare the performance of our method with existing methods for solving such 
problems, we would hope once again that it may be a competitive alternative.
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7.2 Future work
Some areas for future research include:-
i). We would like to prove a fully discrete error bound for the method described 
in Chapter 5 for solving the heat equation.
ii). We would like to prove all of the results in Appendix C and Chapters 2 
and 4 with error estimates independent of the parameter a  (as we have 
already done in Chapter 3). In turn we would hope that this might lead 
to a full convergence analysis for the method described in Chapter 6 as it 
applies to the heat equation.
iii). We would like to perform further numerical experiments for the method of 
Chapter 3 with the parameter <72 fixed, independently of a.
iv). We would like to investigate further the possible benefits of using the vari­
able timestepping scheme described in Chapter 5.
v). In the future we hope to use our method to solve further challenging re­
action diffusion problems, and to compare its performance for solving such 
problems directly with that of the finite element method.
A ppendix A
D efinitions of some function sets  
and spaces
Here we define some of the function sets and spaces which we use in this thesis. To 
begin with, for notational convenience we introduce the concept of a multi-index.
D efinition A .0.1 Let N denote the set of non-negative integers. Then
m  =  (mi , . . .  , mn) G N”
is a multi-index. The order of m is defined by \m\ := mi +  . . .  +  rnn.
Now we define the space of continuous functions. Throughout this section, 
let ft be an open bounded subset of Rn and let ft denote its closure.
D efinition A.0.2 I f  a function f  is bounded on ft, define
ll/lloofl := sup |/(* ) |.
xen
Now let k G N. Then we denote by Cfc(ft) the set of all continuous functions f  
defined on ft such that
f/jyrn j  J
dx™1 . . .  dx%n
is continuous on ft for all m  =  (mi , . . .  ,mn) with |m| < k. By Ck(Q) we denote 
the set of all functions f  G Ck(Cl) such that V mf  can be extended uniquely from
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Q to a continuous function on for all \m\ < k. We equip Ck(£l) with the norm:
ll/Ik,ft :=  max ||I>m/ | | 00,fi.
|m|<A:
A sufficient condition for the existence of such an extension is that T>mf  is 
bounded and uniformly continuous on Q (see for example [2, $1.26]). Note that 
lo,ft =  l l / l | o o , n -
Next we define the space of Holder continuous functions, as in [15, §2.2].
D efinition A .0.3 For 0 < 7  <  1 , let denote the space of functions
(j> G Cm(0) such that
\VmJ > ( x ) - V m( t > ( y ) \ < C \ x - y \ \
for some constant C > 0, depending only on <f>. Then Cm,1{pL) is equipped with 
the norm
IMIm,7,n — ll l^lm,n +  sup ------- 1 ■ ■  .
x,yet i  \x  V I
x * y
R em ark: Clearly Cm,7 (i7) C Cm(fi) C Cm-1,7 (Q), for all m > 1 and 7  G (0,1]. 
We now define spaces of integrable functions.
D efinition A .0.4 For p > 1 let LP(Q) denote the set of all Lebesgue measurable 
functions defined on Q such that
I  \u(x) \pd x  <  00.
Jn
LP(Q) is then equipped with the norm
IMImsj) := ( J  |u(x)|pdi^ .
When Q =  [0,27r] we omit it from the notation.
Finally we define Sobolev spaces. We only need these for 27r-periodic functions 
of one variable, so we can define them as in [49, Chapter 8 ].
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D efinition A .0.5 For s > 0, let H s =  H s[0,27r] denote the space of 2tt-periodic 
locally Lebesgue integrable functions v : R i-» C such that
oo




Vm = 7T I v(t)e~imtdt, m  — 0 , ± 1 , ± 2 , . . .
Jo
are the Fourier coefficients of v. An equivalent norm exists for integers, and in 
particular if v € H° then
I M U »  =  I M k ,
and i f v E H 1 then the distributional derivative of v, v', satisfies v' € L2 and
A ppendix B
Properties of modified B essel 
functions
Throughout this thesis, we need to use various properties of the modified Bessel 
functions K v(z) (in particular K 0(z) and # 1(2:)), which are solutions of the dif­
ferential equation
o (Pw dw , 9
z i ^ + z ^ ~ i z , + * ' V = ° -
All of the results we need can be found in either [1] or [57], but for ease of reference 
we summarise the most important ones here.
For real z, K v{z) —> 0 , as \z\ —► 0 0 . Also K v(z) is real and positive when 
z > 0. The modified Bessel functions are related to Hankel functions H via 
the formula
and so in particular
K 0(z) =  j W ( i z ) .  (B.0.2)
When |z| is small, there is the series representation [1 , (9.6.11)] for K u(z),
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which we state here.
K^ z) = i ( I - ) ( ~ i -2)k+(-1)I'+1 loe (I-)
1 / I  X 17 00 ( ± z 2) k
^ * 2  \ 2 j  +  it)!’ (B-°-3)
where
Prom this we can deduce that as 2: —> 0 ,
Ko(z) ~  — log(2r) and Ki(z) ~  - ,z
where ~  means “asymptotically equal” . When 2  is real and large, there is an 
asymptotic expansion [1, (9.7.2)] for K v(z), from which we can deduce that, as 
z —>• 0 0 ,
Jr"w ~ {' - e} ■ ~ w f  I1+c} ■
Finally, there are recurrence relations [1 , (9.6.26)] for the derivatives of K v(z), 
from which we can deduce that
K ’J z )  =  - K ^ z )  and K[(z) = - K 0(z) -  - K ^ z ) .  (B.0.4)z
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A ppendix C
Continuity of the Volume 
Potential
Consider the volume potential
Vip{x):= f  $ a{x,y)ip(y)dy, (C.0.1)
Jci
where Q C R2 is a bounded domain with boundary T, and
$«(*,!/) =  - ^ K o(a \x  - i / l ) ,  (C.0 .2 )
is the fundamental solution of the two-dimensional Helmholtz equation, given 
by (2.1.5). In this section we show that under appropriate smoothness assump­
tions on \p and T, Vip is smooth enough for our needs, a result which is made more 
precise below and which is needed for the analysis in Chapter 2  (note that using 
the notation of Chapter 2 , the domain integral U (2.1.6) is given by U =  Vg). 
This result (on the smoothness of Vg) is by no means obvious, as in general an 
operator of the form (C.0 .1), with a weakly singular kernel such as (C.0 .2 ), may 
map smooth data ip into a function Vip with singularities on T. For example:-
E xam ple C.0.1 Consider the operator JC defined by
Ku(x) =  / log \x -  y\u(y)dy, x  G [0,1].
Jo
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Now the function u(x) =  1, x G [0,1], clearly satisfies u G C°°[0,1], but
Ku(x) = [  log \x -  y\dy
Jo
=  re logo; +  (1 — x) log(l -  x) — 1 , 
and so JCu is not infinitely smooth on [0,1].
The thing about the special integral Vip defined in (C.0.1) is that U := Vip 
furnishes a solution to the Helmholtz equation, ie.
(—A +  a 2)U(x) =  ip{x), x  G fL
So, if ip € C°°(Q) and T and U |r  are both smooth, then we would expect from 
the theory of regularity of elliptic PDEs (eg. [2 2 , Theorem 6.19]) that U would 
be smooth on fi. What is not so obvious is that U |r  is a smooth function on T, 
and so a direct appeal to elliptic theory does not give us the result we require. 
The main purpose of this section is in fact to prove the smoothness of U using 
integral equation arguments. Our main result is:
T heorem  C .0 . 2  Suppose k > 1  is a given integer, and suppose T € Ck+1. Let 
7  G (0,1). Then
V  : with | | ^ | | (+i,7,fi < Ci,T|M|j,7 ,ft, l = 0, . . . ,k,
(C.0.3)
and
V  : Ci,7 (0) Ci+1’7 (R2 \  Q), with ||^ lli+ i,- ,^ \n  < / =  0 , . . .  , fe,
(C.0.4)
where C \^, C2,7 are constants independent of ip.
Proof: The proof of this result is complicated, and will take up the rest of this 
section.
R em ark: We note that although results closely related to this appear in the lit­
erature (eg. Gunter [33] has proved its analogue for the three-dimensional Laplace
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operator, and Kangro [43] has proved a related result regarding the smoothness 
of the solution of a 2D integral equation with logarithmic kernel (see also [82, 
p.49-50])), we have not found this exact result anywhere, and so although the 
proof is somewhat lengthy, it is our belief that it is of interest. Note that we 
explicitly need the result for k =  3 in Chapter 2 .
In our proof we follow the lines of the proof of Theorem 3 on p. 108 of [33], for 
the three-dimensional Laplace equation. We also use results from [47] and [15] 
regarding the continuity of the single and double layer potentials defined by
Vip(x) =  J  ^ a{x,y)'i/j{y)dy (C.0.5)
and
Wi>{x) = jT  ( c . o .6)
respectively, where d/dn(y) is the derivative with respect to the unit outward 
normal at y  € T. Note that all the results we use from [47] and [15] are proved 
therein in the three-dimensional case, and so where appropriate we have worked 
through the proofs to demonstrate their applicability in two dimensions also. 
Note that as well as extending the result in [33] so that we can apply it to the 
volume potential arising from the two-dimensional Helmholtz equation, we have 
also simplified it somewhat, to make it less general, but more easily applicable 
to our needs.
The proof of Theorem C.0.2 is given at the end of this section. The main 
result we need in order to prove it is the following. We remind the reader that V 
denotes the two-dimensional gradient operator. For a function of x, y  e R2 we 
use Vx (respectively Vy) to denote the gradient with respect to x  (respectively
y)-
T heorem  C.0.3 I fT  G C2, and € Cl (Vt), then we have the following formula 
for W ip :
V V ^{x )  =  V(Vtp){x) -  V{tpn)(x), x  e  R2, (C.0.7)
where n  : T R2 represents the unit outward normal vector to T.
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P roof: From (C.0.1) and using (B.0.4) we have
W ' t p i x )  =  J  V xK 0( a \x  -  y \ ) i p(y)dy
= f  T— -  y\) (^y)dy- (C.O.8 )27r Jn \ x - y \
First we prove (C.0.7) for i G f i .  Let a be a disk of radius 6 around x , with 
boundary da, as shown in Figure C-l below. For small enough 5 this disk lies 
completely inside fi.
Figure C-l: Circle radius 6 around x  6  Cl.
We can then write (C.0.8) as
VVti){x) =  y  f  y — y K i{ a \x  -  y\)ip{y)dy 
2tt Ja \x -  y |
+ y  [  y — —{K x{a\x -  y\)tp{y)dy 
2 tt Jn\a \x -  y |
= : A + B.
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First, we show that |A| —>■ 0 as 5 —>• 0. To do this note that it is clear that
(v-*)-K i(a\x -  y\\ x - y
If we then take polar coordinates about x  we see that
*27r pS
< K \{a\x  — 2/|)|[V’lloo,n-
\A\ < ^  J  J  Ki(ar)rdrdff |M|oo,n 
1 f aS
= -  xKi{x)dx H^ Hoo.n 
a Jo
= ~  { [ -xK 0(x)]qS +  Ko(x)dx^ ||^||oo,n (integrating by parts)
= -  { -a S K 0(a8) +  C>(Jlog(<5))} Halloo,n 0 as 5 0,a
where in the last line we have used [1, (11.1.9)], which gives a series expansion for 
f*  Ko(x)dx, and also the fact that K0(x) =  0 ( logz) as x —> 0, see [1, (9.6.13)]. 
Now, to consider the limit of B  as 5 —¥ 0, we write
B  = T  f  V xK 0(a \x-y \)i> (y)d y  
2?r Jn\a
=  - 77-  [  ^7yK o(a\x-y\)'ip{y)dy
2?r Jn\a
=  -T- [  Vy{Ko(a\x-y\)i>(y)}dy
27r Jn\a
+ -!- [  K 0(a \x -y \)V 'ip (y )d y  (C.0.9)
Jnw
=: C  + D. 
First we examine D. We have
D  = J  ^ K o { o t \x -  y\)Vip{y)dy -  K 0{a\x -  y\)Vx/>{y)dy 
= V{V\l>){x) -  E ,
where
E  = J  tfoM® -  y|)V^(y)dy.
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Taking polar coordinates about x,  we then have
1  /*27T n8
\ E \  <  J  K o ( a r ) r d r d 0  ||V^||oo,n
i  r a6
= ~2 xK 0{x)dx\\\fy\\OOfl.
& J  o
As above, it is easily shown from [1 , (11.3.27),(9.6.11)] that
na8
/ x K 0 ( x ) d x  =  1 — a S K i ( a 5 )  =  0 ( 5 2 log5 )  as 6 -» 0 , J o
and so \E\ —> 0 as (5 —► 0. Now it just remains to consider C. Using the 
divergence theorem, we have
C  =  - T  J  Ko(a\x -  y\)i>{y)n{y)dy -  T  J  K a{a\x -  y\)i>(y)na(y)dy  
-  -V (ipn)(x) — F,
where
F ~ ' h  L  K° ^ x  ~ vIMvWCvMi/.
and where n a represents the unit outward normal vector to da. (Recall that n  
denotes the outward normal on T.) Using the fact that a is the circle of radius 
5, with centre x , it can be easily shown that
|F | < 6Kq(qi5) Halloo,n ~  ^0 as 6 —> 0,
using [1 , (9.6.13)], and hence the result (C.0.7) follows, for x  e  £1.
To show that (C.0.7) holds for all x  € fi, we can consider it for i G f i ,  and let 
x  tend to a point on T. Since Vip € C°(H), it follows from Theorem C.0.10 below 
that W x/j € C1(fi). Also, it is well known (see for example [15, Theorem 2 .1 2 ] 
or Theorem C.0.7 below) that the single layer potential with continuous density 
is uniformly continuous throughout R2. Hence (C.0.7) holds for all x  € Q.
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To show that (C.0.7) holds for note that we can write
VPip(x) = - l - J  Vy{Jtfo(a|* -  y\)ip(y)}dy +  f  K 0(a\x -  y\)Vil>{y)dy,
as in (C.0.9), and the result follows by again using the divergence theorem to 
write the first integral on the right hand side as a boundary integral. □
Before we can use Theorem C.0.3, we need a theorem relating the continuity 
of Vip to that of tj). In the rest of this section we assume that T E  C2, and we let 
7  denote arc length parametrisation of T. Then, writh L =  |T|, 7  : [0, L] 1— T is 
L-periodic, 7  E C2 [0, L], and | t /(<)| =  1, for all t E [0, L\. Hence r ( t)  := 7 f(t) is 
a unit tangent vector to T at the point x  =  7 (t). Since 7 /(t).7 ,(t) =  1 for all t it 
follows that 7 '/(i).7 /(£) =  0, and so N (t)  := 7 "W /|7 ,/WI *s a unit normal vector
to T (which may point inward or outward). Since r  and N  are an orthogonal
basis in R2 , we can then write, for x  E T,
Vxp(x) =  (X7xp.N)(x)N(x) +  (V ^.r)(a;)r(x )
We define the curvature of T by /c(t) := |7 "(t)|, and so we can then write
7  "(t) =  n(t)N (t). (C.0 .1 1 )
We then have the following result.
Lem m a C.0.4 Let ip E C1(T). Then
ip(y)K{y)N{y)dy. (C.0.12)j (V^.r)(y)r(y)dy = - J
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Proof: To prove (C.0.12) we make the substitution y  =  7 (t), and integrate by
parts to get
Iy ( 0 i t
JO
and the result follows using the periodicity of 7  and (C.0.11). □
We can now prove the following two theorems giving formulae for the gradients 
of the single and double layer potentials (C.0.5) and (C.0.6).
Theorem  C.0.5 Let 'ijj E ^ (T ). Then for x  E R2 \  T,
W t})(x) =  V ((V ^ .t) t  +  tpKN)(x) — W (ipN )(x). (C.0.13)
l
(Vi j i .T) {y)T{y)dy  =
Proof: The proof is similar to that of [47, Theorem 3.2(i)], where an analogous 
result is proved in three dimensions. For x  £ T,
W'ipix) = J^Vx{$Q{x,y)}il)(y)dy 
= ~  J  Vjf{ $ a( x , y ) } i p ( y ) d y
j  r ^ c (g | y )  d * * (* ± v ) N {  )
J r L d r ( y )  d N ( y ) Tp{:y)dy, by (C.0.10),
d $ a ( x , y )
d N ( y )
^(y)-W(y) jd y ,  (C.0.14)
using the product rule. Now applying Lemma C.0.4 (with ^(y )  replaced by
$ a(x, y) ip(y))  to the first term of (C.0.14) the result follows. □
T heorem  C.0.6 Let E ^ (T ) . Then for x  E R2 \  T,
V W ^(x) =  — a2V{,ipn)(x) — V A V(Vt/> A n)(x), (C.0.15)
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recalling that n  is the unit outward normal vector to T.
Proof: Again the proof is similar to that of [47, Theorem 3.2(h)]. First, we 
define what we mean by curl and A in 2D. If x  = (zlf x2) and y  = (j/i, y2) then
x  A y  =
i j  k
X\ x2 0
2/i 2/2 0
and if /  =  (A, / 2)r  then
curl/  =  V A /  =
i j  k
d/dx d/dy  0 
f i  h  0
Now note that for x  & T 
d$ Q(x ,y )
dn(y) = y)} My) = -v*. {$«(*» y)My)} •
Hence (with V denoting Vx and using the vector identity Vdiv =  A +  curl curl), 
we have
V W ^(x) =  V V It (xty) (^y)n(y) dyj 
=  - A  J^$a(x,y)i;(y)n(y) dy
-c u r ljc u r l  j  ^a{x,y)'ip{y)n{y) dy . (C.0.16)
To obtain (C.0.15) from (C.0.16), first consider the first term on the right hand 
side of (C.0.16). From Definition 2.1.1 it is clear that any function of the form u{x) =  f r $a(x, y)(j>{y)dy satisfies (—A + a2)u(x) =  0 for all x V. Hence
- A  J  $ Q(®, y)tp(y)n(y)dy =  —a2 J  $a(x,y)il;(y)n(y)dy. (C.0.17)
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Now consider the second term on the right hand side of (C.0.16). It can be shown 
that
curl I  $a ( x , y ) i p ( y ) n ( y )  dy  =  J  V x A $ a ( x , y ) i p ( y ) n ( y )  d y
=  J  V s  { $ Q(a;, y ) }  ?/>(y) A n ( y )  d y
=  -  J ^ y { ^ a ( x , y ) } ^ { y )  A n ( y ) d y  




'd $ a(x ,y )  
r l  dN (y)
i>{y)T{y) A n ( y )  d y
ip{y)N(y) A n ( y )  d y ,
using (C.0 .1 0 ). The second term on the right hand side is clearly equal to zero, 
since N  =  ± n , and so using the product rule on the first term we have
curl J ^ a(x,y)ip(y)n(y)dy = - J d { ^ a ( x , y ) i p ( y ) }
l
dr (y) T ( y ) A n(y) dy
A n{y)dy. 
(C.0.18)
Because r  and n  are orthogonal vectors in R2, the first term on the right hand 
side can be written as
- I
d{$ a (g ,y)^(y)}
dr{y) ( r  A n ) ( y )  d y  =  -  J dr(y) (0 , 0 , ± 1) d y  =  0 ,
using the fact that T is a closed contour. Taking the curl of (C.0.18) and com­
bining with (C.0.17) in (C.0.16) the result (C.0.15) then follows. □
We are now nearly in a position to prove, by induction, our result Theo­
rem C.0.9 on the continuity of V lV for / > 1 , but first we need to establish the 
continuity properties of Vip and Wip on R2 when xp G C0,7 (r). The following two 
theorems appear as Theorems 2.12 and 2.16 in [15], where they are proved for the 
three-dimensional case. The fundamental solution (C.0 .2 ) of the two-dimensional 
Helmholtz equation is weakly singular at x  =  y, and decays exponentially when
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\x — y\ is large, and this behaviour mirrors exactly that of the fundamental 
solution of the three-dimensional Helmholtz equation,
1 e-a\x-y\
Hence the proofs in two dimensions follow analogously, and so we do not prove 
these results here. Note that stronger results are possible, but Theorems C.0.7 
and C.0 .8  are sufficient for our needs.
Theorem C.0.7 Suppose T £ C2 and 7  £ (0,1). Then
V : C°(T) C0,7 (R2), with IIW IIo ^  < CVIIV-lkr,
where C7 is a constant depending only On T and 7 .
Theorem C.0.8 Suppose V G C2 and 7  £ (0,1). Then
W  : C°’7 (r) 1  ^ C°'7 ( f i ) ,  with <  Cil7 ||V’||o,7 ,r,
and
W  : C°'7(r) -*• C°'7(R2 \  f i ) ,  with ||V \V llo ,7 ,R’ \f i  <  C ,2,7 ||V’||o,7,r> 
where Cii7 and C2j7 are constants depending only on T and 7 .
We can now prove the main result regarding the continuity of the derivatives 
of the single layer potential.
Theorem C.0.9 Suppose k > 1 is a given integer, and suppose T £ Ck+1. Let 
7  £ (0,1). Then
V : C‘'7 (r) ^  C‘'7 (n), with ||VV>||lj7,fi < C,i,7 ||V>l|i,-y,r. l = 0 , . . . , k ,  (C.0.19)
and
V : Cf’7(r) H->> C*’7(R2 \  n), w i t h  ||V^||i>7>R2\n < C72,7||'0l|i,7,r> 1 =  0 , . . .  , h ,
(C.0 .2 0 )
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where Ci>7, C2,7 are constants independent of ip.
Proof: We shall prove the result (C.0.19) using induction on I. Because the 
proof of (C.0.20) is similar, we shall omit it.
From Theorem C.0.7 it is clear that the result is true for I =  0. Assume 
the result is true for some I < k — 1, and then suppose that ip G Cz+1,7(r), 
7 G (0 ,1). Using the smoothness of the boundary we have that ipn G Cz+1,7(r) 
and Vip A n  G Cz,7(r). Hence by the inductive hypothesis V(ipn) G Cl,7(Cl) and
l | V W ’T» ) l l l - l , 7 , f t  ^  l | V ( ’ M l l l , 7 , f l  <  C '3 ,7 IIV’ l | i , 7 , r .
where the constant Czrt is independent of ip. Also, V(Vip A n )  € C!,7(fl), and so 
V A V(Vip A n )  6  C '-1’7 (fi) and
||V A V(V^ A n ) ||i_i,T,fj =  ||V(VV> A n ) | | i>7ifj < C4,7 ||VV>||(,7,r =  C4,7 IWIi+i,7 ,r,
where the constant C74jT is also independent of ip. Using Theorem C.0.6 we see 
that VWip G Cl~1,7 (ft), and hence
Wip 6  C‘(Q), (C.0.21)
and
w m k y f l  < C7 |l,/'ll,+i,7 ,r> (C.0.22)
where the constant C1 is independent of ip.
We can now use these results in conjunction with Theorem C.0.5 to get the
result. Since ip G Cz+1,7(r) and kN  G Cfc-:L(r), with I < k — 1, it follows that
(('Vip.r)r +  ipK,N) G Cz,7(r), and so under the inductive hypothesis we have 
V ((V '0 .r)r -f iptsN) G Cl,7(Cl), and
u"{{^r> r)r + ipKN)||i>7>fl < Cy\\ip\\i+i^r, (C.0.23)
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where the constant C7 is independent of ip. Using this, (C.0 .2 1 ) and Theo­
rem C.0.5 we then have that W ip  G Cz,7 (fi), and so
Vip G Cl+1^ (Q), (C.0.24)
and from (C.0.23), (C.0 .2 2 ) and (C.0.13) we see that
||V^||/+i,7>n < Ci>7 ||^|h+i,7 ,r- (C.0.25)
From (C.0.24) and (C.0.25), it is then clear that the result (C.0.19) holds for Z-fl 
under the assumption that it is true for Z, and so by induction the result is true 
for all I =  0 , . . .  , k. □
We are now nearly in a position to prove Theorem C.0.2. Again the proof is 
by induction and the next theorem proves the first step in the induction.
T heorem  C.0.10 Suppose T G C2 and 7  G (0,1). Then
V  : C°( ft) H- With \\Pi>\\h lfi < C iJV Ik n , (C.0.26)
and
V  : C°(£2) M. C1,7 (R2 \  0 ), with | | ^ | | 1>7, . \n  < C jJV ’llo.ft. (C.0.27)
where Cij7 and C2,7 are constants independent of ip.
Proof: We prove (C.0.26) only, the proof of (C.0.27) is similar. Let ip G C°(f2). 
To show Vip G C1,7 (f2), we need to show that W ip  G C0,7 (f2), where W ip  is 
given by (C.0.8). To do this we will need to use [44, Theorem 4, p.363], which 
states that if the kernel
R (Xt =  1! — 7‘t\K i (“ I1  ~ y ^F  -  y\
of (C.0.8) satisfies the two conditions




f  \R (x ,y )\\x  -  y\ 7d y < C 2, (C.0.29)
Jn
then V V  : L°°(Cl) C°’7 (fi), and
i r < [Cl + (27 +  V )C 2] W o,n.
So, we just need to establish the bounds (C.0.28) and (C.0.29), and then the 
result will follow. Using the formula for the derivative of K \ (z) (see Appendix B) 
we have
[  \VxR (x, y )\\x  — y |1-7dy =
Jn
a(y  -  x )2
jJn x  _ y \ 2  ~  3/D
\x -  y \l 7dy
< / a \ x - y \ l 7K 0(a\x -  y\)dy + / \x -  y\ 7K i(a \x  -  y\)dy
Jn Jn
=: A + B.
Now, define D (x) to be the circle of radius d and centre x  e  Cl, where d is chosen 
in such a way that Cl C D(x). Since Cl is a bounded domain, such a circle can 
certainly be defined for each x  G by choosing d sufficiently large. Using the 
series expansions for Ko{z) and K \(z) (see Appendix B), it can be shown that 
there exist constants C$ and C 4  such that for any 2  €  [ 0 ,  d\, d >  0 ,
K 0(z) < CsKxiz) < C4- .  (C.0.30)z
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Stronger bounds also hold, but (C.0.30) is sufficient for our needs. Using it we 
get
for some constant C. This is bounded for all 7  G (0,1). Similarly, we have
which again is bounded for all 7  € (0 , 1).
So, this shows that (C.0.28) is satisfied. To establish the bound (C.0.29), note 
that
and then the result follows using exactly the same argument as above. This
P roo f o f T heorem  C .0 .2 : We now complete the proof of Theorem C.0 .2 , 
using induction. We prove (C.0.3) only, the proof of (C.0.4) is analogous.
From Theorem C.0.10 the result is true for I =  0. Assume it is true for 
some I < k — 1, and then let ip € Cz+1,7 (fi). Then Vip G Cl,1(0,), and so under 
the inductive hypothesis V(Vip) G Cz+1,7 (fi). We also have ipn G Cz+1,7 (fi) 
by the assumed smoothness of T, and so by Theorem C.0.9 we have V(ipn) G 
Cz+1,7 (f2). So, using Theorem C.0.3 we have that W ip  G Cz+1,7 (fi), from which 
it follows that Vip G Cl+2,n/(Cl). In addition, using the inductive hypothesis and 
Theorem C.0.9 we have that there exists a constant C1 independent of ip such




11 ^ 1 11 + 2 , 7 , f t  -  ^ 7 1W 1 H I , 7 , f t  j
as required. So, we have shown that the result is true for I =  0, and true for 
I + 1 under the assumption that it is true for I, and thus we have shown that 
Theorem C.0.2 is true for all / =  0, . . .  , k. This concludes the proof. □
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